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Ph.D. project objectives 
The PharmaTox Strategic Research Initiative was established on January 1st, 2015 with support             

from the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences at the University of Oslo, Norway. The               

initiative brings experts of different disciplines such as neuro-, pharma-, and epidemiology            

together with bioinformaticians and statisticians to work on common problems concerning           

human neurotoxicity and neurodevelopment (Amundsen et al., 2015; Bjørnstad et al., 2015;            

Brandlistuen et al., 2013). A year and a half later I was hired to work in a large project involving                    

two core groups and other scientists with the original aim to, as originally stated [sic], ‘’to                

translate findings of epigenetic changes upon paracetamol exposure in human embryonic stem            

cells (hESCs), neural progenitors and neurite outgrowth, with findings in umbilical cord blood of              

children exposed to paracetamol in fetal life with neurodevelopmental delays’. My main            

supervisor is Ragnhild Eskeland, now an associate professor at the Institute of Basic Medical              

Sciences, and in the tradition of PharmaTox, we work in cooperation with Robert Lyle´s group at                

Ullevål University Hospital and several other scientists with diverse expertise. My contract and             

Ph.D. candidature was set from September 13, 2016, to September 13, 2020.  

 

PharmaTox is currently working with a selection of common drugs. Many of these can be               

considered common medications, that might be taken during pregnancy. Broadly these drugs can             

be classified into three main groups: analgesics, antidepressants, and anticonvulsants. In the            

analgesic group, the first drug on the to-do list of selected medications is the widely known                

painkiller paracetamol. Paracetamol has been used for well over 100 years now (Cahn & Hepp,               

1886) and part II of this thesis will be a study on paracetamol’s effect on neurodifferentiation.  

Initial project objectives were as follows 

1. To set up and characterize paracetamol exposure on viability, cell renewal, pluripotency,            

and cell cycle in hESCs.  

2. To measure the impact of exposure to paracetamol on hESCs and after neural             

differentiation. 
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3. To characterize the effect of paracetamol on gene expression, DNA methylation, selected            

histone marks, and H2A.Z in undifferentiated and differentiated hESCs and study how            

this impacts neuronal differentiation. 

4. To correlate and translate the findings within PharmaTox. 

 

As projects tend to do, objectives changed to: 

Current project objectives are now 

1) Set up and create an in-house protocol for neurodifferentiation of human embryonic stem             

cells to neural progenitor cells. This protocol should be robust enough for            

neurotoxicology studies. 

2) Study the effects of paracetamol on neurodifferentiation utilizing our own protocol. 

a. Methods employed are standard laboratory methods combined with multi-omic         

single-cell sequencing. 

3) Side project LINE-1 mobile genetic elements, and similar endogenous viral remnants. The            

goal is to study the change in element mobilization after exposure to paracetamol and              

medications used in the treatment of mental illnesses, e.g. schizophrenia and bipolar            

disorder.  

 

LINE-1 side project 

Outside the two major parts that I will describe in my thesis, I have also worked on a mobile                   

genetic element project, long interspersed nuclear element 1 (LINE-1) retrotransposition. Mobile           

elements such as these can be linked with paracetamol as well as several mental diseases such as                 

schizophrenia and various spectrum disorders. In the LINE-1 study, I have designed a             

drug-library around known retrotransposition-activating compounds (i.e. cocaine and        

methamphetamine) and drugs involved in the treatment of many human mental disorders (i.e.             

antidepressants, stimulants, antipsychotics, and mood stabilizers). This drug library has been           

trialed in a Master´s student project by experiments performed by the talented student MSc. Guro               

Cecilie Mustorp. Some of the future prospects in this project could be to use this library with the                  

cells generated with our neurodifferentiation method.   
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Part I - Differentiation of human embryonic stem cells to neural           

progenitor cells for neurotoxicology studies 
Early human brain development is a process with many unknown factors and mechanisms,             

especially for developing areas in the brain which we believe have many human-specific             

functions, such as transitory structures ganglionic eminences and the developing neocortex           

(Lancaster et al., 2013; Ozair et al., 2013; Suzuki & Vanderhaeghen, 2015). I will also venture to                 

be human-centric enough to agree that the human brain likely is the most complex organ that has                 

evolved among living organisms (on Earth) and it is also evident that our brains are still                

incapable of understanding most, if not all, of its parts, which also luckily means there is room                 

for many exciting research projects within those subjects. 

 

We started with the belief that our work in the cell-lab with neuronal differentiation of hESCs                

would take a relatively short period of time until we could start analyzing the first results from                 

treatment. This did not quite work out as we expected, as things sometimes do in science. We                 

abandoned the initial method, as well as a second one. We realized these methods would not                

work in our neurotoxicology studies as we needed to maintain a certain rigidity and              

reproducibility during a longer period of time (around 20 days). Once we realized that our               

current practices would not suffice, we started developing a more customized method for             

differentiation of hESCs towards NPCs, that would enable us to treat the cells with i.e.               

paracetamol and reproduce the experiment with comparable outcomes. 

 

We had a breakthrough after substantial developments of the method in late 2018. This allowed               

us to apply our method successfully in small test runs. Then we did two repeated runs of the                  

method, fully scaled for treatment with paracetamol, and to yield material for several             

downstream experiments. We were now able to gather and sequence material for both method              

validation and our investigation of paracetamol. We have since validated our cell-culture method             

and investigated paracetamol´s effects using several downstream methods; brightfield imaging,          

immunocytochemistry (ICC), Western blotting (WB), droplet digital polymerase chain reaction          
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(ddPCR), fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), bulk RNA-sequencing, EPIC-array        

methylation assays, single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq), and single-cell assay for          

transposase accessible chromatin sequencing (snATAC-seq). Starting early 2019 until now, we           

have generated scRNA-seq, scATAC-seq, and DNA methylation datasets. These datasets alone           

contain substantial amounts of data and in their being relatively novel as they are obtained with                

recently developed sequencing technologies, they also provide challenges in terms of how to             

analyze the data for answering our particular questions.  

 

It is worth mentioning that there is still debate ongoing on the effects of paracetamol, even                

though, as mentioned, it has been in use during the last 100 years. Because the effects of                 

paracetamol are unknown in the context of brain development, we were curious about what we               

would observe once the analysis was completed. This thesis will rely heavily on scRNA-seq              

datasets as these are completed and analysis for these were possible to write before my contract                

ended. For our later publications, ATAC- and methylation profiling will be integrated, for a              

multi-omics investigation on the method and the effects of paracetamol. Even though this project              

was delayed, we now have data enough for several more publications than we initially planned. 

 

Introduction  

Medication in pregnancy 

The developing human fetus is sensitive. Medication taken during pregnancy will always carry a              

potential risk as it can affect prenatal development in unexpected ways. This risk needs to be                

balanced with the benefit of the medication and communicated to mothers in a responsible way               

that does not cause undue harm. Traditionally toxicologists at pharmaceutical companies,           

universities-, and other agencies, obtain safety data on risk compounds with animal studies,             

epidemiological studies, or case reports. These studies have several limitations where an            

important factor is an interspecies translatability (Ward, 2001). There are obvious ethical issues             

in including pregnant women in drug trials, and sometimes the risk factors of previously used               

compounds can be difficult to determine. Indeed, less than 10 % FDA-approved medications             
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between 1980 and 2000 have satisfactory safety data (Andrade et al., 2004). Moreover,             

long-term outcomes have received limited attention and the need for faster and more accurate              

models of developmental toxicity is increasing. We have during modern times been very             

efficient in creating new compounds, increasing our exposure to these - and combinations thereof              

- while we sadly have not been as sufficiently accomplished at testing them for safety even after                 

some has been in use for a long time. 

 

The sensitivity of the developing brain 

The developing brain and central nervous system are particularly sensitive to exposure from             

chemicals and pharmaceuticals which ultimately can lead to neurodevelopmental disorders such           

as schizophrenia, autism, and ADHD (van Thriel et al., 2012). The sensitivity is partly due to                

interplay between several complex mechanisms such as cell migration, patterning, proliferation,           

apoptosis, cell differentiation, synaptogenesis and pruning, neurite outgrowth, neurotransmitter         

turnover, and myelination (Kadereit et al., 2012). This extensive interplay of pathways means             

that transcriptional programs and the epigenome can be particularly sensitive during certain            

developmental windows. There exists a body of evidence and examples of prenatal insults, such              

as compound exposure or maternal stress, that can disrupt the epigenome and in turn, be linked                

to neurodevelopmental disorder (Bollati & Baccarelli, 2010; Kundakovic & Jaric, 2017; Raciti &             

Ceccatelli, 2017). There is an ongoing effort to understand more about effects on the              

transcriptional and epigenomic changes in neurodevelopment in the context of          

neurodevelopmental toxicity (Raciti & Ceccatelli, 2017). It has been shown that there exist             

human peculiarities in key events in the development of our brain which is different when               

compared to other mammals (Kanton et al., 2019). These unique aspects of brain development              

highlight that it is important to make sure that there is no human-specific toxicity with               

compounds that are correlated with adverse development in epidemiological studies.  

 

Alternative models for neurotoxicity testing 

Recently, hESCs have proven valuable for developmental toxicity studies as an alternative to             

animal models or immortalized human cell lines (Colleoni et al., 2012; Krug et al., 2013;               
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Schulpen et al., 2015). These cells offer unique features in their cytogenic stability, proliferation              

capacity, and potential to differentiate to all three germ lineages. Moreover, in vitro             

differentiation of hESCs mimic gene expression patterns of early embryonic development           

(Abranches et al., 2009; Fathi et al., 2011; Hay et al., 2008), and thus can potentially be utilized                  

to identify targets of drug-induced developmental toxicity.  

 

hESCs, and human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs), continues to show promise for             

neurotoxicology studies as a complement to animal models. hESC- or hiPSC-based in vitro             

studies provides the possibility to detect human-specific adverse outcomes in terms of neuronal             

development and can be tuned for different developmental windows, decrease animal suffering,            

and are cost-effective and rapid to deploy (Bal-Price et al., 2018). A three-dimensional approach              

can be powerful for in vivo comparison, but the complexity and the multitude of variables carry                

the risk of decreasing reproducibility, throughput, cost, and further complicates an analysis,            

whereas the simplicity of a monolayer system can be a strength in terms of exploratory               

neurodevelopmental toxicology. There is an urgent need to evaluate the safety and impact on              

human health of thousands of chemicals on the market currently targeted for re-evaluation in              

accordance with the EU regulation REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, and          

Restriction of Chemicals) (Combes et al., 2003). Assessing all those chemicals for human             

neurotoxicity would result in an enormous need for laboratory animal testing which would be in               

conflict with the demand for the 3 R´s, Refinement, Reduction, and Replacement in terms of               

laboratory animals (Guhad, 2005).  

 

Our approach to single-cell sequencing is that we might be able to measure drug-induced              

changes that are more subtle in hESCs differentiation towards, and along, the neural lineage.              

Slight changes, such as an affected expression program or a shift in population numbers for a                

particular cell type, are events that could lead to increased risk of disease and could be of                 

variable severity depending on when in development it would take place - examples being              

neuronal migration and layering in the brain, or slight shifts of more or less excitatory or                

inhibitory neurons. Using human cells in early neurodevelopment might also provide a way to              
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see some human specific effects, which could be difficult, or impossible to discover in animal               

models. 

 

hESCs biology in comparison with mouse embryonic stem cells 

Embryonic stem cells are isolated from the blastocyst’s inner cell mass and are pluripotent              

(multi-potent) - they can develop into any cell type except cells found in the placenta. A cell that                  

is capable of also creating placenta cell-progeny is called totipotent (all-potent), and those can              

only be cells isolated from the morula stage, before the blastocyst formation. The blastocyst is a                

structure shared in mammals, which is formed in early development after approximately day 5,              

post-conception. From the inner cell mass of the blastocyst, the epiblast will form and give rise                

to three primary germ layers called endoderm (endo - inside), mesoderm (meso - middle), and               

ectoderm (ecto - outside), in a process known as gastrulation where also the embryos primary               

body axes are established. The endoderm layer will form the gastrointestinal and respiratory             

systems. The mesoderm will become skeletal and cardiac muscle, bone, cartilage, connective            

tissue, lymphatic tissue, and more. The ectoderm will give rise to the nervous system: brain,               

spinal cord and peripheral nerves, skin, and lining for nostrils, mouth, hair, nails, and anus.               

hESC-lines commonly in use today are pluripotent and isolated from the blastocyst. Besides             

pluripotency, other hallmarks of the embryonic stem cells are indefinite self-renewal and rapid             

growth, and unsurprisingly, cancer tumors often activate the same genes that give these             

characteristics in stem cells (Clarke & Fuller, 2006).  

 

About a decade ago, induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) were said to soon replace the use of                 

embryonic stem cells (Castelvecchi, 2018). iPSCs are embryonic stem cell-like cells           

retro-converted from primary cell types (Takahashi & Yamanaka, 2006) and are sometimes said             

to in essence be the same as hESCs. iPSCs could be a powerful system for the investigation of                  

diseases and in regenerative treatment since they can be converted from cells isolated from              

patients and donors. However, there is still ongoing concern about the safety of iPSCs whether               

these are comparable hESCs, e.g. whether they display the same epigenetic geography and             
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memory, whether they live as long, and whether they could be more tumorigenic. hESCs are still                

in heavy use and are often used for comparison to iPSCs in studies (Castelvecchi, 2018).  

 

There are differences between mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) and hESCs. mESCs acquire             

a naïve pluripotency state and the conversion of hESCs to naïve state, similar to what the mESCs                 

are in natively, have seen some effort (Duggal et al., 2015). Naïve pluripotency in mESCs is said                 

to be advantageous since a primed state would show bias towards specific lineages. The naivety               

in naïve indicates unbiased pluripotency and a stem cell which has an earlier developmental state               

akin to the pre-implantation embryo (Xu et al., 2016). In comparison to most available mESC               

lines, hESCs lines will instead have a cell-state more alike the post-implantation embryo.             

Naturally, it would be particularly important to be aware of these differences when doing              

research that requires hESCs biology to represent the pre-implantation embryo.          

Neurodifferentiation methods that utilize strong induction by combinations of inhibitors and           

proteins would most likely not be significantly affected whether the hESCs are in a primed state                

or not. 

 

Human forebrain development 

The developing forebrain and cortex are complex structures that are thought to be the most               

divergent when comparing the human brain to our close relatives in evolutionary terms, the              

chimpanzees, and other great apes (He et al., 2017; Kanton et al., 2019; Somel et al., 2009; Sousa                  

et al., 2017). The developmental process is poorly understood and has been complicated to study,               

however, more advanced brain organoid and ‘brain on a chip’ models together with single-cell              

omics have provided insights in recent years (Bradley, 2020; Kanton et al., 2019; Rifes et al.,                

2020). There are cell atlases on mouse brain development by the Allen Institute for Brain               

Science (A. R. Jones et al., 2009; Sunkin et al., 2013) available online for anyone to explore, and                  

they also host data for human brain development. However, data for the human brain is not as                 

well-annotated, or as detailed, as the available mouse data (Marshall & Mason, 2019; Pressler &               

Auvin, 2013). Thus, for structures in the human brain that are very divergent from other               

mammals, it can be difficult to use mouse data for direct comparison with datasets based on                
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divergent brain regions in humans. Some recent single-cell sequencing-based studies also seem            

to specifically start with mouse data for annotating corresponding human cell types (Rifes et al.,               

2020) (check http://linnarssonlab.org/ for recent ongoing efforts on human brain developmental           

atlas). 

 

The early human embryo is divided into three layers; endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm             

‘Embryological development of forebrain chapter, 2009’ (Medina, 2009). Ectoderm is the           

outermost layer and will eventually become the central nervous system (CNS). A part of the               

ectodermal layer forms the neural plate which also establishes a developmental axis where             

gradients of transcription factors (TFs) interplay to orchestrate a sense of direction in the overall               

structure so that our important brain parts end up and develop where they are supposed to. The                 

neural plate will then fold on itself and form the neural tube. Once it has closed, it fills with                   

cerebrospinal fluid. The anterior, or front part, of the neural tube, expands to form three primary                

vesicles that create the forebrain, the midbrain, and the hindbrain (Figure 1 Telencephalon in              

development A.). The forebrain eventually separates into a rostral part, the telencephalon and a              

part behind called the diencephalon. In terms of human development, the forebrain will be              

visible in the fetus after 5 weeks in utero as a small portion towards the front of the fetus.  
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Figure 1 Telencephalon in development Developing forebrain, in Latin procencephalon, splits into the             
telencephalon and diencephalon A) Telencephalon is in the front, anatomical for this direction is the Latin                
word rostral. After telencephalon, we have the second part of the forebrain, the diencephalon. Thereafter,               
the midbrain, in Latin mesencephalon, and hindbrain, in Latin rhombencephalon. These parts ultimately             
end as the spinal cord. B) A cross-section of telencephalon shows the transitory structure known as the                 
ganglionic eminences (GE) where migrating neuronal precursors arise and mature as they migrate to the               
cortex initially from the medial ganglionic eminence (MGE), then through the lateral ganglionic eminence              
(LGE), to the caudal ganglionic eminence (CGE) to arrive at the developing neocortex. Each hemisphere               
is mirrored and depicted on the right is a single hemisphere in early development. To help create and                  
guide migrating neurons, accumulated in the MGE are radial glial cells (RGs) that have a similar function                 
to stem cells as they renew and proliferate, but they importantly produce neural progeny that migrate                
towards the cortex. Radial glial grown perpendicular to the migration path. The migrating cells will have                
different characteristics depending on where in developmental time they are. 
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To guide cell migration and axon formation during brain development a transitory structure             

called the ganglionic eminence (GE) is formed and is present in early neural development              

(Figure 1 Telencephalon in development B.). GE consist of three regions starting at the medial               

ganglionic eminence (MGE), then lateral ganglionic eminence (LGE), and finally caudal           

ganglionic eminence (CGE). These regions are sources for the developing brain’s first excitatory             

neurons, GABAergic neurons (neurons which later in development become inhibitory after a            

phenomenon known as the GABA-shift). GABAergic neurons will mature as they are guided             

towards the neocortex and other structures. Eventually, the GE will have become the basal              

ganglia, and neurons will have migrated from the GE to their final destinations. 

 

In vitro neurodifferentiation  

hESCs can be used effectively in studies of human-specific adverse outcomes in fetal             

neurodevelopment and can leverage hESCs cost-effectiveness and relative higher throughput in           

comparison to animal studies (Bal-Price et al., 2018). Although few, there have been attempts at               

developing in vitro stem cell models for use in developmental neurotoxicology (Krug et al.,              

2013), however, there is room for improvement, with regards to increased protocol robustness,             

simplicity, efficiency, definition, and reproducibility. In response to these needs, we have            

developed a protocol for use in neurodevelopmental toxicity testing. This protocol is based on              

hESCs in differentiation towards neural progenitor cells (NPCs) recapitulating early          

neurodevelopment. 

 

The protocol uses a monolayer cell culture and differentiation of hESCs to NPCs. A strong               

emphasis has been placed on keeping the protocol as simple and robust as possible for improving                

reproducibility, and its ease of use for new users, while keeping the costs of the protocol to a                  

minimum. We have taken additional steps to define our protocol at a single-cell level with the                

use of single-cell RNA sequencing at key time points in our protocol. Further, we will               

demonstrate our method by completing the 20-day differentiation scheme repeated times, during            

treatment with paracetamol (Part II of the thesis).  
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Part I - Results 

A neurodifferentiation protocol 

Introduction  

SMADs (or Smads) are proteins that are important signal transducers and regulate large cell              

development and growth programs. By shutting down SMADs with selective inhibition and only             

allowing a chosen set to be active, you can limit the paths a stem cell can take when it                   

differentiates. We use a mix of small molecule inhibitors that only allow differentiation towards              

ectoderm, closing down paths towards endoderm and mesoderm (Figure 2 LSX small molecule             

inhibitors effectively block endoderm and mesoderm fates ). In 2009, Chambers and colleagues             

(Chambers et al., 2009) developed a dual SMAD-inhibition protocol for rapidly converting            

human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) into NPCs. By now this protocol is well known and               

extensively used or iterated upon. Chambers et al used Noggin (Valenzuela et al., 1995), a bone                

morphogenic protein (BMP) inhibitor and Activin/BMP/TGF-β pathway inhibitor SB431542         

(Patani et al., 2009) in combination to demonstrate rapidly induced neural differentiation of             

hPSCs to NPCs.  

 

Small molecule ALK2/3 inhibitor LDN-193189(Chambers et al., 2013; Kreitzer et al., 2013;            

Maroof et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2008) can be used as an alternative to Noggin, and while                  

LDN-193189 almost retains the effect of Noggin, LDN-193189 was shown to produce a lower              

percentage of forebrain FOXG1-positive cells (Maroof et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2015). Tankyrase              

inhibitor XAV939 (S.-M. A. Huang et al., 2009) when used in combination with SB431542 and               

LDN-193189, was shown to improve the differentiation of forebrain-type NPCs from both            

hESCs- and iPSCs-lines (S.-M. A. Huang et al., 2009; Maroof et al., 2013).  
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Figure 2 LSX small molecule inhibitors effectively block endoderm and mesoderm fates Figure show a simple                
cartoon on blockage of the endoderm and mesoderm lineages by addition of LDN-193189, SB431542, and               
XAV939, into the medium for Part I: Induction of the presented neurodifferentiation protocol. This inhibitor mix                
will block any fate except the neuroectoderm fate by inhibiting TGF-β superfamily signaling, e.g. Nodal/Activin,               
BMP, and Wnt-signaling. 
 

At present, there are many cell differentiation protocols, for both continuous differentiation            

(differentiate cells through several points in a lineage - e.g. stem cell to neural ectoderm, then to                 

neural tube formation, etc.), and direct reprogramming that can skip steps in order to directly               

convert e.g. a fibroblast to an astrocyte (Caiazzo et al., 2015). Many differentiation protocols              

have in common that they focus less on stability as in terms of cell survival, aiming to generate a                   

novel cell-type, but usually together with an aim to have high survival rates. Once cells have                

been generated, that cell-type can be expanded upon. However, when attempting to do drug              

treatment over a longer differentiation window, and with the usual requirement to be able to               
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consistently reproduce results, varying cell survival and/or uncertainty of final cell type, will             

make it hard to convincingly study drugs that are thought to have subtle effects.  

 

The basis of our work is centered around existing protocols for generating NPCs (Chambers et               

al., 2009; Kreitzer et al., 2013; Maroof et al., 2013) where we build upon these with changes and                  

improvements that could benefit neurotoxicity testing. For this protocol, we have specifically            

improved on reproducibility, cell-survival, and simplicity. We also take advantage of single-cell            

sequencing to profile our cells, thereby adding biological knowledge as well as providing             

high-resolution sequencing results for cell-types at each time-points. Advantages of our protocol            

include defined cell seeding amounts, widely used cell substrates and media, minimized use of              

organic solvents (Pal et al., 2012), tweaked media composition to have daily media changes              

(where a drug of interest then can be added regularly). We believe our easy-to-use protocol can                

provide human-specific insights in addition to being relatively cost-efficient, making it a robust             

addition to the arsenal of neurotoxicity studies. We believe that it can be rapidly established in                

any laboratory with access to a basic cell culture facility.  

 

Protocol start 

The protocol consists of four time points and three major parts, the start (day 0), day 7, then day                   

13, and day 20 (Figure 3 Protocol overview). Before day 0, HS-360 hESCs were maintained for                

at least 2-3 passages after thawing them from liquid nitrogen storage, and typically allowed to               

reach 85-95 % confluency before the cells were moved to a new vessel. A common mistake is to                  

let the cells grow until confluency. The cells should rather be passaged before reaching a               

stationary phase (Handbook, 2011). LSX inhibitors and growth factors FGF2 and EGF should be              

prepared as a master stock which then is subdivided into aliquots and frozen. Avoid freeze/thaw               

cycles by using aliquotes sized for one day’s medium change. A 6-well culture plates is used for                 

regular hESCs maintenance where each well in this plate format usually provides around 800              

000 to 1 500 000 hESCs (at confluency). The protocol was optimized for a 12-well format which                 

allowed more throughput (up-scaling requires re-optimization, not just surface area conversion).           

The 12-well format is useful for testing more than one condition and will lower costs slightly.                
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Reducing to smaller than this format is possible, but might result in too little material for most                 

standard analysis, but the 24-well format is suitable for e.g. ICC, using 13 mm coverslips.  

 

ESCs were stabilized in routine culture for 2-3 passages. The protocol was initiated with healthy               

and homogeneous hESCs colonies, at about 85-95 % confluency (Figure 4 Brightfield            

microscopy of time points in the protocol, image A.).  

 

 
Figure 3 Protocol overview. At the start of the protocol period, d0, healthy hESCs were seeded as single cells in a                     
set concentration per area. Medium was changed from hESCs media to neural induction medium together with small                 
molecule inhibitors LDN-193189, SB431542, and XAV939 (abbv. LSX). LSX-mediated rapid neural induction            
initiates Part I: Induction, and at day 7 neural rosettes had appeared, with their distinct radial morphology, and these                   
neural rosette cells were re-seeded as single cells, at the start of Part II: Maturation, where LSX inhibitors are no                    
longer present. At day 13, cells had a more rectangular and plain appearance, and they were again single-cell seeded,                   
for the final Part III: Maturation, with growth factors EGF and FGF2, added to the medium. At the end of this final                      
part, day 20, we observed NPCs in densely populated wells with occasional gaps in the cell monolayer, traversed by                   
dendrites. 
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Figure 4 Brightfield microscopy of time points in the protocol. One representative image per time point (day 0, day                   
7, day 13, and day 20) is shown. A. A healthy hESC colony with small round cells that have relatively small                     
cytoplasm. B. Day 7 radial formations, called rosettes, and are sometimes likened to neural tube formation in vivo.                  
C. Day 13 cells that have a more rectangular, and plain shape, compared to day 7. D. Day 20 cells in a dense                       
monolayer, with occasional gaps where traversing dendrites were observed. Images were taken at 40x magnification.               
Scalebar = 50 µm. 

 

hESCs colonies were single-cell suspended using the cell detachment product Accutase. This is a              

solution of proteolytic and collagenolytic enzymes that works well with sensitive cell-lines.            

hESCs are more sensitive to the mechanical force produced by pipetting manually, therefore,             

extra time in Accutase is preferable to repeated pipetting. Single-cells in this context would be               

1-10 cells, as cells tend to clump. The goal was to achieve a counting and a seeding density                  

(cells/area) which was accurate every time an experiment was repeated while avoiding            

exaggerated mechanical force. More advanced cell counters, such as Countess, provide better            

cell number approximations. The incubation time required with Accutase will vary between            

cell-lines, as attachment is something that can be inherently different between different lines. For              

HS-360, 7 minutes in Accutase, at 37 °C, was used and worked equally well for other parts of the                   

protocol. Temperature fluctuations when working with hESCs, or cells in differentiation, were            

avoided by using a hotplate, set to 37 °C, in the sterile hood. 

 

Due to the inherent sensitivity of the cells, the pipetting technique might need some tuning. If too                 

much force is used, the most sensitive cells will burst upon leaving the pipette tip, and viability                 

will drop significantly, and surviving cells can lose their differentiation capacity. A gentler touch              

is required with a maximum of 10-12 resuspensions. A resuspension is the collection of detached               

cells from the well; a careful ejection against the well-wall, while tilting the plate slightly, so that                 
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when the suspension is ejected at roughly 12’ clock in the well, the cells flow downwards and                 

help slightly to detach other cells. This results in a high viability cell suspension, that after a                 

subsequent washing step, is easy to count. Described techniques can be trained on hESCs in               

advance to using the protocol, and cells can be observed under the cell-lab microscope for how                

they detach during Accutase treatment. To practice pipetting and measure viability, optimizing            

detachment and counting will be worth the effort. Again, accurate cell-counting and cell-viability             

is crucial when starting out in each part of the protocol. Going below the recommended cell                

density will either result in cells dying, or differentiation towards unwanted cell fates.  

 

Day 0 to day 7. Part I: Induction 

hESCs were resuspended in hESCs growth medium with added RHO/ROCK pathway inhibitor            

Y27632, which was added to avoid premature cell-death during the first 24 hours. We have               

tested several starting cell densities for neural induction that also should work in toxicology              

settings. An optimal starting cell density was determined to be 60 000 cells per well (12-well                

culture plate), and hESCs were seeded at this density 24 hours before (day -1) induction media                

was added (day 0). The 12-well plate is designed for 1ml media per well thus cell suspension                 

was made such that we had 60 000 cells/ml which is convenient before seeding.  

 

Omitting RHO/ROCK pathway inhibitor from the wash medium (or other intermediate medium)            

is an option, but it is good practice to include inhibitor in intermediate steps in the beginning as it                   

prevents cell death. Cell viability should be between 80 % and 100 % for a successful start of                  

part I. Sometimes the cell count is affected by aggregates in the counting dye, which when                

loaded on a counting-chip, is mistaken for dead cells by the machine. Keep counting dye, such as                 

Trypan blue, out of sunlight, and centrifuge dye before use (take dye from the top of the vial).  

 

Cells were evenly spread when seeded in wells. A good and consistent (i.e. repeatable)              

technique, was used to ensure this, moving the plate side to side which then was repeated in the                  
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perpendicular axis, 4-5 repetitions per axis. This was also repeated when cells were placed on the                

shelf in the incubator.  

 

Even walking around with a plate can cause cells to aggregate towards the well center, or spread                 

unevenly in other ways. Incubators in heavy use should be avoided. Thus a dedicated incubator               

is recommended for hESCs (also to avoid infection risk when using antibiotic-free            

hESC-medium), and when using the protocol. Temperature fluctuations is another problem with            

incubators that are in heavy use. It is worth mentioning that old or unstable incubators sometimes                

vibrate a lot which causes cells to aggregate in the middle of a well before they have attached.  

 

The day after seeding hESCs, cells growing in a pattern similar to what is shown in ‘Figure 5                  

Day 1 cell density and colony morphology’, were observed at 20x magnification (cells also had a                

‘spiky’ appearance due to added Rock-inhibitor). If there were no similar formations, and only              

an sparse amount of cells, cells will not be efficiently induced, and an uneven spread will                

contribute to inefficient neural conversion. 
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Figure 5 Day 1 cell density and colony morphology. At day 1, cells were evenly spread with similar morphology to                    
what was shown in the image above. Cell morphology is affected by the RHO/ROCK pathway inhibitor making the                  
cells somewhat more spiky in appearance. 20x magnification, scalebar = 100 µm. 

 

24 hours after hESCs were seeded, the hESC growth medium with RHO/ROCK pathway             

inhibitor was removed and replaced with the part I induction medium (Table 1 Medium              

composition for Part I: Induction). If any drug testing was done, the compound to be tested was                 

added to the medium before the addition to plates. In that way the compound was pre-mixed and                 

local effects were avoided, since directly adding a compound creates a sudden locally high              

concentration of the compound. 
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Table 1 Medium composition for Part I: Induction.  

Media Component Amount (500 ml) 
Part I medium Advanced DMEM/F12 485 ml 
 GlutaMAX Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
 Pen Strep 5 ml (1%) 
 N2 Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
Added fresh SB431542 10 µM final concentration 
 LDN-193189 100 nM final concentration 
 XAV939 2 µM final concentration 
 

 

The part I medium contained LSX inhibitors and a neural-specific supplement that contributed to              

a more optimal growth environment for neural induction, and the subsequent parts II and III.               

This supplement was N2, which in part II was combined with another neuro-optimizing             

supplement called B27, and this combination was used in part III as well, albeit with a modified                 

B27 concentration.  

 

N2 supplement is often seen in neurodifferentiation protocol medium formulations (Sünwoldt et            

al., 2017), and offers a good neuro-supporting environment, and is added to a basic DMEM-type               

of medium. N2 is said to accelerate neural commitment while increasing the survival and              

conversion of post-mitotic neurons.  

 

Columnar orientation and radial patterning (radial patterning is also called rosettes, structurally            

akin to neural tube formation in vivo) were noticeable in the wells starting by day 4 to 5. By day                    

6 to 7, rosettes were clearly visible and confluency was high. Here, one should not expect a                 

uniform layer, instead, there will be more differential cell structures in the colonies, and there is                

usually space between larger patches, and larger cells can be seen outside rosette-areas (Figure 6               

Day 4 cells, and Figure 7 Day 7 cells). 
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Figure 6 Day 4 cells. At day 4 radial patterning was visible in the cell monolayer. 20x magnification and scalebar =                     
100 µm. A uniform layer is not to be expected at this time point. Outside denser rosette-like areas, larger cells were                     
observed. Repeated empty areas between large patches of cells were common. 
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Figure 7 Day 7 cells. On day 7 distinctive radial patterning (rosettes) were observed in the wells. This was a                    
characteristic dense columnar arrangement of neuroectodermal precursor cells, a rosette formation, and was seen in               
large patches with some space in between and large cells on the outer rims. 20x magnification and scalebar = 100                    
µm. 

 

Day 7 to Day 13. Part II: Maturation 

Part II: Maturation occurred during a 6 day period after cells had been seeded at high density.                 

450 000 cells per well were seeded per well, in the 12-well plate format, compared to 60 000                  

cells per well at the start of the part I. Previously, cells were grown on well surfaces coated with                   

Geltrex. Geltrex was here combined with polyornithine and fibronectin to create a more             

neural-supportive environment. Polyornithine and fibronectin were added to the wells and           

incubated for 2-3 hours at 37 °C. The left-over coating solution was then removed, and Geltrex                

added. At this point, the plate would either be stored at 4 °C (wrapped in parafilm to avoid the                   
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plate drying out), or used directly after an hour of incubation at 37 °C. Plates that were taken out                   

of storage were incubated similarly, before use. Because of the long preparation time, it is               

recommended to prepare plates the day before. Cells were counted, assayed for viability, and              

split, by the same techniques as described in part I of the protocol. 

B27, another popular neuro-supportive supplement was combined with N2. B27 promotes           

neuronal cell long-term survival, rate of growth, and attachment (Table 2 Medium composition             

for Part II: Maturation). Reaching the end of part II, closing in on day 13, we observed very                  

confluent cell monolayers (Figure 8 Day 13 cells). 

 

Figure 8 Day 13 cells. A typical well area at day 13. Cells were observed to be more rectangular compared to day 7.                       
More debris was also observed, likely due to very confluent wells. 20x magnification. Scalebar = 100 µm.  
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Table 2 Medium composition for Part II: Maturation. 

Media Component Amount (500 ml) 
Part II medium Advanced DMEM/F12 480 ml 
 GlutaMAX Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
 Pen Strep 5 ml (1%) 
 N2 Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
 B27 Supplement 5 ml (1%) 

 

Day 13 to Day 20. Part III: Expansion 

The final phase, part III: expansion, started on day 13. This phase lasted for 7 days but it is likely                    

that the cells at day 20 can be expanded to generate mature neural progeny, or for expanding                 

NPCs. For part III, cells are processed using the same procedures as described for parts I and II,                  

and the cell density is the same as for part II, 450 000 cells per well.  

Usually, there were enough cells per well at the end of part II to enable two new wells, using a                    

1:2 passage ratio, in part III. At day 20 we observed an intricate dendritic-like mesh between                

gaps in the thick cell layer (Figure 9 Day 20 NPCs). Growth factors FGF2 and EGF were                 

introduced and added daily during part III (Table 3 Medium composition for Part III:              

Expansion). Day 20 cells have been maintained for 4-5 subsequent passages. We have also              

frozen, thawn, and expanded cells at all protocol timepoints. For further passages after day 20 we                

recommend a density of 450 000 cells per well to be maintained for the first 4-5 passages, then to                   

adjust the cell number if needed. 
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Figure 9 Day 20 NPCs. A homogenous culture with cells sharing similar morphology was seen at day 20. The                   
image shown of day 20 cells was chosen to show one area that was slightly less populated to reveal the morphology                     
and cell outgrowths. 20x magnification. Scalebar = 100 µm. 

 

Table 3 Medium composition for Part III: Expansion 

Media Component Amount (500 ml) 
Part III medium Advanced DMEM/F12 487.5 ml 
 GlutaMAX Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
 Pen Strep 5 ml (1%) 
 N2 Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
 B27 Supplement 2.5 ml (0.5%) 
Added fresh Human bFGF2  10 ng/ml final concentration 
 Human EGF 10 ng/ml final concentration 
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ICC/IF on selected markers 

To visualize how our cells were progressing we performed ICC with antibodies targetting             

common markers of pluripotency and neurodifferentiation. The markers investigated were not           

particularly difficult to stain (Table 11 in methods contains the list of primary and secondary               

antibodies used) and when looking for presence or non-presence of markers, a simple             

microscope capable of fluorescence will do.  

 

Pluripotency panel 

To investigate pluripotency, well-known transcription factors (TFs) and filament markers were           

used. Our pluripotency panel (Figure 10 Pluripotency panel) consisted of TFs SOX2, OCT4, and              

the intermediate filament protein Nestin. SOX2 is a pluripotency factor that was present during              

the whole protocol and plays an important role in differentiation towards NPCs (Shuchen Zhang              

et al., 2019). OCT4 forms a heterodimer with SOX2 and these proteins work together to activate                

pluripotency genes in hESCs, but OCT4 is stem cell-specific, where the levels drop rapidly after               

day 0. Thus, OCT4 is not detected at day 7. Nestin is a filament protein protein used as a marker                    

to follow neural fate decisions, however, Nestin is also present in hESCs, although at lower               

levels, where the filaments are organized slightly differently when compared to cells at day 20.               

As our pluripotency panel shows, OCT4 is present on day 0 with a uniform expression in all                 

cells, but is not detected on day 7, and remains absent at all subsequent time points. SOX2 has a                   

variable expression as is expected, but is present at all time points as an important pluripotency                

factor. Nestin is present from day 0 to day 20, but seems to vary in filament organization,                 

depending on timepoint.  
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Figure 10 Pluripotency panel. Based on pluripotency factors OCT4 and SOX2, and filament protein Nestin. The                
top-row, A to D, shows brightfield images of live cells at day 0, 7, 13, and 20 (from left to right). Subsequent rows                       
are immunofluorescence images of fixed cells at days 0, 7, 13, and 20 (from left to right). F to I shows pluripotency                      
factor OCT4/Pou5f1. J to M shows pluripotency- and proliferation factor SOX2. N to Q shows filament protein                 
Nestin. Brightfield images; 40x magnification, scalebar = 100µm. Fluorescent images; 100x magnification. Scalebar             
= 10 µm.  
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Neurodifferentiation panel with TFs PAX6, OTX2, and filament protein βIII-tubulin 

The neurodifferentiation panel consisted of TFs PAX6 and OTX2 and the filament and             

microtubule element βIII-tubulin. PAX6 is a key neural TF in early neurodevelopment (Shuchen             

Zhang et al., 2019). OTX2 is a head organizer TF and patterning factor, and is involved in                 

regional patterning of the forebrain and midbrain which makes it critical in gastrulation and early               

neural development and has been shown to be an important factor in the development of the                

medial ganglionic eminence and septum (transitory structure in early brain development) (Hoch,            

Lindtner, et al., 2015). βIII-tubulin, also known as Tuj-1, is almost exclusively found in the               

neuronal lineage and correlates with early neurogenesis, but has been observed in some cancers              

and in the testis (Cicchillitti et al., 2008; Person et al., 2017). As shown in our                

neurodifferentiation panel (Figure 11 Neurodifferentiation panel), starting at day 7, we had an             

expression of βIII-tubulin at all three depicted timepoints (A to C), which we expected for early                

neurogenesis. The βIII-tubulin antibody was sadly not used on day 0 cells (due to limited supply                

of cell material, to cover several other experiments at that point), but a report suggested that                

βIII-tubulin might be expressed in stem cells normally, thus what could be of interest here would                

be an expression that increased at later stages of neurodifferentiation (Foudah et al., 2014;              

Garza-Manero et al., 2019). Nonetheless, βIII-tubulin should be antibody-stained at day 0 for             

completion and comparison, in the next ICC batch together with OTX2 and PAX6, to show their                

status at day 0. Forebrain-midbrain patterning factor OTX2 was also visible (D to F), but               

somewhat differently expressed on day 20 where it seemed to be present in both cells cytoplasm                

and nucelus. PAX6 was measured the strongest at day 7, and decreased to be relatively low at                 

day 13, and detected only in a few cells at day 20. 
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Figure 11 Neurodifferentiation panel. Based on neuro-markers βIII-tubulin (TUBB3), OTX2, and PAX6. Starting             
from the left, images show fixed cells at day 7, 13, and 20. Top-row (A to C) represents the microtubule element                     
βIII-tubulin, the second-row (D to F) forebrain-midbrain patterning factor OTX2, and the third-row (G to I),                
neurogenesis factor PAX6. 100x magnification. Scalebar = 10 µm. 
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ddPCR of markers expressed in cells harvested at day 0, day 7, day 13, and day 20 

Droplet digital PCR was run on samples from day 0, 7, 13, and 20. Markers targetted were                 

OCT4, NANOG, NES, VIM, PAX6, OTX2, FOXG1, TUBB3, and MAP2. The day 0 samples              

included 5 replicates, day 7 included 6 replicates, day 13 included 4 replicates, and day 20                

included 4 replicates. OCT4, NES, and OTX2 have been described previously (ICC/IF on             

selected markers). ddPCR analysis expands upon the marker list used for ICC/IF. NANOG is a               

classical stem cell marker, similarly to OCT4, but with a more variable expression (Y. Liu et al.,                 

2006). VIM, vimentin, is an intermediate filament protein involved in a wide spectrum of cellular               

functions, and is present in many cells where it assembles into filament structures across the               

cytoplasm (Danielsson et al., 2018). FOXG1, Forkhead box G1, has a critical role in forebrain               

development (Hettige & Ernst, 2019) and MAP2 is a common marker for neurons and neuronal               

differentiation (Soltani et al., 2005). 

 

As observed for day 0 samples (Figure 12 Day 0 ddPCR of selected markers), there was a low                  

level of OTX2 expression. OTX2 has been shown to be required for ESC transition into epiblast                

derived stem cells (EpiSCs). The EpiSC-state has been described as a more true stem cell state                

for hECSs as these cells have been suggested to be more alike the primed state of the                 

postimplantation epiblast than mESCs, which more resemble the naïve ground state of the             

preimplantation epiblast (Acampora et al., 2013; Xue et al., 2011). Therefore the measured             

presence of OTX2 on day 0 in the hESCs was not that surprising. We also observed a strong                  

expression of OCT4. We observed expression of NANOG, NES, VIM, and TUBB3, but not              

expression of the neuronal markers PAX6, FOXG1, and MAP2. 
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Figure 12 Day 0 ddPCR of selected markers. At day 0 stem cell marker OCT4 expression was high. Further,                   
expression of NANOG, NES, VIM, and TUBB3 was detected, but not expression of PAX6, FOXG1, or MAP2. A                  
slight expression of OTX2 was seen, which might be surprising, but OTX2 has been shown to be required in the                    
epiblast (EpiSCs) transition of embryonic cells. hESCs have been suggested to be more like EpiSCs, than like                 
preimplantation naïve, as in mouse ESCs. Input copies on the y-axis are the quantitative metric for ddPCR. 
 

A week into neural induction on day 7 (Figure 13 Day 7 ddPCR of selected markers) we                 

observed the expected loss of expression for stem cell markers OCT4 and NANOG. We              

measured a higher expression of filament genes NES and VIM. Expression of important neuronal              

markers PAX6, FOXG1, and MAP2, was detected. We also observed OTX2 expression, rising             

significantly compared to on day 0.  
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Figure 13 Day 7 ddPCR of selected markers. At day 7, we observed complete loss of expression of the stem cell                     
markers OCT4 and NANOG. Filament markers NES and VIM had increased in expression and the expression of                 
PAX6, FOXG1, and MAP2 neuronal markers was evident. OTX2 had increased significantly in expression compared               
to on day 0.  Input copies on the y-axis are the quantitative metric for ddPCR. 
 

After neural induction, at the end of part II: maturation part, PAX6 expression dropped              

significantly, compared to on day 7, which could be an indication of the development of               

particular structures in the forebrain, as PAX6 is required in the patterning of the forebrain, and                

thus is present at much lower levels for certain regions (Figure 14 Day 13 ddPCR of selected                 

markers) (Holm et al., 2007; L. Jones et al., 2002; Parish et al., 2016; Quintana-Urzainqui et al.,                 

2018). VIM and FOXG1 expression were approximately doubled in comparison to on day 7,              

indicating a strong forebrain-fate commitment. TUBB3 was expressed at a significantly higher            

level compared to on day 7. MAP2 seemed to be expressed at a similar level as on day 7.  
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Figure 14 Day 13 ddPCR of selected markers. PAX6 expression was significantly reduced at day 13, compared to                  
on day 7. VIM expression approximately doubled, while FOXG1 expression had more than doubled since on day 7,                  
showing forebrain-fate commitment. TUBB3 increased significantly in expression, compared to on day 7. MAP2              
seemed to maintain the same level of expression as on day 7. Input copies on the y-axis are the quantitative metric                     
for ddPCR. 
 

At the end of part III: expansion (Figure 15 Day 20 ddPCR of selected markers), filament                

markers VIM and TUBB3 increased in expression compared to on day 13. The mature neuronal               

marker MAP2 increased markedly in expression when compared to on day 13. A slight increase               

in the expression of forebrain-midbrain patterning factor OTX2 was observed, while NES and             

FOXG1 seemed to be expressed at comparable levels to on day 13. 
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Figure 15 Day 20 ddPCR of selected markers. VIM, TUBB3, and MAP2 increased markedly in expression compared                 
to on day 13. OTX2 increased slightly in expression, NES and FOXG1 seemed to be expressed at comparable levels                   
to on day 13. Input copies on the y-axis are the quantitative metric for ddPCR. 
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Figure 11-15B Changes in gene expression, all timepoints. Summary figure for Figure 11 to 15 plotting each marker                  
in its own facet with marker gene expression in order of day 0 (D0), day 7 (D7), day 13 (D13), and day 20 (D20).  
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Single-cell whole-genome RNA sequencing 

Brief introduction on figure types 

For single-cell plots, individual cells are often plotted as a dot. Hundreds, or thousands of cells,                

are therefor plotted at the same time in order to convey a figure. Cells are placed on the plot                   

based on underlying data in order of how much similar/dissimilar they are to each other.               

However this data is composed of a large number of parameters and those are often placed in                 

order of contribution to the observed variation, in components called principal components            

(PCs). There are various techniques used to reduce multi-dimensional data to create a more              

readable 2D-representation while trying to preserve the local structure. Commonly used           

techniques in a dimensional reduction for single-cell data are t-distributed stochastic neighbor            

embedding (t-SNE) (Kobak & Berens, 2019; Maaten & Hinton, 2008) and uniform manifold             

approximation and projection (UMAP) (Becht et al., 2018; McInnes et al., 2018). In the thesis,               

UMAP is primarily used and it also seems to have become a more popular choice in recent                 

single-cell sequencing studies (Becht et al., 2018; Luecken & Theis, 2019).  

 

UMAP plots with expression levels of individual cells 

Many popular single-cell analysis packages, like Seurat (Butler et al., 2018), offer ways to plot               

expression of a gene in cells while having all the cells represented as a UMAP or tSNE reduced                  

dimension plot. Sometimes the order in which points are plotted on these plots can affect how                

the expression is displayed as these points on these plots can overlay each other in unexpected                

ways. By using hexagonal cell representation of single-cell data the cells can be binned into tiny                

hexagons in which the mean expression is plotted thus avoiding this potential problem. This is               

done with an R-tool called Schex (Freytag & Lister, 2020). Therefor Schex was used when               

possible. Plotting methods, representation, metrics, etc. does not seem to have a clear standard,              

as of yet, in single-cell studies. 
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Determining clusters without prior cell-type knowledge, or annotation reference, using          
R-tool scClustViz 

An effective tool to visualize multiple single-cell clustering results is scClustViz (Innes & Bader,              

2018) from Bader Lab at the University of Toronto. scClustViz is an interactive tool that will                

help visually aid in selecting an appropriate cluster amount by showing differentially expressed             

genes between clusters and a silhouette-type of a plot, where a good cluster has a positive                

silhouette value. The tool is particularly useful when characterizing heterogeneity since different            

cell-types or cell-states are expected to have differentially expressed genes and thus and this tool               

elegantly displays this metric in a way to facilitates picking a particular cluster amount. While               

there is a multitude of software solutions to do more complex analysis for all of the single parts                  

that this tool provides a solution too, but the fact that the ties together this complexity into one                  

interactive tool makes it very useful and a good way to explore and investigate clusters. Several                

built-in functions allow a researcher to compare clusters, do simple annotation, explore the             

varying numbers of clusters, visualize data, metadata, and quality control metrics on reduced             

dimension plots such as UMAP and t-SNE. Once more knowledge on the underlying biology is               

gained, as in this case: what cell-types he have and wherein forebrain development we are, the                

number of clusters can be increased or reduced, to fit a biological picture better.  

 

Day 0: hESCs 

1647 cells were used in the analysis of day 0 after quality control and filtering (SI Day 0 Figure I                    

and SI Day 0 Figure II). The number of clusters for day 0 was initially set to 3 after an inspection                     

in scClustViz (Figure 16 Day 0 clustering and differentiation prediction A.).  

 

Movement of differentiation 

CytoTRACE differentiation prediction indicated several starting points of differentiation, outer          

areas of cluster 1 and 0, the more differentiated area was predicted as largely cluster 2 (Figure 16                  

Day 0 clustering and differentiation prediction B.). Based on how the prediction plot for day 0                

compares to subsequent time points (Figure 19 Day 7 clustering and differentiation prediction,             
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Figure 23. Day 13 clustering, and differentiation prediction, and Figure 26 Day 20             

differentiation prediction and end-of-differentiation markers), and the integration of run A and            

run B (SI Day 0 Figure II C.), the day 0 timepoint is much more homogeneous where prediction                  

and separation of clusters are resolved upon differences between cell-states in a similar cell-type,              

hESC, rather than several cell-types.  

 

Predicted start-of-differentiation-markers are JPT1, TOP2A, UBE2C, TPX2, KIF23, PIF1,         

AURKA, CKS2, BUB3, and CENPF. Information on JPT1 and hESCs are hard to find but               

GeneCards (genecards.org) describes apoptosis modulation and signaling as a related pathway           

and further mentions JPT1 playing a role in cell adhesion and regulation of cell-cycle. The               

topoisomerase enzyme variant TOP2A is expressed uniquely in human pluripotent stem cells and             

has been reported to be downregulated in differentiation (Ben-David et al., 2015). UBE2C has              

been shown to decrease in differentiation towards NPCs and is associated with cell-cycle control              

and proliferation (Fatima et al., 2020; Re et al., 2014). TPX2 is implicated in cell-cycle and                

expressed in proliferating cells in G1/S transition (Kufer et al., 2002) and is seen dysregulated in                

tumors to promote proliferation, metastasis, and tumorigenicity (Lei et al., 2016; F. Li et al.,               

2019; Yan et al., 2013). KIF23 is involved in mitosis and cell-cycle and has been shown                

downregulated upon hematopoietic differentiation of hESCs (P. Li et al., 2018). PIF1 is a              

helicase that prevents genome instability and is involved in telomere maintenance (Paeschke et             

al., 2013). The depletion of AURKA (aurora kinase A) has been shown to result in differentiation                

and affected self-renewal (D.-F. Lee et al., 2012). CKS2 overexpression promotes cell            

proliferation and is associated with poor breast cancer prognosis and is essential during early              

embryogenesis (N. Huang et al., 2019; Martinsson-Ahlzén et al., 2008), BUB3 is part of the               

SAC-machinery and has a spindle-assembly checkpoint function and helps with          

kinetochore-microtubule attachment (Toledo et al., 2014). The centrosomal protein CENPF is           

another cell-cycle associated gene involved in the segregation of chromosomes during cell            

division (Rattner et al., 1993; Jiaxu Wang et al., 2017). 
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The predicted end-of-differentiation markers were DDIT4, CRABP2, USP9X, UGP2, BNIP3,          

LITAF, AC106864.1, PODXL, APELA, and IRX2. DDIT4 (DNA damage-inducible transcript 4)           

encodes a mTORC1 (mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1) inhibitor which regulates cell             

growth, survival, and proliferation and can respond to change in energy levels and stress (Baser               

et al., 2019; Sofer et al., 2005). CRABP2 has been identified as a possible marker of primed or                  

naive human embryonic stem cells (Xu et al., 2016). USP9X is a stem-marker and has been                

shown essential for TGFβ-mediated embryonic development (Dupont et al., 2009). UGP2 is a             

metabolic gene, according to GeneCards, and encodes for UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase 2.           

BNIP3 is involved in autophagy and apoptosis. BNIP3 has been shown upregulated in hESCs              

growing in hypoxic conditions, but autophagy played the major role here whereas apoptosis did              

not (Abaci et al., 2010). Autophagy has been shown to work in concert with pluripotency               

proteins OCT4, SOX2, and NANOG to maintain pluripotency homeostasis, inhibition of           

autophagy affected pluripotency negatively even though there were high levels of pluripotency            

proteins present (Cho et al., 2014). LITAF (Lipopolysaccharide-induced TNF factor) plays a role             

in protein trafficking and lysosomal degradation (S. M. Lee et al., 2012). LncRNA AC106864.1              

is interesting as there are no publications found but it seems important and shows up in the top                  

genes for cytoTRACE. In the same genomic location, there is also pseudogene WRBP1             

(tryptophan-rich basic protein pseudogene 1) which has only one reference: The Sequence of the              

Human Genome. Pseudogenes are often attributed to having no functional relevance although            

some have shown to be regulatory RNAs e.g. siRNAs derived from pseudogenes (Chan et al.,               

2013; Roberts & Morris, 2013). PODXL, podocalyxin-like protein, is a surface protein part of the               

CD34-family and was recently been discussed as a feature of pluripotency in combination with              

particular markers (Kang et al., 2016). APELA, or ELABELA, is a growth factor that promotes               

the self-renewal of hESCs (Ho et al., 2015). Finally, downregulating or inhibiting IRX2 has been               

reported to hinder hESC differentiation to NPCs (Cohen et al., 2000). 
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Figure 16 Day 0 clustering and differentiation prediction. Results on day 0 for Seurat/scClustViz clustering solution                
and cytoTRACE differentiation prediction. A. Day 0 hESCs were resolved as 3 clusters based on silhouette metrics                 
in scClustViz, then plotted on a UMAP via Seurat. B. CytoTRACE predicts areas in clusters 1 and 0 to be the start                      
of differentiation, while cluster 2 is the predicted end of differentiation. Predicted start-of-differentiation-markers             
are genes JPT1, TOP2A, UBE2C, TPX2, KIF23, PIF1, AURKA, CKS2, BUB3, and CENPF. Predicted              
end-of-differentiation markers are genes DDIT4, CRABP2, USP9X, UGP2, BNIP3, LITAF, AC106864.1, PODXL,            
APELA, and IRX2. 
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Investigation of markers to determine cell-types at day 0 

Automated single-cell cluster annotation at all time points was done with the R-tool scCatch              

(Shao et al., 2020) which uses a panel of 353 cell types and 686 subtypes, using 20 792 reference                   

marker genes and 2 097 mouse and human references. The day 0 scCatch results (Table 4 Day 0                  

scCatch cell-type predictions.) predicts cluster 0 as an astrocyte-type cluster but with a relatively              

low prediction score. Cluster 1 and 2 is more accurately predicted as type embryonic stem cell                

with a high relative prediction score. Knowing that reference database for all automatic             

cluster-annotation has a specific repertoire of cell-types, it is likely that the low score, and a                

name such as an astrocyte that is less likely to be present at day 0, indicates the cluster is not                    

accurately annotated, and likely due to the automated tool not having good enough profiles for               

many of the cells in this protocol. Although the tool might fare better at day 20 for some more                   

mature progeny. For cluster 0 we see marker EZR which is a migratory marker and links the                 

plasma membrane to actin (Sotthibundhu et al., 2016). SOX2, NANOG, and OCT4 have been              

shown to bind at the promoter regions of ID1 and different ID-genes (ID2 and ID4 are also                 

markers in the scCatch table of cell-type markers) seem to be active during differentiation,              

perhaps suggesting this cluster to be more ‘ready’, while the other clusters are active cell-cycling               

and renewal (Stahlberg et al., 2009). ZFAND5 has been shown overexpressed in blastomeres             

(Galán et al., 2010). ALCAM in hESCs has been implicated in cardiomyocyte differentiation             

indicating a possible mesoderm-prone fated cluster (Ghazizadeh et al., 2018; Rust et al., 2009).  
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Table 4 Day 0 scCatch cell-type predictions scCatch uses the most variable genes per cluster as                

input and predicts most likely corresponding cell types based on its internal database. Results are               

presented as a table where column 1 Cluster contains a cluster-ID/number, column 2 Cluster              

markers are the variable genes per cluster it received as input (which can be hundreds of                

markers), column 3 Cell type which is the predicted cell type, column 4 Pred. Score which is a                  

prediction score from 0 to 1, column 5 Cell type markers which are the predicted relevant                

markers that scCatch picks out from the large lists in column 2, and finally column 6 PMID                 

which are references to papers linked to the markers found by scCatch. For day 0, scCatch                

predicts cluster 0 as astrocytes, then - with a higher prediction score - clusters 1 and 2 as                  

Embryonic Stem Cells. 

 

 

Day 0 cell-states 

In the dot-plots of day 0 (Figure 18 Day 0 dot-plots), we see IRX2, ID4, and SOX21 as markers                   

for cluster 2 at day 0 while cluster 0 and 1 are closely related indicating that scCatch was wrong                   

with its astrocyte label. There is not much difference in general between clusters at day 0 and                 

these clusters can all be annotated as hESCs (Figure 17 Day 0 cell-state annotation) but it would                 

be interesting to follow up the small differences in the hESCs, such as IRX2, ID4, and SOX21                 

specificity for cluster 2.  
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Figure 17 Day 0 cell-state annotation Results from differentiation predictions, automatic cell-type predictions, and              
manual investigation of markers, indicated a relatively homogenous population of hESCs, where one population had               
higher expression of IRX2, ID4, and SOX21. Annotation for day 0 is more close to cell-states, rather than cell-type.                   
Annotation is presented on the UMAP above. 
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Figure 18 Day 0 dot-plots. Visualizing cluster differential expression of marker genes using pairwise tests between                
a cluster and other clusters. A. Cluster marker genes, where IRX2 and ID4 are markers for cluster 2, while cluster 1                     
and 0 are almost identical. B. Genes more unique to a cluster compared to rest, SOX21 appears a third marker for                     
cluster 2 in this dot-plot.  
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Day 7: End of Part I: Induction 

2264 cells were used in the analysis of day 7 after quality control and filtering (SI Day 7 Figure I                    

and SI Day 7 Figure II). At day 7, cells have been under the influence of LSX-inhibitors for a                   

week, rapidly converting to cells in the neuroectoderm lineage. The number of clusters for day 7                

was resolved to be 3 (Figure 19 Day 7 clustering and differentiation prediction A.).  

 

Movement of differentiation 

CytoTRACE differentiation predicts cluster 2 to be the start-of-differentiation which then moves            

in direction of cluster 0, which is the end-of-differentiation (Figure 19 Day 7 clustering and               

differentiation prediction B.). In contrast to day 0, batch integration of experiment run A and run                

B show a much better integration (SI Day 7 Figure I, C.). There is more heterogeneity in the cell                   

population at day 7, in comparison to day 0, and R-tool and scRNA-seq analysis package Seurat,                

which uses distinct anchors/markers to map the experimental runs onto each other, is integrating              

the runs well.  

 

Predicted start-of-differentiation-markers for day 7, starting at cluster 2, are HMGB2, NUSAP1,            

TOP2A, UBE2C, TUBB4B, KPNA2, UBE2S, DLGAP5, CKS1B, and TPX2. Not much           

information in this context was found on specifically TUBB4B but it is likely specialized tubulin               

expressed in these cell-types/tissue. Shared with day 0 is TOP2A, UBE2C, and TPX2. HMGB2              

has been shown important for the promotion of differentiation to the neuroectodermal lineage             

while being important for proliferation and is also expressed in hESCs (Bagherpoor et al., 2017),               

indicating HMGB2 to be a possible stem/progenitor/cycling cell marker at this timepoint.            

HMGB2 has been shown to be a negative regulator of telomerase activity thus is likely involved                

in the homeostatic regulation of the renewing populations (Kučírek et al., 2019). NUSAP1 and              

KPNA2 have been shown expressed in relation to the renewal of cells, in rosettes (day 7) and                 

NPCs (Burke et al., 2020). NUSAP1 has also previously been used as a marker for proliferating                

progenitors together with MKI67, TOP2A, TPX2, CENPF, HMGB2, HIST1H4C and UBE2C           

(Collin et al., 2019; Teotia et al., 2020). UBE2S has been shown to promote self-renewal and                
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pluripotency in mouse ES cells and seems to have a relation with SOX2 in neural progenitor cell                 

differentiation (Cui et al., 2018; J. Wang et al., 2016).  

 

Predicted end-of-differentiation-markers for day 7 are MSH6, PIK3R3, MXD4, MAPK10,          

LINC01551, MCM4, MCM5, MCM6, UNG, and CALHM5. There are no genes in common with              

day 0 end-of-differentiation which makes sense since we are a week into neuroectodermal             

induction. GeneCards reports MSH6 as a member of DNA mismatch repair MutS family of              

proteins and MSH6 together with similar proteins have been shown expressed in blastomas             

(Belloni et al., 1999; Stark et al., 2015). PIK3R3 seems to have less information about its role at                  

this stage, but GeneCards reports that the gene is expressed in neural rosettes. MXDX family               

proteins have been suggested to be specialized Myc-antagonists with a role in neurodevelopment             

(Hooker & Hurlin, 2006). MAPK10 is a member of the Toll-like receptor pathway which is               

involved in CNS development and NPC differentiation (Fathi et al., 2011; Rolls et al., 2007).               

Another LncRNA, LINC01551, shows up at day 7 as a differentiation-marker. Interestingly,            

GeneCards report this LncRNA gene to target two of 11 reported enhancer sites for FOXG1, and                

this LncRNA has only 4 publications whereas one is on hepatocellular carcinoma (Gao et al.,               

2019), and another one is, also potentially interestingly, on genetic variations of glutamate in              

brains of multiple sclerosis patients (Baranzini et al., 2010). Its role at this stage seems unknown                

and could be interesting to follow up on. Several MCM proteins are in the marker list, MCM4,                 

MCM5, and MCM6, and they are components of the pre-replicative complex essential in             

initiation of DNA replication (Kearsey et al., 1996) but they seem to have some role in the neural                  

lineage as one study showed a link between human cytomegalovirus infection and viability of              

NPCs when MCM genes were dysregulated (D’Aiuto et al., 2012). Further, MCM4 has been              

implicated as a SOX2 target (Zhou et al., 2016) in hESC to NPC differentiation. Not much                

information is found regarding UNG and CALHM5 gene has only 7 publications but seems to be                

a pore-forming subunit in a voltage-gated ion channel (UniProt).  
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Figure 19 Day 7 clustering and differentiation prediction. Results on day 7 for Seurat/scClustViz clustering solution                
and cytoTRACE differentiation prediction. A. Day 7 was resolved as 3 clusters in scClustViz, then plotted on a                  
UMAP via Seurat. B. CytoTRACE predicts cluster 2 to be the start cell-state of differentiation at day 7, with an                    
intermittent stage as cluster 1, then cluster 0 as end-of-differentiation. Predicted start-of-differentiation markers are              
genes HMGB2, NUSAP1, TOP2A, UBE2C, TUBB4B, KPNA2, UBE2S, DLGAP5, CKS1B, and TPX2. Markers for              
end-of-differentiation, with a relatively weaker correlation, are MSH6, PIK3R3, MXD4, MAPK10, LINC01551,            
MCM4, MCM5, MCM6, UNG, and CALHM5. 
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Investigation of markers at day 7 

scCatch cell-type predictions for day 7 show low prediction scores where all three clusters are               

predicted to be astrocytes (Table 5 Day 7 scCatch cell-type predictions). Cluster 1 and 0 are                

closely related to each other when inspecting the dendrogram in dot-plots (Figure 20 Day 7               

dot-plots). Cluster 2 is the starting point for differentiation in cytoTRACE, cluster 2’s identity is               

likely a renewing progenitor population. For cluster 0, cell-type markers according to scCatch             

are ANLN, MTHFD2, HES4, HES5, PSAT1, and SLC3A2. Cluster 1 markers are MTHFD2,             

HES4, HES5, and SOX4. Shared scCatch cell-markers between these are HES4 and HES5.             

Notch-signaling control how fast progenitors commit to maturation and the Notch-pathway has            

been shown to be active in rosette cultures (Abranches et al., 2009), such as our day 7 cells, and                   

for NPCs (Basak & Taylor, 2007). HES5 is an important target in the Notch-pathway (Ohtsuka et                

al., 1999) and works as an effector in Notch-signaling. HES5 will maintain progenitor state and               

repress proneural genes, while cells that escape to progress and mature will become HES5              

negative and take on proneural genes such as MAP2, NEUROG2, ATOH1, etc. (Manning et al.,               

2019). ANLN has been implicated at the rosette stage to have a function in the neural rosettes                 

actin cytoskeleton (Shang et al., 2018). There is less information about MTHFD2 but according              

to GeneCards its expressed at neural tube formation which is roughly equivalent to rosette-stage              

in vitro, similarly SOX4 is important in neural tube formation and is another rosette-indicator              

(Shang et al., 2018). 

 

By the markers reported by scCatch, clusters 0 and 1 can reasonably be annotated as maturing                

neural rosette cells, while cluster 2 can be annotated as progenitors, a pool of cells that resupply                 

each other and/or push new cells towards neural maturation. Cluster 2 marker FOS is another               

Toll-like receptor pathway (TLR) member similar to MAPK10 (TLR member MAPK10 was            

predicted as a start-of-differentiation marker on day 7). However, FOS protein can be             

phosphorylated by MAPK kinases, and depending on where we are in time and tissue the               

outcome can be both activation or repression of target genes (Hurd et al., 2002). JUN, or c-JUN,                 

has been shown to, with c-FOS, to be required for neuronal differentiation in PC12 cells               

(Eriksson et al., 2007) and both have been shown to interact with BMP-signaling (Peng et al.,                
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2002), and LDN-193189 was a potent inhibitor of the BMP pathway as described in the               

introduction of the method. Markers thus far mean cluster 2 will be annotated as Day 7                

Progenitors, clusters 1 and 2 will be fused together and annotated as Day 7 Maturing Rosette                

Cells.  

 

Table 5 Day 7 scCatch cell-type predictions. For day 7, scCatch predicts clusters 0, 1, and 2 to                  

be astrocytes, with a relatively low overall prediction score. For cluster 0, scCatch determines              

cell-type markers to be: ANLN, MTHFD2, HES4, HES5, PSAT1, and SLC3A2. Cluster 1             

cell-type markers are MTHFD2, HES4, HES5, and SOX4. Cluster 2 cell-type markers are ANLN,              

FOS, JUN, CLDN10, PHGDH, PLIN3, and SLC3A2. 
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Figure 20 Day 7 dot-plots Visualizing cluster differential expression of marker genes using pairwise tests between                
one cluster and all other clusters. Here, the dot-plots are showing a greater heterogeneity on day 7 when compared to                    
day 0. A. Marker genes after pairwise tests are CDC20, TUBA1C, HMMR, and CCNB1 for cluster 2 (suggested to be                    
progenitors). Cluster 1 decreases in expression of these genes and cluster 0 have further lost expression of these                  
genes. B. Genes more unique to a cluster compared to rest. The genes for cluster 2 are CCNB1, HMMR, CDC20,                    
PLK1, and AURKA. Those genes then decrease in expression gradually, via cluster 1, then cluster 0 (and those two                   
are suggested to be rosette clusters).  
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Progenitor cells are reported to be found within rosette structures 

The weak correlation for genes predicted to drive differentiation in cytoTRACE suggests that it              

is not very evident in the data where cells are heading. Thus defining a path of differentiation,                 

and trying to define cell-types might not be as relevant as later time points. Likely we have more                  

different cell-states of rosette/neuroectoderm, rather than cell-types, similar to day 0. However, a             

proliferating cluster should be possible to identify. Validation of progenitor cells, which are             

reported to be within rosettes (Conti & Cattaneo, 2010), and are detected by NES and PAX6                

expression. However, NES has a very uniform expression pattern, and so does PAX6. PAX6 is               

possibly, but very slightly, expressed higher in cluster 2 compared to the other clusters (Figure               

21 Day 7 progenitor-specific markers A. and B.).  

 

 

 
Figure 21 Day 7 progenitor-specific markers. It was reported in the literature that progenitor markers at the                 
rosette-stage might be found expressed in the rosette interior, two of these were NES and PAX6. A. Expression of                   
progenitor marker NES. B. Expression of progenitor marker PAX6. Schex-hexagonal UMAP with gene mean              
expression per hexagon. Legend is a color gradient indicating a mean gene expression ranging from 0 to 4. 
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Day 7 cell-types 

Finally, Day 7 clusters 0 and 1 will be annotated as Rosette I, and Rosette II, while cluster 2 will                    

be annotated as Progenitors/rosette (Figure 22 Day 7 Cell-types). Annotation of cluster 2 tries to               

reflect that identifying progenitors at day 7 was less straightforward. 

 

 
Figure 22 Day 7 cell-types. Results from differentiation predictions, automatic cell-type predictions, and manual              
investigation of markers, suggest that cluster 0 and 1 can be annotated as Rosette I and Rosette II respectively, while                    
cluster 2 are named Progenitors/rosette. Annotation is presented on the day 7 UMAP. 
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Day 13: End of Part II: Maturation 

By day 13, cells have been maturing in B27 and N2 supplemented media for a week, and this                  

maturation might be visible as increased heterogeneity. 1958 cells are included at the day 13 time                

point following quality control and filtering (SI Day 13 Figure I, and SI Day 13 Figure II). Initial                  

clusters were resolved to 8 clusters which suggest a large increase in heterogeneity (Figure 23               

Day 13 clustering, and differentiation prediction A.)  

 

Movement of differentiation 

CytoTRACE prediction starts in cluster 2 then differentiation moves towards and through            

clusters 3, 5, and 0. The end of differentiation seems to be at two locations, cluster 6 (left-most                  

cluster) and then via cluster 4 ending in cluster 7 (bottom cluster) (Figure 23 Day 13 clustering,                 

and differentiation prediction B.). Predicted start-of-differentiation markers are genes HMGB2,          

NUSAP1, CENPF, TOP2A, TUBB4B, MKI67, TPX2, SMC4, H2AFX, and ASPM.  

 

Start-of-differentiation markers shared with days 0 and 7, are TOP2A, and CENPF. Markers             

shared with day 7 are HMGB2, NUSAP1, and TPX2. TUBB4B shows up on day 13, similar to                 

day 7, and as mentioned on day 7, TUBB4B did not have much information available. But                

different tubulins have been reported to be specialized for different tissue and developmental             

programs (Breuss et al., 2017), so TUBB4B is likely specific for the neural lineage. MKI67,               

similarly to NUSAP1, is a marker for proliferating progenitors. Then we have SMC4 which has               

been indicated as a cell division/cell-cycle/cell proliferation marker (Bhattacharyya et al., 2009)            

but is otherwise described by UniProt as a component of the condensin complex that is part of                 

converting interphase chromatin into condensed chromosomes. H2AFX, or H2AX, is a histone            

variant for histone H2, an alternative name is histone variant H2A.X, and this histone is,               

according to GeneCards, involved in Wnt-signaling and androgen receptor (AR) transcription via            

PKN1. As is commonly known, DNA wraps around histone octamers, H2A, H2B, H3, or H4, to                

form a more organized structure called chromatin were exchanging one of these and/or making              

modifications are a form of epigenetic changes/regulation of e.g. gene expression since it             

involves changes outside of the DNA code itself. Histone variant H2AX is further implied in               
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DNA damage response (N. Ayoub et al., 2008) and chromatin remodeling via Ring Finger              

Protein 8 (encoded by RNF8) (Luijsterburg et al., 2012). H2AX seems to be functionally related               

to apoptosis and proliferation in neuronal precursors in the subventricular zone and in granule              

cell precursors (later cerebellum), and limiting H2AX restricts the proliferation of adult neural             

stem cells (Barral et al., 2014; Fernando et al., 2011). H2AX also seems to be much more                 

phosphorylated upon Zika-infection in neural progenitor cells (Devhare et al., 2017). Finally,            

ASPM is another marker for day 13 start-of-differentiation which is a neuroblast-division            

associated gene and a decisive factor for increased cerebral cortical size (Bond et al., 2002;               

Villanea et al., 2012). These markers suggest cytoTRACE is predicting the progenitor area at day               

13 accurately. Many new and interesting start-of-differentiation markers on day 13 might            

indicate an increase in heterogeneity for the progenitor cell pool at this stage. 

 

Predicted markers for end-of-differentiation at day 13 are genes TAGLN3, DCX, STMN2,            

ELAVL4, SOX4, SYT1, DLL3, MIAT, MLLT11, and MXD4. TAGLN3 (Transgelin 3) has been             

shown to be a marker for early post-mitotic neurons in the chick brain (Ratié et al., 2014; Ware                  

et al., 2016). DCX, or doublecortin, is a neurogenesis marker encoding a microtubule-associated             

protein essential for brain development and a common marker for immature and migrating             

neurons (Ayanlaja et al., 2017; Couillard-Despres et al., 2005; Seki et al., 2019; Walker et al.,                

2007). STMN2 (Stathmin-2) is a microtubule regulator associated with neuronal growth and            

necessary for axonal outgrowth and regeneration (Klim et al., 2019). ELAVL4 encodes an             

RNA-binding protein that takes part in precise control of mRNA abundance and processing, a              

function important for neurons (Bronicki & Jasmin, 2013). ELAVL4 has distinct mRNA isoforms             

which were recently shown to depend on their alternative 5’ UTRs in early neurons and radial                

glial progenitors (Popovitchenko et al., 2020). The same study showed that an upstream             

RNA-binding protein called CELF1 regulates ELAVL4 to decide the development of           

glutaminergic neurons where dysfunctional ELAVL4 can impair the development of functional           

glutamatergic neurons. Further in our day 13 end-of-differentiation marker list is SOX4 which             

was a marker for day 7 as well, important in neural tube formation and a rosette-indicator but is                  

also a marker for intermediate progenitor cells in their maintenance and formation (C. Chen et               
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al., 2015). SYT1 (Synaptotagmin-1) is an important membrane protein in synaptic vesicles            

critical in the release of neurotransmitters and triggers this release by acting as a Ca2+-sensitive               

sensor (Courtney et al., 2019; H.-K. Lee et al., 2010). DLL3 (Delta-like 3) is a Delta family                 

member and Notch-ligand involved in the commitment of neural progenitor cells to            

differentiation in the neural tube and developing nervous system while its expression also             

depends on TFs Neurog2 and Ascl1 (Henke et al., 2009). MIAT is a lncRNA expressed               

exclusively in a subset of postmitotic neurons and in differentiation neural progenitors (Roberts             

et al., 2014). This lncRNA was shown, in mice, to respond to retinoic acid (Mohamed et al.,                 

2010) (common reagent for neural induction), retinoic acid is included in its precursor form,              

Vitamin A, in the B27 supplement used for part II and III in our protocol. MLLT11                

(Mixed-lineage leukemia; translocated to chromosome 11) has been shown involved in central-            

and peripheral nervous system development and is expressed, among other areas, in the basal              

region of the forebrain (Yamada et al., 2014). Finally, and also shared with day 7, we have                 

MXD4, a member of the MXDX family suggested to be specialized Myc-antagonists with a role               

in neurodevelopment (Hooker & Hurlin, 2006). 

 

Observations so far suggest that cluster 2 can be annotated as progenitors while clusters 6 and 7                 

are two relative end-stage clusters, and those two might represent two distinct lineages on day               

13. 
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Figure 23 Day 13 clustering, and differentiation prediction. Results on day 0 for Seurat/scClustViz clustering               
solution and cytoTRACE differentiation prediction. A. Day 13 was mapped with 8 clusters based on silhouette                
metrics in scClustViz, then plotted on a UMAP via Seurat B. Differentiation is predicted by cytoTRACE to start                  
with cluster 2, then move through clusters 3, 5, and cluster 0. Differentiation end seems to be at two locations,                    
clusters 6 and 7. Predicted start-of-differentiation markers are genes HMGB2, NUSAP1, CENPF, TOP2A, TUBB4B,              
MKI67, TPX2, SMC4, H2AFX, and ASPM. Markers for end-of-differentiation are TAGLN3, DCX, STMN2, ELAVL4,              
SOX4, SYT1, DLL3, MIAT, MLLT11, and MXD4. 
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Investigation of markers to determine cell-types at day 13 

scCatch is more successful at day 13 with the cell-type predictions on the 8 clusters, and the                 

seemingly better matches to cell-types in its reference database are evident in the cell-type              

marker lists (Table 6 Day 13 scCatch cell-type prediction). Cluster 0, 2, and 3 are annotated as                 

NPCs, and cluster 1 as Astrocytes. These four clusters have a long list of markers and will need                  

some investigation. Cluster 5 and 7 are annotated as hESCs by scCatch but the prediction is                

based solely on SOX2 expression, and we know from before to expect SOX2 expression              

throughout the protocol. These two clusters need further investigation. Cluster 7 was also             

predicted by cytoTRACE to be one of the most differentiated clusters at this time point, which                

makes it contra-indicatory that this cluster is hESCs. Cluster 6 was named by scCatch as neural                

stem cells (NSCs). NSCs at this stage and onwards are very similar to NPCs or radial glial cells                  

(RG) and they seem to be used interchangeably depending on the study, and usually denote               

progenitors of some type. NSC is sometimes used to mean a stem cell in the neural lineage, but                  

of a mature sort, and could thus be an end state at day 13. Nonetheless, this cluster needs                  

investigation and has fewer marker genes, only 7, in comparison to the first 5 clusters which had                 

15, or more, markers each.  
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Table 6 Day 13 scCatch cell-type prediction. For day 13, there are multiple genes predicted as                

cell-type markers by scCatch, whereas the first 5 markers for each cluster is; for cluster 0 NPCs:                 

NES, DCX, DPYSL3, ATAD2, AURKB, for cluster 1 Astrocytes: SOX9, ANLN, APOE, ID4, and              

MAFB, for cluster 2 NPCs: DCX, ANP32E, APOLD1, ASPM, and AURKB, for cluster 3 NPCs:               

DCX, ANP32E, AURKB, BIRC5, and BUB1. Then for cluster 4 Astrocytes: ANLN, C1orf61, ID4,              

LHFPL6, and ATP1A2, for cluster 5 hESCs: SOX2, for cluster 6 NSCs: PROM1, NES, ADGRG1,               

DCX, and NEUROD1, and finally for cluster 7 hESCs: SOX2. 
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Cluster analysis to determine cell-types 

Due to the increased heterogeneity, dot-plots for day 13 represent many clusters and gene              

combinations (Figure 24 Day 13 dot-plots). Therefor analysis will follow a different flow than              

what it did at time points day 0 and day 7. The analysis here will be by clusters-groups, as in                    

closer related clusters will be grouped, rather than to analyze single clusters in a long row which                 

might be confusing. 

 

Cluster 2 NPCs and cluster 0 NPCs are grouped together with cluster 5 hESCs one step above.                 

Cluster 2 was predicted as a start-of-differentiation area in cytoTRACE and the marker genes              

produced here were suggesting this area to be likely progenitor which are in charge of renewing                

the cells and keeping a steady pool of progenitors that can self-renew as well as go on and                  

continue differentiating. Cluster 2 as in Figure 24 A., has a strong expression of PIF1, PLK1,                

CDCA3, CENPA, and AURKA. PIF1 was also seen as a top start-of-differentiation maker at day               

0, and prevents genome instability and is involved in telomere maintenance. AURKA was             

important for cell renewal and seen on day 0 and day 7. Cluster 0 has a stronger expression of                   

histone variants; HIST1H2AH, HIST1H1B, HIST1H1E, and HIST1H1D, compared to cluster 2.           

Cluster 0 is weaker in PIF1, PLK1, CDCA3, and AURKA expression.  

 

Histone linker variants of H1 (HIST1H2AH, HIST1H1B, HIST1H1E, and HIST1H1D) are           

important in embryonic development and have specific functions (Pan & Fan, 2016) and have              

been further implicated in olfactory neuron maturation (J.-Y. Li et al., 2012). Most of these               

linker variants (H1B, H1E, H1D) are reported to be transcribed in S phase of cell cycle thus                 

aside from linker variants having a particular function in the day 13 cells, this might imply that                 

cluster 0 is different to cluster 2 and also different in that it has more cells in S-phase. Indeed                   

upon inspection of cell-cycle assignments, cluster 2 has almost entirely G2M-phased cells while             

half of cluster 0 is predominately in S-phase (SI Day 13 Figure I, D.) Thus part of the                  

explanation for the split of related clusters 2, 0, and 5 could be what cell-cycle these progenitors                 

are in. Indeed, these histone linker proteins are expressed in cluster 5 as well, but at a lower level                   

compared to cluster 0, and at a higher level compared to cluster 2. Cluster 5 has more mixed cells                   
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from S, G1, and G2M than cluster 2 and 0 (SI Day 13 Figure I, D.). In conclusion for this group,                     

these three clusters seem to be of progenitor type, where clusters 2 and 0 largely separates                

according to G2M and S-phase, and cluster 5 is different due to its mix of cell-cycle cells, and/or                  

possibly somewhat more committed since the orientation of this cluster is more towards the more               

differentiated clusters.  

 

Then we have clusters 3, 1, and 4. As seen in Figure 24 A., markers that are expressed stronger                   

in cluster 3 NPCs compared to cluster 1 Astrocytes are TOP2A, NUSAP1, BIRC5, CLSPN,              

CCNB2, MKI67, TPX2, DLGAP5, RRM2, and CDC20. Cluster 3 has a relatively low expression              

of PLK1, CDCA3, CENPA, and AURKA, whereas cluster 1 has no expression of these markers.               

In Figure 24 B., UBE2C and ASPM are expressed stronger in cluster 3 compared to cluster 1.                 

UBE2C was mentioned earlier as a cell-cycle marker and ASPM as a neuroblast marker. SOX9               

and PCDH19 seem slightly higher in cluster 1, compared to 3, but not at any particular high                 

degree. SOX9 is reported to be important for the maintenance and induction of neural stem cells                

(Vong et al., 2015), and PCDH19 has been reported to be important for neuronal cell adhesion                

(Pederick et al., 2018). 

 

In Figure 24 A., marker genes IGFBP5 and DLX5 are expressed stronger in cluster 4 compared                

to clusters 1 and 3. While markers that were expressed strongly in cluster 3 compared to cluster 1                  

are less expressed for this cluster as well, in comparison to cluster 1. In Figure 24 B. we see one                    

more marker for cluster 4, CRABP1. CRABP1 is responsive to retinoic acid and has been shown                

to protect cells from excess RA (J. Y. Won et al., 2004), and its increased expression might                 

indicate more commitment towards differentiation for cluster 4 and this also explains why this              

cluster is placed closer to cluster 6 and 7 (UMAP) and not directly grouped with cluster 3 and 1                   

(dendrogram, UMAP). CRABP1 and retinoic acid have also been shown, through ERK signaling,             

to slow down cell cycle progression, and prepare a cell for differentiation (Park et al., 2019). To                 

sum up this group, cluster 3, 1, and 4 are rather similar, as the dendrogram and similarities in                  

gene expression show, and these clusters are situated between predicted start- and end of              

differentiation (Figure 23 Day 13 clustering, and differentiation prediction). Cluster 4 seems to             
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be the more mature cluster, out of the three, which will be taken into account when annotating.                 

E.g. cluster 4 would be a more committed cell-state that respond to retinoic acid. Cluster 1 and 3                  

could be annotated as progenitors, but that has slowed down, to get ready to commit or re-enter                 

the progenitor-state. 

 

Cluster 6 NSCs and cluster 7 hESCs are predicted as the most differentiated areas by               

cytoTRACE on day 13. There are indeed some distinct markers for these two clusters. Starting               

with cluster 6 NSCs, in Figure 24 A., markers are DLL3, ONECUT1, ELAVL4, INSM1, and               

SRRM4. Figure 24 B., add a stronger MAP6 expression, compared to the rest, and a very strong                 

expression of TAGLN3. As mentioned in the cytoTRACE results, DLL3 is a Delta family              

member and Notch-ligand involved in the commitment of neural progenitor cells to            

differentiation and is related to ASCL1. ONECUT1 has been reported to be a downstream PAX6               

target and a glutaminergic neuron marker (Kee et al., 2017; Klimova et al., 2015). Furthermore,               

ONECUT1 was shown correlated to ONECUT2, NKX2-1 (relevant for day 20), and RFX4 in              

ventral telencephalon neurons (Trevino et al., 2020). ELAVL4 encodes an RNA-binding protein            

needed for precise control of mRNA abundance and processing particularly in neurons where             

upstream protein where CELF1 regulates ELAVL4, to decide the development of glutaminergic            

neurons. INSM1 seems to be ubiquitously expressed in the developing nervous system but is              

sometimes mentioned in the transition of olfactory progenitors to progeny (Rosenbaum et al.,             

2011). SRRM4 depletion has been shown to impair neurite outgrowth and later formation of              

cortical layers in the developing forebrain (Raj & Blencowe, 2015). Cluster 6 is very likely a                

mature, relative for the timepoint, neural cluster in comparison to the rest, except 7. Cluster 6                

could be annotated as e.g. ventral forebrain fated cells. 

 

Cluster 7 hESCs is the last cluster to analyze for day 13. It was the second cluster predicted as an                    

end-of-differentiation cluster and was named hESCs by scCatch based on just SOX2 as a marker.               

In Figure 24 A., markers specific for cluster 7 are DLX6, DLX6-AS1, PPP2R2B, and DLX5.               

Importantly, what Cluster 7 lacks expression of, in comparison to cluster 6, are genes DLL3,               

ONECUT1, ELAVL4, INSM1, and SSRM4. Figure 24 B., does not add any more markers.              
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DLX6-AS1 (DLX6 antisense RNA 1) is a lncRNA that is developmentally regulated and a strong               

marker for developing forebrain (Kohtz & Fishell, 2004). DLX6-AS1 has been shown to increase              

in progression of neurodifferentiation and this lncRNA was shown to be 6123-fold change higher              

in interneurons compared to other cell-types and is a good interneuron marker, or interneuron              

precursor marker (S. J. Liu et al., 2016). DLX5 and DLX6 are two homeobox TFs that are                 

commonly used as markers for developing GABAergic interneurons (de Lombares et al., 2019;             

Paina et al., 2011). PPP2R2B, Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2A 55 kDa regulatory           

subunit B beta isoform, encode (as the name implies) a serine/threonine-protein phosphatase            

enzyme. GeneCards report that PPP2R2B is implicated in the negative control of cell division              

and cell growth. In the context of neurodifferentiation, PPP2R2B has been investigated related to              

the disease spinocerebellar ataxia (E. O’Hearn et al., 2012; Sato et al., 2010; Wardle et al.,                

2009), and has been shown enriched as an anterior/posterior gene in microarray (Kudo et al.,               

2007), and has been shown to disrupt neuron morphology when overexpressed (E. E. O’Hearn et               

al., 2015). Everything reported in the literature so far, suggest that cluster 7 could be annotated as                 

GABA-interneuron precursors. 
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Figure 24 Day 13 dot-plots. Visualizing cluster differential expression of marker genes using pairwise tests between                
one cluster and all other clusters. A. and B. gene markers are analyzed in the main text to their complexity on day                      
13. Starting from the top on the left side of the dot-plot A. and dot-plot B., dendrograms are the same, and they show                       
cluster 3 NPCs and 1 Astrocytes as related, then cluster 4 Astrocytes one step above in relation to those two clusters.                     
Cluster 2 NPCs and cluster 0 NPCs are grouped together, with cluster 5 hESCs one step above those two. Cluster 6                     
NSCs and 7 hESCs are separated at the parent branch. A. Cluster markers. B. Genes more unique to a cluster                    
compared to rest.  
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Day 13 cell-types 

Finally, the day 13 clusters are annotated as follows (Figure X Day 13 cell-types). Cluster 2 as                 

Progenitors I: G2M, cluster 0 as Progenitors II: S-phase, and cluster 5 as Progenitor III: Mixed                

phase. Then cluster 1 as Sensitized progenitors I, cluster 3 as Sensitized progenitors II, and               

cluster 4 as Committed progenitors, RA responded. And then cluster 6 as Ventral forebrain fated               

cells and cluster 7 as GABAergic interneuron precursors.  

 

 
Figure 25 Day 13 cell-types The day 13 clusters were annotated as follows: cluster 2 as Progenitors I: G2M, cluster                    
0 as Progenitors II: S-phase, and cluster 5 as Progenitor III: Mixed phase. Then cluster 1 as Sensitized progenitors                   
I, cluster 3 as Sensitized progenitors II , and cluster 4 as Committed progenitors, RA responded. And then cluster 6 as                    
Ventral forebrain fated cells and cluster 7 as GABAergic interneuron precursors.  
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Day 20: End of Part III: Expansion 

2838 cells were used in the analysis of day 20 after quality control and filtering (SI Day 20                  

Figure I, SI Day 20 Figure II). Day 20 is the final day in the protocol and is expected to display                     

the highest heterogeneity. As indicated at day 13, ventral forebrain fate is likely at day 20 with                 

GABAergic interneuron maturation, and possibly some layer-formation occurring. Remembering         

that this is just a monolayer of cells, we expect a mix of cells that is just reminiscent, and not as                     

advanced in structure, of the emergence of the ganglionic eminences, in particular the medial              

ganglionic eminence which is one of the major migratory start sites of GABAergic interneurons.              

Again, in our case, we should expect much less of a clear-cut structure since we have a                 

monolayer and not a more complex model such as an organoid.  

 

Movement of differentiation 

CytoTRACE prediction for day 20 (Figure 26. Day 20 Differentiation prediction and            

end-of-differentiation markers A.) show differentiation to proceed from the bottom-left, up, then            

right along a bend, and ending at a sharp tip. Then a disconnected cluster of cells is shown in the                    

bottom-right where half is undifferentiated cells and the other half is differentiated cells. This              

cluster could be an effect of poor quality or might be a different lineage that will not fit the                   

trajectory, it will be investigated further. Top 4 of end-of-differentiation markers predicted are             

MLLT11, STMN2, DCX, and SOX4, and they are plotted by mean expression organized in              

hexagons by Schex (Figure 26. Day 20 Differentiation prediction and end-of-differentiation           

markers B.). Mature neuronal marker MAP2 is a common marker in many studies (Soltani et al.,                

2005) and has an average expression all-over, and interestingly expression is particularly strong             

at the bend on the end (Figure 26. Day 20 Differentiation prediction and end-of-differentiation              

markers C.). As seen in the differentiation prediction marker list (Figure 26. Day 20              

Differentiation prediction and end-of-differentiation markers D.), predicted       

start-of-differentiation genes are HMGN2, HMGB2, NUCKS1, HMGB1, SMC4, CENPF,         

NUSAP1, DEK, and CKS1B. Predicted end-of-differentiation makers are MLLT11, STMN2,          

DCX, SOX4, MIAT, TERF2IP, INA, SYT1, TAGLN3, and BASP1.  
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Figure 26 Day 20 differentiation prediction and end-of-differentiation markers A. Differentiation is predicted to              
move from bottom left, top, then right, ending in a tail. Notice the last cluster of cells at the bottom-right, cut off                      
slightly more from the rest, which has some undifferentiated cells and some differentiated cells. B. Selected                
end-of-differentiation markers MLLT11, STMN2, DCX, and SOX4 with mean expression and arranged as hexagons              
C. Mature neuronal marker MAP2, run through the cytoTRACE tool which shows MAP2 expression increasing at                
the end of differentiation. D. Predicted start-of-differentiation markers are HMGN2, HMGB2, NUCKS1, HMGB1,             
SMC4, CENPF, NUSAP1, DEK, and CKS1B. Predicted end-of-differentiation makers are MLLT11, STMN2, DCX,             
SOX4, MIAT, TERF2IP, INA, SYT1, TAGLN3, and BASP1.  
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Shared markers at the start-of-differentiation are HMGB2 (day 7) and NUSAP1 (day 7 and day               

13), SMC4 (day 13), and CENPF (day 0 and day 13). 

 

New start-of-differentiation markers at day 20 are HMGB1, HMGN2, NUCKS1, CKS1B, and            

DEK. HMGB1 (High mobility group box-1) has been shown highly expressed in early brain              

development (Zhao et al., 2011) and HMGB1 is important for survival and proliferation of NPCs               

(L. Wang et al., 2014). Similarly to HMGB1, HMGN2 (High mobility group nucleosomal             

binding domain 2) is highly expressed in early brain development and in NPCs and is important                

for pluripotency (Garza-Manero et al., 2019). NUCKS1 is important for cell-cycle progression            

(Ostvold et al., 1985), mentioned as a GWAS candidate for Parkinson’s disease, and seems              

important for cell proliferation (S. Singh et al., 2019). CKS1B (CDC28 protein kinase regulatory              

subunit 1b) is active in dividing NPCs, and in the presence of FGF2, helps maintain cell                

proliferation (Darr, 2009). DEK is a chromatin remodeling gene that is important for             

proliferation and Wnt signaling The new genes in the list of top start-of-differentiation markers              

at day 20, together with the shared ones from the other time points, suggest strongly that this area                  

is the progenitor zone which later could be annotated as NPCs.  

 

Shared end-of-differentiation markers at day 20 with other time-points are MLLT11 (share with             

day 13), STMN2 (shared with day 13), DCX (shared with day 13), SOX4 (shared with day 13),                 

MIAT (shared with day 13), SYT1 (shared with day 13), and TAGLN3 (shared with day 13).  

 

New end-of-differentiation markers at day 20 are TERF2IP, INA, and BASP1. The TERF2IP             

(TERF2 Interacting Protein), also known as RAP1, assists projection neurons, which have            

become multipolar, to move non-radially in migration to the cortical plate (nonpolar projection             

neurons move radially) (Jossin & Cooper, 2011). INA (Internexin Neuronal Intermediate           

Filament Protein), also called Alpha-Internexin, is a neurofilament part of the axo-skeleton and is              

suggested to help with intracellular transport to dendrites and axons (Kaplan et al., 1990; Schult               

et al., 2015). BASP1 (Brain acid soluble protein 1) has been shown to promote axonal               

regeneration and neurite outgrowth (Shin et al., 2013) and have a role in synaptic function               
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(Behan et al., 2009). These new markers suggest a progressed maturation stage in comparison to               

other time points and suggest the emergence of projection neurons, migration of neurons,             

development of neurites, and synaptic function. 

 

PAGA pseudotime 

Similar to the prediction of how differentiation can be predicted moving through a population of               

cells, an analysis of pseudotime, with partition-based graph abstraction (PAGA), can be used to              

determine a trajectory of which time, or pseudotime rather, moves through a start towards an end                

(Wolf et al., 2019). This is also a good way to explore heterogeneity in cell populations, and can                  

similarly to cytoTRACE help in the interpretation of complex differentiation processes. By using             

scanpy, a popular tool in python (Wolf et al., 2018), PAGA-analysis was performed on day 20                

cells using the UMAP dimensional reduction to guide PAGA’s build of pseudotime trajectory             

(Figure 28 Day 20 PAGA solution and pseudotime). In the PAGA-analysis cluster numbers             

(labels) are not the same as in Seurat or scClustViz (Figure 28 Day 20 PAGA solution and                 

pseudotime A.), however, this label-number is irrelevant and does not inform on any order or               

direction, more importantly, the number of clusters is the same and the trajectory path is similar                

to cytoTRACE differentiation prediction. Behind the colored PAGA-graph is the grey silhouette            

of the underlying kNN graph, upon which the high-dimensional gene expression data is             

represented (connecting each cell in what appears almost to look like an intricate spider-web).              

Here, clusters obtained with the same Louvain algorithm that underlies Seurat and scClustViz             

clustering as well. Here, the clusters are colored nodes in the PAGA-graph, manually placed              

directly in front of the grey web. Below the PAGA-graph (Figure 28 Day 20 PAGA solution and                 

pseudotime B.) is the pseudotime trajectory where the start of pseudotime is the same as the                

predicted start of differentiation by cytoTRACE. We then follow pseudotime along the same             

general path but observe some more details of how PAGA connects clusters along the way.               

Before displaying the PAGA-figure, here is the UMAP showing clustering done by Seurat and              

scClustViz (Figure 27 Day 20 clusters), which is the same UMAP data used to guide PAGA and                 

cytoTRACE (however without transferring the same label-numbers which unfortunately makes          

the figures a bit less pedagogic). 
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Figure 27 Day 20 clusters. scClustViz clustering solution resolved 11 clusters at day 20, presented here on a UMAP 
via Seurat. 
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Figure 28 Day 20 PAGA-graph and pseudotime A. PAGA solution for day 20. Colored circles with a number                  
represent clusters, as they were determined by the Louvain algorithm (J. Zeng & Yu, 2018). Behind the colored                  
PAGA-graph is a grey silhouette that represents the underlying kNN graph, which the high dimensional data is                 
ordered on. B. The result of PAGA pseudotime prediction is very similar to differentiation prediction, in that                 
predicted pseudotime starts in the bottom-left part of the map then it moves in the same general trajectory. Here,                   
additional details on cluster relationships are shown by using PAGA, in comparison to cytoTRACE where we just                 
see the color gradient.  
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Investigation of markers to determine cell-types at day 20 

The marker investigation at day 20 is expected to more complex than previous time points.               

scCatch at day 20 predictably reveals more heterogeneity in the cell population in comparison to               

previous time points (Table 7 Day 20 scCatch cell-type prediction). Cluster 0, 1, 2, and 3 and 10                  

are predicted as Neural Stem Cells. However, Cluster 2, 3, and 10 predictions are based on just                 

2-3 genes per cluster. Clusters 4 and 6 are predicted to be Neurons and among the markers here                  

we recognize MAP2, SYP, and RELN, as well as several DLXX types of genes for cluster 6,                 

suggesting this is a GABAergic interneuron cluster. Cluster 5 and 8 are predicted to be               

Astrocytes based on a long list of markers so these will need some investigation. Cluster 7 is the                  

only cluster predicted to be NPCs which, considering markers ASPM, AURKB, BIRC5, CCNA2,             

CDC20, and CENPF, as used earlier to annotate progenitors, seems to be an accurate prediction.               

Neighboring clusters are likely also within the NPCs category, but this will need some              

investigation. Finally, cluster 9 is called a Microglial cell cluster and corresponds to the              

bottom-right cluster that was split in half in differentiation prediction on day 20 (Figure 26 Day                

20 differentiation prediction and end-of-differentiation markers). 
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Table 7 Day 20 scCatch cell-type prediction. For day 20, there are multiple marker genes               

predicted as cell-type-specific markers by scCatch. These markers will be discussed in the main              

text. 

 

 

Cluster analysis to determine cell-types 

For dot-plot heatmaps (Figure 29 Day 20 dot-plots), analysis at day 20 will be done group-wise,                

using the clusters that are grouped together in the dendrogram, visible in the leftmost part of the                 

figure, similar to what was done for day 13. 

 

RGs - Radial glial, the cycling/renewing cells 

Cluster 3 was predicted as start-of-differentiation and start-of-pseudotime in PAGA analysis.           

Inspecting Figure 29 A. and B., cluster 3 has stronger expression of PIF1, CENPA, PLK1,               

AURKA, CDC20, CCNB2, and DEPDC1, compared to cluster 2. Cluster 2 is also after cluster 3,                

in terms of position in differentiation movement and pseudotime. And after cluster 2 on relative               

position on the time-axis, comes cluster 1, which has have lower levels of CCNB2, BIRC5,               
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RRM2, CDC20, PIF1, CENPA, PLK1, AURKA, and DEPDC1, compared to the first clusters 3              

and 2. As almost all of these markers are mentioned in relation to progenitors that are rapidly                 

renewing and cycling, and these markers are decreasing as we move forward in differentiation              

and pseudotime, it suggests that these first clusters are progenitors, where some are slowing              

down in cell-cycle, to become ready for the commitment to differentiation. At this point in time                

progenitors can also be called RGs (radial glial cells), which would be a general name for the                 

progenitor’s pool at this timepoint. Minichromosome maintenance complex genes, e.g. MCMC2,           

are useful markers for detecting slowly cycling putative progenitors (Maslov et al., 2004), and in               

cluster 2 wee see MCM3 expressed higher compared to starting cluster 3, while TOP2A, CENPF,               

and GMGB2 is decreasing in expression. Cluster 2 seems thus to be slowing down. In cluster 1,                 

MCMCX genes increase in expression, e.g. MCMC2, MCM5, and MCM6, while NUSAP1,            

TOP2A, UBE2C, HMGB2, and MKI67 drop expression level. Again suggesting slow down of             

cell-cycle and slow down in renewal processes. These initial three clusters could thus be              

annotated as RG, RG II: slowing down, RG: ready to commit. Alternatively, the first two clusters                

can be merged and named as RGs, while the third one is called RG II: stopped to commit. 
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Figure 29 Day 20 dot-plots. Visualizing cluster differential expression of marker genes using pairwise tests between                
one cluster and all other clusters. A. and B. gene markers are analyzed in the main text to their complexity on day                      
20. Starting from the top on the left side of the dot-plot A. and dot-plot B., dendrograms are the same, and they with                       
progenitor-like clusters 2 NSCs, cluster 1 NSCs, and cluster 3 NSCs on the parent branch. We then have cluster 7                    
NPCs and cluster 0 NSCs grouped. Next, we have cluster 9 Microglial cells which will be regarded as an                   
independent cluster for now. Then we have cluster 10 NSCs and this cluster is the black-colored side-cluster, just                  
before the top next to cluster 0 (Figure 27 Day 20 clusters ).  
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IPs - Intermediate progenitors 

HES5 is a good marker for Notch-signaling at this timepoint (Basak & Taylor, 2007; Ohtsuka et                

al., 1999; Ziller et al., 2014) (Figure 30 HES5 - a marker for Notch-signalling), and               

Notch-signaling fades within the middle of cluster 0, just after committed RG in cluster 1. 

 

 
Figure 30 HES5 - a marker for Notch-signalling. Expression of HES5 is higher in progenitor-like clusters, overall                 
expression pattern of HES5 then fades out around cluster 0. Schex-hexagonal UMAP with gene mean expression per                 
hexagon. Legend is a color gradient indicating a mean gene expression ranging from 0 to 4. 
 

Where Notch-signaling fade, intermediate progenitors (IPs) accumulate, this is the commitment           

of RG to the neural fate (Mizutani et al., 2007; Nelson et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2008). At this                    

point, cells can either re-enter cell-cycle or proceed to become neural progeny. As cluster 0 is                

situated right at this boundary, with flanking cluster 7 (half of cluster 7, more on that later) and                  

cluster 10, and then cluster 5 ahead, straight on the differentiation path and pseudotime              

trajectory, it suggest that cluster 0 could be annotated as Intermediate progenitors, IPs.  
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Layer V precursors 

After the IPs, comes cluster 5. As it is next in line on differentiation prediction and pseudotime it                  

could be expected that it has mature markers indicating neural progeny formed from the IPs.               

Indeed, proneural marker ASCL1 is expressed strongly in this cluster (E. J. Kim et al., 2007,                

2008) and also at the end of the trajectory, at the very tip (Figure 31 Proneural marker ACSL1). 

 

 
Figure 31 Proneural marker ACSL1. Expression of ASCL1 seen at the end of cluster 0, into cluster 5. Expression                   
can also be noticed at the end of cluster 6. Schex-hexagonal UMAP with gene mean expression per hexagon.                  
Legend is a color gradient indicating a mean gene expression ranging from 0 to 3. 
 

Interestingly, FEZF2 (Figure 32 Layer V marker FEZF2), which is a marker for neuronal              

subtype differentiation, patterning of forebrain and olfactory, and deep layer V neurons, are             

expressed strongly here together with ASCL1 (Castelo-Branco et al., 2003; Hirabayashi et al.,             

2004; Roth et al., 2010; Shimizu et al., 2010; Tantirigama et al., 2014). Early born projection                

neurons first occupy the deepest layers, VI, V, and IV, as neurons grow in an “in and out”                  

sequence, and then later-born neurons occupy more superficial layers, III, II, and I (Götz &               

Huttner, 2005). The spinal cord, midbrain, and hindbrain will have main projections coming             

from layer V, while layer VI neurons projects towards the thalamus. Layer II and III, together                
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with a portion of neurons from layer V, will form intracortical projections (O’Leary & Sahara,               

2008). Neurons that populate deep layers are Notch-signaling dependent and would appear as             

this signaling fades, as reported for neuroepithelium and early-RG (Edri et al., 2015). Cluster 5               

might then be annotated as Layer V precursors, but more evidence for this layer might be needed                 

since FEZF2 also control forebrain and olfactory patterning, and is not just a marker for layer V -                  

where we are in relative in vivo development would be a good clue but we must remember we                  

are still in a monolayer culture so we can also expect a mix of cells that are not directly                   

comparable. 

 

 
Figure 32 Layer V marker FEZF2. Expression measured primarily in cluster 5 where expression fades out when                 
moving into cluster 8. Schex-hexagonal UMAP with gene mean expression per hexagon. Legend is a color gradient                 
indicating a mean gene expression ranging from 0 to 3. 
 

Layer IV/5-HT precursors 

For Cluster 8, FEZF2 expression is seen here as well but decreasing towards the right flank. The                 

boundaries on the sides of previous cluster 5 layer V precursors are interesting since we have the                 

end of Notch-signaling on the left flank and FEZF2 expression fading on the right flank, into                
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cluster 5, suggesting that we observe patterning. FEZF2 inhibition would cause postmitotic            

neurons to go into apoptosis, and FEZF2 promotes Wnt/β-Catenin signaling in the forebrain by              

repression of LHX9 and LHX2, which are negative regulators of Wnt signaling (Siwei Zhang et               

al., 2014). Interestingly, LHX9 expression is seen increased just on the right flank of cluster 5                

where FEZF2 expression is dropping in strength (Figure 33 Wnt repressors LHX9 and LHX2).              

LHX2 expression is strong across the RG clusters that also have strong Notch-signaling then it               

decreases in strength as Notch-signaling decreases and is much lower at the left flank of cluster                

5.  

 

 
Figure 33 Wnt repressors LHX9 and LHX2. Expression of LHX9 (left) seen primarily in cluster at end of cluster 5,                    
and clearly seen in cluster 8, when it after this cluster fades out. LHX2 (right) has an expression in the same areas as                       
HES5, and fades out to lower levels around cluster 0. Schex-hexagonal UMAP with gene mean expression per                 
hexagon. Legend is a color gradient indicating a mean gene expression ranging from 0 to 3. 
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Wnt/β-Catenin signaling play important roles in patterning in the forebrain and a low presence of               

this signal is required for telencephalon emergence whereas the diencephalon would see a             

relatively higher signal, together with FGF and SHH expression (Wilson & Houart, 2004). SHH,              

FGF1, or FGF2, are not detected at any substantial level (Figure 34 SHH and FGF2). 

 

 
Figure 34 SHH and FGF2. These two markers are not detected at any significant levels. Schex-hexagonal UMAP                 
with gene mean expression per hexagon. Legend is a color gradient indicating a mean gene expression ranging from                  
0 to 4. 
 

An interesting feature of cluster 8 is a high expression of GAP-43 (Figure 35 Volcano plot                

comparing expressed genes between clusters 5 and 8, Figure 36 GAP-43 expression on day 20)               

when compared to cluster 8. GAP43 is very important in the development of forebrain              

serotonergic innervation, and GAP43/5-HT is particularly dense in layer IV (Donovan et al.,             

2002). In vivo serotonergic neurons (5-HT) develop very early and as is commonly thought,              

abnormalities with 5-HT signaling could contribute to causing depression, schizophrenia,          

depression, and other mental diseases. For now, cluster 8 will be annotated as layer IV/5-HT               

precursors.  
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Figure 35 Volcano plot comparing expressed genes between clusters 5 and 8. Genes with higher relative expression                 
in cluster 8 are GAP43, STMN2, RTN1, TUBA1A, TUBB2A, ACTB, and PCSK1N. Genes expressed higher in cluster                 
5 are GADD45G, RGS16, NPM1, DLL1, CDKN1C, DLL3, and DUSP6. Axes are presented by scClustViz, -log10                
FDR-adjusted p-value on y-axis, and gene expression ratio in log2 scale on the x-axis. FDR = false discovery rate. 
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Figure 36 GAP-43 expression on day 20. Expression of GAP43 increases rapidly halfway into cluster 8, is strong                  
for cluster 4, then fades into cluster 6. Schex-hexagonal UMAP with gene mean expression per hexagon. Legend is a                   
color gradient indicating a mean gene expression ranging from 0 to 5. 
 

5-HT/Chol/Glut precursors 

Cluster 4 markers from the dot-plots (Figure 29 Day 20 dot-plots B.) show a bit higher                

prevalence of SHISA6, SLC17A6, and SNCG, then NEFL, TTC9B, and GNG8, for cluster 4 in               

comparison to subsequent cluster 6 which show markers DLX6-AS1 and DLX5 suddenly high.             

According to GeneCards, SHISA6 is involved in the maintenance of synaptic transmission and             

regulates AMPA-type (a glutaminergic ion channel, there is also kinic acid- and            

N-methyl-D-aspartic acid- (NMDA) channels) glutamate receptor (AMPAR) keeping the         

glutamate receptor activated in presence of glutamate. For SCL17A6, UniProt writes that            

SLC17A6 assists in glutamate uptake in glutamate transmembrane transporter activity. SNCG           

(γ-synuclein) is important for signal-transduction (Liang et al., 2015) such as Akt and mTOR but               

also seems to regulate serotonin transporter function (Falck & Hillarp, 1959; Wersinger & Sidhu,              

2009). NEFL, Neurofilament light, is an important component of vertebrate axons (Yum et al.,              

2009). TTC9B has just 8 publications in GeneCards and most are related to postpartum              

depression (Kaminsky & Payne, 2014; Osborne et al., 2016). The gene encodes for a protein               
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called Tetratricopeptide Repeat Domain 9B and seems very unexplored. GTEx analysis shows            

that it seems to have a very brain-specific expression where levels are the highest in the                

cerebellum and frontal cortex (Figure 37 GTEx gene expression results for TTC9B). The             

specificity to these particular areas of the cell populations, roughly overlapping GAP-43/5-HT            

expression area (Figure 36 GAP-43 expression on day 20, Figure 38 TTC9B expression on day               

20), and the limited knowledge in literature about this protein, would make it an interesting               

protein to investigate in future experiments. As for annotation, cluster 4 could be named              

5-HT/Chol/Glut precursors, it also seems that in an area such as this (relative to where we might                 

be in neural development) it is common with a mix of glutaminergic, GABAergic (seen clearly               

for next cluster, cluster 8), and cholinergic fibers and glutaminergic input seems to have an               

excitatory effect on cholinergic neurons (Hur et al., 2009). 

 

 

 
Figure 37 GTEx gene expression results for TTC9B (ENSG00000174521.7). TTC9B has a brain-specific             
expression, where levels are the highest in the cerebellum and frontal cortex. 
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Figure 38 TTC9B expression on day 20. TTC9B is expressed primarily in cluster 4. Schex-hexagonal UMAP with                 
gene mean expression per hexagon. Legend is a color gradient indicating a mean gene expression ranging from 0 to                   
3. 
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GABAergic interneurons 

For cluster 6, there is an expression of DLX2, DLX1, DLX6-AS1, DLX5, ARX, and GAD2 in                

cluster 6 (Figure 39 GABAergic markers DLX2, DLX1, DLX6-AS1, DLX5, ARX, and GAD2).             

These markers are strong indicators of GABAergic interneurons. Additionally, there is strong            

neural maturation DCX marker expression and expression of PCP4 (Purkinje cell protein). A             

fitting annotation for cluster 6 would then be GABAergic interneurons, however, to attribute full              

neuronal functionality to these, other experiments will have to be made, such as patch-clamp.  

 
Figure 39 GABAergic markers DLX2, DLX1, DLX6-AS1, DLX5, ARX, and GAD2. Markers DLX2, DLX1, and ARX                
are expressed in cluster 6. DLX6-AS1 is expressed strongly in cluster 6, and also into cluster 9. DLX6 increase in                    
expression once in cluster 6, then get stronger and ends at cluster 9. GAD2 has a slight expression in cluster 6.                     
Schex-hexagonal UMAP with gene mean expression per hexagon. Legend is a color gradient indicating a mean gene                 
expression ranging from 0 to 4. 
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Interneurons fated for developing thalamus, corticothalamic precursors (CTPs) 

Cluster 9 is the disconnected island at the bottom of the d20 UMAP (Figure 27 Seurat and                 

scClustViz clustering day 20). Markers for cluster 9 are ARHGAP36, COL1A2, CTSC,            

SELENOP, IGSF1 and share DLX5 and DLX6-AS1 with cluster 6 GABAergic interneurons, but             

has a relatively stronger expression of FGF8 (Figure 29 Day 20 dot-plots visualizing cluster              

differential expression of marker genes using pairwise tests between one cluster and all other              

clusters). Comparing differentially expressed genes between the GABAergic interneuron cluster          

6 and this cluster 9 (Figure 40 Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes between cluster 9                

and 4) show that SPARC, ID3, VIM, FSTL1, NPM3, and GSTP1 is expressed higher when               

compared to cluster 6. 

 
Figure 40 Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes between cluster 9 and 4 Genes expressed relatively higher                 
in cluster 9 are SPARC, ID3, VIM, FSTL1, NPM3, and GSTP1. Genes expressed higher in cluster 6 are TUBB2B,                   
INA, SCG3, ELAV4, TUBA1A, and MLLT11. Axes are presented by scClustViz, -log10 FDR-adjusted p-value on               
y-axis, and gene expression ratio in log2 scale on the x-axis. FDR = false discovery rate. 
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According to GeneCards, SPARC is involved in bone collagen calcification but more relevant, it              

is involved in extracellular matrix (ECM) formation. The other genes are generic, like VIM              

which is a common progenitor/cycling cell marker at this stage, and both SPARC and VIM are                

expressed in the Notch-signaling areas so they are not very specific to cluster 9, they are just                 

specific when comparing to cluster 6. Instead, we inspect cluster 9 vs all the other cells to see if                   

there are better clues (Figure 41 Differential gene expression between cluster 9 and all other               

cells).  

 

 
Figure 41 Differential gene expression between cluster 9 and all other cells Figure show which cells were selected                  
and included in Set A (red), and in Set B (green), for gene expression comparison.  
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Cluster 9 has a higher expression of genes (top-10) DLX5, CLIC5, DLX6, FGF8, DIRAS3,              

ARHGAP36, DLX6-AS1, PNOC, TMEM132B, and RIPOR2 (Figure 42 Volcano plot of           

differentially expressed genes between cluster 9 and all other cells). Of these, the DLXX genes               

are perhaps less interesting as they were expressed high in cluster 6 GABAergic interneurons              

(Figure 39 GABAergic markers), but in comparison to the interneurons, cluster 9 does not show               

expression of other GABAergic markers DLX2, DLX1, ARX, and GAD2 that cluster 6 had. 

  

 
Figure 42 Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes between cluster 9 and all other cells Genes expressed                 
relatively higher in cluster 9 are DLX5, CLIC5, DLX6, FGF8, DIRAS3, ARHGAP36, DLX6-AS1, PNOC,              
TMEM132B, and RIPOR2. Genes expressed relatively higher in all other cells at day 20 are NKX2-1, PEG10, CKB,                  
TUBB2B, FABP7, MARCKS, LHX2, ZIC1, and MAP2. Axes are presented by scClustViz, -log10 FDR-adjusted              
p-value on y-axis, and gene expression ratio in log2 scale on the x-axis. FDR = false discovery rate. 
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FGF8 has a strong expression in cluster 9. And also at the end of cluster 6, and at cluster 10                    

(which will be talked about next). FGF3 and FGF8 have been implicated in ear development at                

the developing forebrain stage (Domínguez-Frutos et al., 2009; Kelley et al., 2006; Ladher et al.,               

2005; Theil et al., 2008). Perhaps clusters 9 and 10 are geared towards sensory development. A                

weak expression of FGF3 is noticed also where FGF8 is expressed (Figure 43 FGF3 and FGF8                

expression in cluster 9 and closely related areas) (Peyre et al., 2015). FGF8 is expressed in the                 

rostral forebrain as the telencephalon develops, however, FGF8 controls multiple patterning           

sites, and SHH is required to maintain its expression here (Storm et al., 2006) and we do not have                   

SHH expression as shown earlier, although the protein itself could be present (Figure 34 SHH               

and FGF2).  

 

 
Figure 43 FGF3 and FGF8 expression in cluster 9 and closely related areas FGF8 is strong in cluster 9 and seem                     
to have an expression at the end of the tip at cluster 6 and in cluster 10, on the opposite diagonal side of the UMAP.                         
FGF3 is seen lowly expressed in the same areas. Expression levels are 0 to 4.05 for FGF8 and 0 to 3 for FGF3,                       
these levels, and legends, are set internally to scClustViz, and could not be adjusted. 
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Another feature of cluster 9 is the gene PNOC, which according to GeneCards encodes a protein                

that is processed to several products that include nocistatin, nociceptin, and orphanin. Nociceptin             

is a neuropeptide that can bind to the nociceptin receptor to increase sensitivity to pain, while                

nocistatin is said to inhibit nociceptin (Heinricher, 2005). PNOC, with FGF signaling, seems to              

be implied in ear development (Anwar et al., 2017) and has otherwise been used as an                

interneuron-related marker (Ouwenga et al., 2018), which could suggest these are sensory-fated            

interneurons and explain the retention of DLX5, 6, and DLX6-AS1 expression. DIRAS3            

(GTP-binding protein Di-Ras3) did not seem to have been researched much in this context but               

when checking the expression profile in GTEx it seems expressed in the hypothalamus and basal               

ganglia (Figure 44 GTEx expression for DIRAS3). 

 

 
Figure 44 GTEx expression for DIRAS3 High expression of DIRAS3 is seen in hypothalamus and basal ganglia.  
 

ARHGAP36 (Rho GTPase Activating Protein 36), has, as the name implies, activity related to              

GTPases (GeneCards). GeneCards list only 10 publications for ARHGAP36, however, so there            

is not much relevant information immediately available. One study suggests ARHGAP36 to            

active Hedgehog and antagonize PKA (Ma et al., 2019). ARHGAP36, together with VIP, is an               

interneuron marker (Sugino et al., 2019), in the mouse. TMEM132B (Transmembrane Protein            

132B), has been implicated in intracranial aneurysm (Farlow et al., 2015) and GWAS on nicotine               

dependence (Rose et al., 2010), and GWAS on bipolar disorder (Winham et al., 2014). A more                
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relevant study has shown it expressed in corticothalamic/subplate projection neurons early in            

development (Molyneaux et al., 2015). DIRAS3 was shown above to be expressed in high levels               

in the thalamus, and since PNOC was also suggested as an interneuron marker, and that we have                 

several - but not all - of the general interneuron markers, this could indicate that cluster 9 cells                  

are interneurons fated for developing thalamus, i.e. corticothalamic projection neuron precursors,           

from now on abbreviated as CTPs. Finally, the gene RIPOR2 (RHO Family Interacting Cell              

Polarization Regulator), is according to GeneCards sensory-related, and the protein encoded is            

part of hair cell stereocilia important for hearing. There is not much information on RIPOR2 but                

some of the top GO-terms on GeneCards are relevant, such as cell adhesion, negative regulation               

of cell adhesion, for e.g. interneuron migration. RIPOR2, or FAM65B as it is called on GTEx,                

also has a general expression in many brain areas, including the hypothalamus (Figure 45 GTEx               

expression for RIPOR2/FAM65B). For now, cluster 9 will be annotated as interneurons fated for              

developing thalamus, CTPs, but more investigation down the line will be useful as there are               

many sensory indications in the literature as well. 

 

 
Figure 45 GTEx expression for RIPOR2/FAM65B Expression of RIPOR2 can be seen in several areas in the brain,                  
but less in the cerebellar hemisphere, cerebellum, spinal cord, and the substantia nigra. 
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Prefrontal cortex precursors 

Cluster, 10, seems to only have one relevant marker, FGF17 (Figure 29 Day 20 dot-plots               

visualizing cluster differential expression of marker genes using pairwise tests between one            

cluster and all other clusters.). Comparing cluster 10 to all other cells (Figure 46 Volcano plot                

comparing expression in cluster 10 vs all other cells), show that FGF17 is indeed a very clear                 

marker of this particular area. 

 

 
Figure 46 Volcano plot comparing expression in cluster 10 vs all other cells Left, in particularly FGF17 seems to                   
be the most distinct marker for set A. Right, a UMAP showing Set A (red), and Set B (all other cells, in turquoise).                       
Left, volcano plot axes as presented by scClustViz, -log10 FDR-adjusted p-value on y-axis, and gene expression                
ratio in log2 scale on the x-axis. FDR = false discovery rate. 
 

FGF17 (and FGF8) is secreted in something called the rostral patterning center (RPC) as the               

telencephalon grows and becomes more patterned (Hoch, Clarke, et al., 2015). FGF17 seems to              

be required in specific roles in rostral-caudal cortical patterning and dorsomedial prefrontal            

cortex (DPC) development (Hoch, Clarke, et al., 2015) (mouse study). The very high expression              

of FGF17 in cluster 10 could mark the cells in this cluster as having developed a certain                 

developmental potential for a cell-type or tissue not directly on the developmental trajectory             

predicted for the other clusters. The DPC is an interesting area as it has been shown to be                  
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implicated in long-term memory and to play roles in high-level functions such as a sense of self,                 

morality judgments, empathy, altruism, and decision making (Ferrari et al., 2016; Isoda &             

Noritake, 2013). A dysfunctional DPC is also implicated in social difficulties found in ASD              

(Ajram et al., 2017). The DPC is also implied in connection to ADHD symptoms (Bayard et al.,                 

2018). TRH (Thyrotropin-releasing hormone) is also seen as expressed higher in cluster 10 and              

has been shown detected in forebrain neurons projecting to cortical regions (Heuer et al., 1998).               

Another gene expressed in cluster 10 is SMS. SMS encodes the spermine enzyme which has been                

shown downregulated in the cerebral cortex of suicide completers (G. G. Chen et al., 2010).               

Polyamines, such as produced involving SMS, have been shown to influence GABA-receptor            

function and they can affect transmission through NMDA- and AMPA-receptors (G. G. Chen et              

al., 2010). Therefor changed levels of polyamines have been implicated in many disorders such              

as mood disorders, anxiety, schizophrenia, and delayed development of speech (G. G. Chen et              

al., 2010; Kesler et al., 2009; Larcher et al., 2020). For now, cluster 10 will be annotated as                  

prefrontal cortex precursors, PCPs. 
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A split technical-, or low-quality cluster 

When inspecting cluster 7, it seems to be split between opposite sides on the UMAP which is                 

strange, since no other cluster show this behavior where it is split in two. This could be an                  

indication for a cluster with low-quality cells (Figure 47 Day 20 Cluster 7, split into two parts).                 

There is also a possibility of more trajectories that diverge which the UMAP cannot accurately               

show in reduced dimensions. This could be investigated in the future with more advanced              

trajectory methods or using several branching solutions for PAGA. Cluster 7 has no distinct              

markers separating it from the other clusters (Figure 29 Day 20 dot-plots visualizing cluster              

differential expression of marker genes using pairwise tests between one cluster and all other              

clusters). Furthermore, when selecting cluster 7 and comparing differentially expressed genes in            

a volcano plot - vs all other cells (Figure 48 Volcano plot showing genes expressed more in                 

cluster 7 vs all other cells), there are few markers that are useful for annotating this cluster. It                  

would anyway be a problem as it is split into two almost opposite areas in the UMAP. Therefore,                  

for now, this cluster will remain unnamed and will be set aside for a more thorough investigation                 

at a later date.  
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Figure 47 Day 20 Cluster 7, split into two parts Cluster 7 is marked in blue. scClustViz has an internal                    
color-scheme with unfortunately built-into the package code itself.  
 

 
Figure 48 Volcano plot showing genes expressed more in cluster 7 vs all other cells. Genes shown to be higher in                     
expression in cluster 7 are CDC20, PTTG1, CCNB2, BIRC5, HMGB2, TPX2, and NUCKS1. For rest of the cells at                   
day 20, genes expressed higher are MALAT1, WSB1, SCG5, SYT1, MIAT, and DCX. Axes are presented by                 
scClustViz, -log10 FDR-adjusted p-value on y-axis, and gene expression ratio in log2 scale on the x-axis. FDR =                  
false discovery rate. 
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Day 20 cell-types 

Finally, we can annotate the cell-types for day 20. (Figure 49 Day 20 cell-types). Clusters 3 and 2                  

were merged and annotated as RGs, and cluster 1 as RGs: stopped to commit. Cluster 8 was                 

annotated as PCPs (prefrontal cortex precursors), cluster 0 as Intermediate progenitors, and            

cluster 5 as Layer V precursors. Cluster 8 was annotated as Layer IV/5-HT precursors, cluster 4                

as 5-HT/Chol/Glut precursors, cluster 6 as GABAergic interneurons, and cluster 9 were            

annotated as CTPs (Corticothalamic projection neuron precursors).  

 

 
Figure 49 Day 20 cell-types. RGs = Radial glial cells, 5-HT/Chol/Glut = Serotonergic/Cholinergic/Glutaminergic,             
CTPs = Corticothalamic projection neuron precursors, PCPs = Prefrontal cortex precursors. Grey color indicates a               
split cluster, with cells that could not be annotated, and is a possible low-quality cluster, but will be investigated                   
further. Annotation presented on a UMAP via Seurat. 
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All time-points trajectory solutions; PAGA-graph and cytoTRACE 

Finally, to round off the results section of part I of this thesis, an all time-points trajectory is                  

presented using PAGA-graph and cytoTRACE differentiation prediction so as to wrap up what             

has been shown visually at previous chapters. 8708 cells from day 0, day 7, day 13, and day 20                   

was included for this PAGA- and cytoTRACE analysis.  

 

Movement of differentiation from day 0 to day 20 

CytoTRACE differentiation prediction where day 0, 7, 13, and 20 are included, 8708 cells in               

total (Figure 50 Differentiation prediction all timepoints). Impressively, cytoTRACE predicts          

differentiation to move accurately from the hESCs via day 7 and day 13, to the endpoint day 20.                  

Day 7 and day 13 appear more merged together when all four timepoints are included which                

maybe suggests that between day 7 and day 13, either many starting and ending markers are                

shared, or differences in start to end in terms of how much the cells change are less than between                   

day 0 and 7, and day 13 and day 20.  
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Figure 50 Differentiation prediction all timepoints. 8708 cells are included from day 0, day 7, day 13, and day 20                    
are included. A. Prediction of differentiation moving from day 0 hESCS, through day 7 and day 13, to end at day 20.                      
B. All four timepoints colored on a UMAP for comparison. 
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PAGA-graph pseudotime prediction, day 0 to day 20 

PAGA-graph and pseudotime prediction, using 8708 cells from all days, show one interesting             

difference to differentiation prediction (Figure 51 PAGA-graph with clusters based on the            

Louvain-algorithm and pseudotime prediction, all time points), when cytoTRACE predict          

differentiation day 7 and day 13 was not separated very well. But PAGA manages to a greeter                 

degree to show pseudotime moving from day 0, then through day 7, then through day 13, and                 

finally ending at day 20. Even though the change in color (which indicates how pseudotime               

progress) is slight, it is visible in PAGA, but not by using cytoTRACE. 
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Figure 51 PAGA-graph with clusters based on the Louvain-algorithm and pseudotime prediction, all timepoints. A.               
Louvain-algorithm resolution was set to a number which resolved 15 clusters, those clusters were then used in the                  
PAGA-graph. Colored circles, with a number, represents clusters calculated by the Louvain algorithm. B. For               
comparison, the Seurat UMAP is shown. C) PAGA pseudotime predicts time to begin (dark-blue) where the day 0                  
hESCs are (bottom-left). As a slight difference to cytoTRACE, PAGA seems to be better at predicting trajectory,                 
pseudotime to can be seen moving through day 7,  then day 13, and ending on day 20. 
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Part I - Discussion 

Where the hESC-based toxicology field stands as of now 

The last decade has seen an increase in developmental disabilities such as ADHD, ASD, and               

intellectual disabilities (ID), diagnosed in children aged 3-17 years in the USA (Zablotsky et al.,               

2019). Evident is that children from poorer communities and rural areas are more at risk. A                

problem in the USA is the possibility of overdiagnosis due to pharmaceutical companies having              

aggressive advertisement and physician outreach, with the opioid crisis being a terrible display of              

the more extreme end of this (Vadivelu et al., 2018). Alarmingly, another study from the               

previous decade, 1997-2008, also showed an increase in developmental disabilities. ADHD does            

not seem to be a more common diagnosis for males, since recent research has shown that females                 

are underdiagnosed, and women who are diagnosed with anxiety or depression could benefit             

from additional screening for ADHD. Together with a growing body of evidence suggesting             

gender-biased diagnosis for ADHD, there are also other gender biases in medicine (“Male GPs              

Are Less Likely to Assess Cardiovascular Risk in Female Patients,” 2016; Martin et al., 2018;               

Stafford, 2009), and in the psychiatry profession (S. McCarthy, 2016; Richmond, 2019). It is              

then important to mention that the HS-360 hESC line used in this study, is male, but the H9 line                   

is female, thus it could be included as a comparison in future single-cell sequencing. It would be                 

good to take some of these factors into account, depending on what drug is investigated using                

this protocol, although using only one cell-line per gender would not prove or disprove sex-based               

differences as more than one representative cell line is needed for significance.  

In terms of toxicology methods utilizing pluripotent stem cells, there are still tens of thousands of                

chemicals registered for use, especially in areas where testing is less required such as in               

agriculture (Bal-Price et al., 2018; Luz & Tokar, 2018). One embryotoxicity test that does not               

require the sacrifice of pregnant test animals, is the mEST-test (mouse embryonic stem cell test)               

(Genschow et al., 2002), which has been frequently used.. It is, nevertheless, a mouse-based              

embryotoxicity test. For neurodevelopmental testing, a rudimentary test needs to become a            

requirement for chemical safety in the industry. It’s not just the pharmaceutical field that should               

have this requirement as the risk of exposure is also high for agricultural workers, factory               
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workers in the technical industry, etc (Fritsche et al., 2018; J. Li et al., 2019). In terms of what                   

exists for human-specific testing using human embryonic, or induced, stem cells, there is a              

rosette-induction test where morphology, viability, and bulk gene expression is assessed (Shinde            

et al., 2015; Waldmann et al., 2014). NPC proliferation tests exist but many of the suggest                

protocols use differentiation based on mouse embryonic stem cells while the human NPC testing              

seems to be based on established cell lines, and not during differentiation, (Behl et al., 2015;                

Radio et al., 2015; Sohn et al., 2017), or just one specific time-frame, such as a week of rosette                   

development (B. Huang et al., 2017). 

Tests intended for radial glial are not really established to a satisfactory degree when considering               

the diverse and critical roles they play during brain development and are mostly seen discussed               

as a possibility in some cells that are showing glial markers (Masjosthusmann et al., 2018;               

Uzquiano et al., 2018). There are tests for radial glial migration where the distance glial cells                

migrate are measured (usually manually in e.g. ImageJ) (Bal-Price et al., 2018). In terms of               

longer differentiation and neurogenesis, there was one study that investigated valproic acid            

(VPA) (Ehashi et al., 2014), which is a strong teratogen, similar to thalidomide - the culprit                

(together with the human error of prescribing it) behind a period of time where children were                

born with missing limbs (Khalil et al., 2020; Meganathan et al., 2012). VPA is most commonly                

seen in epilepsy treatment thus sometimes posing a problem considering risk vs benefit in              

removing it during pregnancy as seizures for the mother can be a greater risk than the potential                 

teratogenicity for the developing fetus. The VPA-study examined 22-genes for which expression            

is altered by teratogens, by qRT-PCR, which suggest that one would need some prior knowledge               

of what genes to examine and some knowledge of disease effect. Another study used NPCs as a                 

starting point for differentiation to investigate the effects of polyamidoamine dendrimers (Y.            

Zeng et al., 2016).  

There seems to be a need for human-specific testing that covers a longer differentiation period               

while also providing a possibility for exposing cells with a drug, throughout the duration of the                

protocol. A robust and specific protocol that enables the use of hESCs in the aforementioned               

analysis also seems like a useful feature. Moreover, our single-cell analysis shows that there is               

much complexity in cell culture on day 20, more than we expected. Naturally, before the last 5                 
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years or so, and the advent of single-cell sequencing omics, researchers were not really equipped               

to fully investigate cell-populations at this level. The cell diversity seen in this protocol is               

hopefully then useful in the discovery of subtle effects during some of the critical periods we                

have in human neurodevelopment. 

 

hESCs and neural differentiation in neurotoxicology 

Our protocol required a consistently set cell density (cells per a given area) at all points where                 

we used hESCs cells to start an experiment or when cells were transferred during an experiment                

for a new phase. It might seem straightforward, when protocols describe the use of certain               

passage ratios, e.g. to passage cells 1:3 for a certain time, then to change to 1:10 for x number of                    

passages, or you see a % of cells being used (also very subjective without a cell count). This is                   

very normal, as the aim here is to remove some tedium with always counting - and removing                 

tedium is something a hard-working human loves - but such shortcuts give rise to many               

uncertainties when using cell-lines that behave differently, or when different users end up with              

different results due to such relatively subjective cell passage guidelines. An optimized density             

will ensure efficient differentiation and cell-survival with the added bonus of having a             

reproducible protocol when repeating a drug toxicity study. We mainly used the male hESC line               

HS-360 (Kurtz et al., n.d.; Ström et al., 2010), which in our hands had satisfactory stability in                 

routine culture conditions, and we would recommend it for use with our protocol. We have tested                

the protocol with hESC line H9, and it worked well, but there can be inherent hESC line                 

differences. Thus, depending on which ones the user decides upon it is good practice to make                

some comparison experiments before performing all experiments with a single cell-line. 

We would also like to repeat paracetamol-treatment using H9 for comparison to a different hESC               

line (paracetamol-study shown in Part II). The initial state of hESCs is of vital importance in                

experiments such as these. The efficiency of most, if not all, differentiation schemes depends on               

a healthy homogenous population of hESCs. It will save the user a lot of additional work taking                 

the time to learn how to optimize hESC culture conditions and how to prune away colonies that                 

show signs of differentiation as early as possible. As constant pruning and selection of cells is                
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tedious and is also a factor that can bring variance into the experiments when different people are                 

involved, it is good advice to test more than one hESC line and select the one which is more type                    

(counting on that both lines display the same results at the end of the experiments). For those                 

who have worked with hESCs for an extended period, it is a familiar problem that these                

cell-lines are very sensitive, so that even in routine culturing conditions, the cells can              

spontaneously start differentiating to other cell-types, stop growing and detach, or become            

stressed and rapidly die. Different hESC cell lines also seem to have varying stability, such as in                 

maintaining stem-cell characteristics while in routine culture, which is usually preferable.           

Curiously, and inconveniently, when hESCs spontaneously differentiate, they have been shown           

to have an inherent preferred lineage to which they commit, e.g. ectoderm, mesoderm, or              

endoderm (or combinations). During this thesis work hESC lines H9 and HS-360 this tendency              

was observed, as H9 cells tended to spontaneously differentiate into a neural fate, while the               

hESC line HS-360 tended to take a mesodermic direction. This phenomenon, with variable             

differentiation commitment, has been documented in several studies (Pal et al., 2009; Sarkar &              

M., 2011). Another point that could be made, is that it is often said that induced pluripotent stem                  

cells, iPCSs (adult primary cells reprogrammed into stem cells), are the same (or equal) to               

hESCs, but since there are inherent differences, also between hESC-lines it seems reasonable to              

have the benefit of the doubt and investigate this prior to critical experiments. 

 

Forebrain/GABAergic marker NKX2-1, PAX6, and FOXG1 

We see a strong expression of typical ventral forebrain marker NKX2-1, and a relatively lower               

FOXG1 expression in the single-cell data, where both markers appear before day 20 (Figure 52               

NKX2-1 expression at day 13 and day 20 and Figure 53 FOXG1 expression at day 7, day 13, and                   

day 20). Why PAX6 expression was lost already at day 7 to day 13 seemed alarming at first,                  

however, loss of PAX6 indicates a ventral forebrain identity (Figure 14 Day 13 ddPCR of               

selected markers, and Figure 15 Day 20 ddPCR of selected markers). We also see many markers                

of inhibitory neuron function in the analysis of day 13 and day 20 clusters, suggesting a more                 

ventral fate (Micali et al., 2020). We never added Sonic hedgehog, SHH, which some protocols               

suggest to more strongly induce ventral forebrain fate. We see a strong expression of NKX2.1,               
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which is a strong ventral forebrain inducer. The LHX6 marker will most likely be expressed, as                

these interneurons mature past 20 days as the major cortical interneurons that originate from              

NKX2.1 cells in the developing telencephalon will maintain expression into adulthood (Hu et al.,              

2017). 

 

 
Figure 52 NKX2-1 expression at day 13 and day 20. NKX2-1 is a ventral forebrain marker and its expression is                    
detected first at day 13 then is strongly expressed at day 20 for all clusters, except the more mature GABAergic                    
interneurons, corticothalamic projection neuron precursors (CPNs), and prefrontal cortex precursors (PCPs).           
Schex-hexagonal UMAP with gene mean expression per hexagon. Legend is a color gradient indicating a mean gene                 
expression ranging from 0 to 3. 
 

 

 
Figure 53 FOXG1 expression at day 7, day 13, and day 20. FOXG1 is a ventral forebrain marker and its expression                     
is detected first at day 7 (low), then has a uniform expression by day 13, and at day 20, strong FOXG1 expression is                       
observed, with particularly high expression in areas that also exhibited Notch-signaling (Figure 30 HES5 - a marker                 
for Notch-signalling). Schex-hexagonal UMAP with gene mean expression per hexagon. Legend is a color gradient               
indicating a mean gene expression ranging from 0 to 4. 
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The DKK1 mimetic XAV939 (X) inhibits BMP and WNT signaling, thus promoting anterior             

fates (Glinka et al., 1998). By acting as a WNT pathway inhibitor, DKK1 will significantly               

increase NKX2-1 expression while decreasing PAX6 and GLI3 expression (X.-J. Li et al., 2009).              

As described in the method, XAV939 is added at part I: induction. The addition of XAV939 is a                  

likely contributing factor to the strong ventral forebrain identity that we see appearing in our               

cells by day 13. PAX6 is expressed in day 7 and is required for early neurogenesis. PAX6 seems                  

to be suppressed after day 7 and is detected at very low relative levels at day 13 and day 20. The                     

strong ventral induction of our cells could also be due to possible inherent cell-line biases, and                

this is currently being tested by more comparisons to H9 hESCs. There are recent studies               

showing cell-lines and organoids from different donors having biases towards different fates            

(Kanton et al., 2019; Micali et al., 2020). In experiments not shown in this thesis, we have seen                  

small differences between hESC lines H9 and HS-360 where e.g. PAX6 was expressed at              

different levels between the two cell lines.  

 

Now in the end, where are we? 

The day 20 timepoint might be described as an in vitro ventricular zone-like/early-MGE. Cortical              

layer formation starts around GW7 (human gestational week 7) and GW8 where the marginal              

zone (MZ) is separated from subplate and we see the first types of neurons appearing (Budday et                 

al., 2015). The subventricular zone (SVZ) forms around GW7 when RGs migrate towards more              

basal locations (Dehay et al., 2015). Then the inner and outer subventricular zones (iSVZ and               

oSVZ) appear between GW11 and GW13 (Hansen et al., 2010). Our monolayer cell culture              

limits the level of complexity that can be achieved when compared to using organoids, e.g. a                

ganglionic eminence with distinct MGE, LGE, and CGE areas is not likely to be observed in the                 

monolayer. 

 

Cell types at the end stage of the protocol  

A central goal with the development of the method was to characterize the cells at the endpoint                 

at day 20. A thorough characterization would give increased analytical power and also generate              

valuable information for further use of the protocol in neurotoxicology studies. It was a              
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complicated matter to accurately annotate cell-types at this stage of human forebrain            

development and this annotation will likely see more development before we submit our work to               

a journal, and likely after submission, in revision. This difficulty of annotation, and tendency to               

go back and re-iterate and change data analysis, and expectation that things will change, is               

expected for an area which is rapidly seeing new discoveries every day. 

 

A certain type of gene-set was observed in the clusters of cells that were predicted to be                 

start-of-differentiation at the various time points. These gene-sets expressed many progenitor- or            

stem cell genes, that from the literature have been described to have functions such as cell                

renewal, pluripotency, rapid cell-cycle progression, asymmetrical division, and capability to          

re-enter the progenitor state if a commitment was not made. At day 20, the progenitors were                

manually annotated as radial glial cells, RGs (Figure 49 Day 20 cell-types). At this point they are                 

not just stem cells, but will also function as guides in the migration of their progeny.                

Intermediate progenitors are a middle step between cycling progenitors and fully committed            

progeny cells. These could be identified in an area where Notch-signaling was fading, where              

these cells can either re-enter the cell-cycle or proceed to neural progeny (Figure 30 HES5 - a                 

marker for Notch-signalling). After the IPs, we saw an expression of mature neural markers.              

FEZF2, a marker for neuronal subtype differentiation, patterning of the forebrain, and deep layer              

V neuron precursors, was highly expressed in this area (Figure 32 Layer V marker FEZF2).               

Early born projection neurons first occupy the deepest layers, VI, V, and IV, as neurons grow in                 

an “in and out” sequence. Neurons that populate deep layers are Notch-signaling dependent and              

therefore it makes sense that these appear here as also Notch-signaling faded among the IPs. 

We were observing interesting patterning effects after the IPs. FEZF2 expression and            

Notch-signaling had clear boundaries. As stated in the literature, Wnt/β-Catenin signaling in the             

forebrain is repressed by LHX9, and LHX2 and interestingly LHX9 expression increased just on              

the right flank of the layer IV/5-HT precursors while Notch-signaling had a clear boundary at the                

IPs (Figure 33 Wnt repressors LHX9 and LHX2, and Figure 30 HES5 - a marker for                

Notch-signalling). High expression of GAP43 was seen in this cluster, which is important for the               

development of forebrain serotonergic innervation, which is particularly dense in layer IV            
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(Figure 36 GAP-43 expression on day 20). In vivo serotonergic neurons (5-HT) develop early              

and, as is often discussed, dysregulated 5-HT signaling is suggested to significantly contribute to              

depression, schizophrenia, and other mental diseases. For cluster 4 we saw a diverse expression              

of genes involved in AMPA-, NMDA-type ion channels, glutamate uptake, signal transduction,            

and serotonin transporter regulation. Cluster 6 had many distinct markers, suggesting           

GABAergic activity and function (Figure 39 GABAergic markers DLX2, DLX1, DLX6-AS1,           

DLX5, ARX, and GAD2), which led to that cluster 6 could be annotated as GABAergic               

interneurons, but with the caveat that we cannot conclude that they are fully functional without               

measuring signal transduction with e.g. experiments such as patch-clamping. After the           

GABAergic interneurons, markers for cluster subsequent cluster 9 were more unclear in that             

their descriptions in literature, and on GeneCards, was harder to put together into a context for a                 

particular cell type. Some markers were shared with the previous GABAergic interneurons            

(which was expected in terms of that there would be patterning with gradients of markers) and                

the in silico cluster solution will not always overlap perfectly with underlying biological             

diversity). However, cluster 9 did have some distinct features (Figure 42 Volcano plot of              

differentially expressed genes between cluster 9 and all other cells), indicating it interneuron             

precursors possibly fated for developing thalamus, i.e. corticothalamic projection neuron          

precursors, which lead to the cluster being abbreviated as CTPs.  

The next cluster, cluster 10, seemed to only display one relevant marker, FGF17, and FGF17               

together with FGF8 (a moderate expression of FGF8 was observed in this cluster) are secreted at                

an area that was called rostral patterning center, as the telencephalon grows and becomes more               

patterned. FGF17 seemed especially important for dorsomedial prefrontal cortex development          

and precursors for this area seemed like a possibility at this time point. There were also genes                 

involved in polyamine mechanisms which showed a connection with higher cognitive functions            

and mental disease, genes implicated in cortical projections, thus the cluster was finally named              

prefrontal cortex precursors (PCPs). 
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Finally, a split cluster 7 was observed, where half of the cells were on the top of the day 20                    

UMAP, while the other half was at the bottom. For this thesis, this cluster was set aside after                  

quite some time of analysis (this analysis is not shown to the full extent in the thesis). Cluster 7                   

could be of low quality, but there are also other possibilities, such that there are more trajectories                 

to account for at this time point, where more advanced and CPU-heavy trajectory analysis could               

be of help downstream of this thesis. 

 

The established in vitro protocol has thus taken cells on a developmental path, starting as               

embryonic stem cells, to neural rosettes, and then via maturation, finally to radial glial cells,               

where radial glial progeny ranged from intermediate progenitors, deep layer neuronal precursors,            

corticothalamic precursors, prefrontal cortex precursors to GABAergic neurons. 
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Part I - Conclusions 
A protocol for hESC neurodifferentiation to forebrain-like neuronal cells, that enabled           

simultaneous drug testing, was created and tested successfully. Analysis results from the results             

of this protocol, repeated twice, were presented.  

 

For annotation, multiple criteria need to be weighted. This can be related to morphology,              

function, or genetic features. Automatic cell-annotation software and cluster solutions will assist            

in determining cell-types, but for the developing human brain, we are still at a point where it is                  

necessary to perform manual work to have any accuracy in determining a cell-type. Furthermore,              

after going through recent single-cell studies in human and mouse, other researchers also             

demonstrate many challenges and uncertainties when trying to accurately name their cells. In our              

case, we did not know exactly what cells, or neurodevelopmental stages, we were expecting,              

except perhaps NPCs at day 20.  

 

In terms of neurodevelopmental toxicology testing, to us, the cell populations we see at the end                

of our protocol have clear potential to be used in the analysis of drug effects to                

neurodevelopment. Interneurons have been reported to be very diverse and are intensively            

studied, and can potentially be involved as factors for diverse adverse outcomes when their              

development is disturbed by a xenogenic compound (Josh Huang & Paul, 2018; Mayer et al.,               

2018; van Heusden et al., 2019). One must also take into account that there are also distinct                 

differences in human brain development compared to other mammals, and our closest primate             

cousins, such as a much-expanded transient subplate zone, a subpial granular zone, additional             

origins of migrating neurons and interneurons, and additional layers in the cortex (Miller et al.,               

2014). 
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Part II - Paracetamol and human neurodevelopment 

N-acetyl-para-aminophenol 

Paracetamol, or acetaminophen, is a widely used nonprescription analgesic for the treatment of             

pain and fever. It is commonly in use as an analgesic during pregnancy and a report published in                  

2005 showed that more than half of the women included in the study had taken paracetamol at                 

some point during pregnancy (Werler et al., 2005). The reported use of paracetamol is not               

alarming, as it is recommended before other painkillers and considered safe to take during all               

trimesters when there is a need. Due to the unresolved discussion on how paracetamol works, its                

also not surprising that currently proposed mechanisms of action for paracetamol are complex,             

with possible tissue- and developmental-specific effects (Jóźwiak-Bebenista & Nowak, 2014).          

Paracetamol’s name arrives from its chemical name, N-acetyl-para-aminophenol, where para is           

followed by cet, and amol indicates the aminophenol ring.  

 

The primary mechanism behind the analgesic effect of paracetamol is surprisingly still under             

some debate even after well over a hundred years of wide-spread use (S. S. Ayoub & Flower,                 

2019). Paracetamol is a member of the family of aniline derivatives (Figure 54 Schematic of               

paracetamol’s parent molecules) where acetanilide is the original compound discovered by two            

doctors in the town of Strasbourg in 1886 (Cahn & Hepp, 1886). They were treating a patient for                  

parasitic worms and mistakenly treated the patient using the wrong compound. By serendipity,             

and luckily for the patient, they used aniline which although not very effective against parasites               

quite substantially lowered the fever. Aniline was not used for very long however, as it was                

shown to have several toxic effects, one of the worst being the blood disease              

methemoglobinemia that would lead to seizures and heart arrhythmia. Following this, there was             

a push towards finding less toxic variants, and contributing to high activity in this process were                

not only the substantial antipyretic effects but also the cheap cost and relative ease of               

synthesizing the aniline variants. Of all the aniline derivatives that were discovered in this              

process, paracetamol and phenacetin were deemed the best market candidates          

(Jóźwiak-Bebenista & Nowak, 2014).  
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In 1948, it was proven by Bernard Brodie and Julius Axelrod that the main analgesic metabolite                

in the derivatives on the market was actually paracetamol (Brodie & Axelrod, 1948). In 1955,               

paracetamol was introduced to the US market by McNeil Laboratories under the name ‘Tylenol              

Children’s Elixir’ and a year later, paracetamol was sold in the modern form of the 500mg tablet                 

in the UK under the trade name Panadol (Jóźwiak-Bebenista & Nowak, 2014). Mixes and              

variants of anilines have been on the market for quite some time, with recurring research into                

different derivatives. However, the last derivative, phenacetin, was withdrawn from the US            

market in 1983, while the last country in Europe to allow it was Poland (withdrawn in 2004).                 

Phenacetin was withdrawn due to its carcinogenic effects. The anilines have a characteristic             

phenol ring which is a carcinogenic suspect, as the ring can function as an intercalating agent,                

inserting itself between nucleotides in a DNA strand.  

 

 
Figure 54 Schematic of paracetamol’s parent molecules Paracetamol was first discovered as its sister molecule               
acetanilide which does not have the hydroxyl-group of paracetamol. Other similar molecules have been on the                
market, but the last one, Phenacetin, was withdrawn from the US market in 1983, and the European market in 2004                    
(last out was Poland), due to its carcinogenic effects. 
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Mechanisms of paracetamol 

Paracetamol does not have the anti-inflammatory effects of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory          

drugs (NSAIDs), e.g. ibuprofen, but does have good analgesic and antipyretic qualities. The             

reason why paracetamol sometimes has been considered a member of the NSAID family is that               

paracetamol suppresses prostaglandin production, as all NSAIDs do. Paracetamol has a very            

narrow therapeutic window and is infamous for its liver toxicity, where a dose slightly higher               

than the therapeutic dosage can result in toxic effects. This is less common for most               

over-the-counter drugs, and when giving children paracetamol, the dose must be adjusted, as             

paracetamol metabolism changes with age and the difference between adults and children are             

quite large. What is interesting is not only a variable capacity of metabolism but also different                

activity of alternate metabolic pathways (Figure 55 Paracetamol metabolism). At birth,           

detoxification by sulfation is dominant (Adjei et al., 2008; Jóźwiak-Bebenista & Nowak, 2014)             

whereas the glucuronidation pathway becomes more effective later in life. Oxidation of            

paracetamol in infants via CYP2E1 is miniscule, similar to glucuronidation. This detoxification            

pathway requires some years of maturation.  

 

Prostaglandin synthesis from arachidonic acid is catalyzed by COX-enzymes which exist in more             

than one isoform. The third COX isoform, COX-3, is subject to ongoing discussions regarding              

its function (Jóźwiak-Bebenista & Nowak, 2014) as it was shown to be sensitive to paracetamol.               

However, this investigation was carried out with the canine variant of COX-3, and it was later                

shown that the canine COX-3 is a special splice variant, while human COX-3 was not sensitive                

to paracetamol (Chandrasekharan et al., 2002; Kis et al., 2005). It has long been thought that                

paracetamol’s analgesic and antipyretic effects were mediated via the compound acting as a             

COX1/2 inhibitor and also affecting in some way the central nervous system (CNS). The CNS               

effect of paracetamol was first shown in work published in the 1970s where it was shown that                 

paracetamol reduced prostaglandin synthesis, and ten times more efficiently in the brain            

compared to the spleen (Flower & Vane, 1972), There have been several studies disproving              

COX-1/2 inhibition as the main mechanism of paracetamol, and while paracetamol is an             

effective inhibitor of the COX-2 enzyme it is highly dependent on a local redox environment               
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(change in oxidation states, e.g. in biology: metabolism of glucose when it is oxidized to CO2,                

and oxygen is reduced to H2O ) (Hinz et al., 2008). Other work has suggested that the analgesic                  

effect is caused by paracetamol acting on the 5-HT serotonergic receptor, as was demonstrated in               

rats when induced pain of the median nerve was blocked by paracetamol (Pickering et al., 2008).                

Studies subsequent to the proposed COX1/2, COX-3, and 5-HT serotonergic effects, have            

suggested that paracetamol is a pro-drug and that it is the metabolites of paracetamol that exert                

the effects, not paracetamol itself.  

 

Paracetamol does have some quite interesting metabolites. In the brain and spinal cord of mice, it                

was shown that paracetamol is deacetylated to p-aminophenol which reacts with arachidonic acid             

in a reaction mediated by the enzyme fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH) to form              

N-arachidonoylphenolamine (AM404) (Figure 55 Paracetamol metabolism). AM404 is a strong          

activator of vanilloid receptor subtype 1, later named as transient receptor potential vanilloid 1              

(TRPV1), which is a ligand for endocannabinoid receptor type 1 (CB1). The endocannabinoid             

receptors, and their endogenous ligands - the endocannabinoids -, are involved in fetal, natal, and               

post-natal development and have been shown to be involved in neural development and in              

neurodegenerative disease (Basavarajappa et al., 2009). While AM404 will activate TRPV1 it            

will also act as an endogenous cannabinoid reuptake inhibitor (Jóźwiak-Bebenista & Nowak,            

2014). By blocking AM404 activity ahead of paracetamol administration to rates, researchers            

showed complete removal of the analgesic effects of paracetamol (Bertolini et al., 2006;             

Jóźwiak-Bebenista & Nowak, 2014). Another proposed mechanism of paracetamol’s pain relief           

is by inhibiting nitrogen oxide formation via the L-arginine/NO pathway (activated by substance             

P and NMDA receptors) since NO is an important molecule in the spinal cord pain signal                

transmission (Bujalska, 2004). The complexity surrounding the mechanisms of paracetamol is a            

good example where multiple approaches to drug toxicity testing are reasonable to sure its safety               

for use, i.e. in pregnancy. Paracetamol has been shown to to cross the placental barrier freely                

(Koehn et al., 2019). With that paracetamol has differential fetal metabolization during            

maturation, there is an additional question of how the effect of paracetamol could change due to                

developmental timing. 
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Figure 55 Paracetamol metabolism Paracetamol in the brain will be metabolized to acetaminophenol which              
together with arachidonic acid will form AM404. Paracetamol metabolism in the liver can create a very reactive                 
metabolite NAPQI (Guo et al., 2004). NAPQI is conjugated to glutathione and then rapidly excreted in the urine                  
unless glutathione is depleted with resulting severe liver toxicity. Paracetamol is otherwise excreted as either the                
glucoronidate- or sulfate-conjugates. The schematic is simple in design and there are more minor metabolites of                
paracetamol than shown. 
 

Paracetamol and cohort studies 

A cohort study is a study on a group that shares a common characteristic i.e. a large group of                   

women in pregnancy and/or after pregnancy. Several cohort studies starting from 2013 have             

shown an association between the use of paracetamol in pregnancy and an increased risk of               

adverse neurological outcomes, e.g. language delay and ADHD (Avella-Garcia et al., 2016;            

Bornehag et al., 2018; Brandlistuen et al., 2013; Liew et al., 2014; Stergiakouli et al., 2016;                

Thompson et al., 2014). Within PharmaTox, previous work has indicated a possible effect of              

paracetamol on development, when used during long periods in pregnancy (Brandlistuen et al.,             
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2013; Gervin et al., 2017; Ystrom et al., 2017). Moreover, recent work from one of the groups in                  

PharmaTox found an association between methylation changes in cord blood, long-term           

paracetamol exposure (> 20 days) during pregnancy, and an ADHD diagnosis in the offspring              

(Gervin et al., 2017), by using data from the Norwegian Mother and Child cohort study (MOBA)                

(Magnus et al., 2006). 

 

Studying the effects of paracetamol using our neurotoxicology protocol 

Cells were either untreated, the CTR group, treated with 100 µM paracetamol, the P100 group, or                

treated with 200 µM paracetamol, the P200 group. Both dosages, P100, and P200 are at relevant                

therapeutic levels from plasma levels (Graham et al., 2013). Paracetamol has a partition             

coefficient of 3.2 (between octanol and water) which means that paracetamol will likely diffuse              

passively through cell membranes. Furthermore, paracetamol’s binding to other proteins in           

plasma is minimal, and it has a large volume of distribution (50 L) after intravenous injection,                

indicating that paracetamol reaches throughout the body without allocating to tissues (Graham et             

al., 2013). The P200 dosage is similar to the measured peak concentration in plasma after an                

intravenously injected therapeutic dose (1 g) of paracetamol, 200 µM, where the lowest             

concentration measured was 130 µM, and the P100 dosage, 100 µM, is thus just below the lower                 

level. A paracetamol regiment for an adult is recommended to be up to 1 g paracetamol, at a                  

maximum frequency of four times per day (Graham et al., 2013). 

 

Paracetamol has been reported to enter the developing brain and cerebrospinal fluid at higher              

levels in the fetal rat compared to the adult rat (Koehn et al., 2019), where chronic paracetamol                 

treatment increased the transfer even more (Koehn et al., 2019). One study reported that              

paracetamol crossed the placental barrier freely (Bremer et al., 2017). While this indicates that              

the drug crosses at 100% from mother to offspring, a second study using ex-vivo human placenta                

as a perfusion model reported 44-48% transfer of paracetamol, then for metabolites: 38-40% of              

paracetamol sulfate and 31-36% of paracetamol glucuronide were transferred. Both studies           

suggested that paracetamol crossed the placental barrier rapidly and that metabolites produced by             

the crossed as well, albeit at somewhat lower levels. The recommended dosage of paracetamol is               
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more than half for a young child compared to the dosage recommended for an adult. This is a                  

potential problem, as the dosage that would maternally be transferred over the placental barrier              

from an adult dose, would be too high, and could cause risks for the developing fetus. 

 

We changed media with fresh paracetamol added (100 µM group was called P100 and 200 µM                

group was called P200), once every 24 hours. This regimen was kept for the remainder of the                 

protocol, day 0 to day 20. Most likely, it would never be recommended to take paracetamol for                 

this long (20 days) without seeing a doctor. However, since paracetamol is considered safe to use                

during pregnancy and the reported use is high, situations, where this can occur, are likely.               

Interestingly, a sub-therapeutic dose of paracetamol has been reported as neuroprotective           

(Blough & Wu, 2011; Ghanem et al., 2016; D. S. Maharaj et al., 2004; H. Maharaj et al., 2006;                   

Nazıroğlu et al., 2009; Saliba et al., 2019), which means the half-dose of paracetamol might               

behave differently than just exhibiting relative lower adverse effects than 200µM.  

 

For our study on paracetamol’s effect in vitro neurodevelopment of hESCs to NPCs, we had               

many questions after exploring the literature on the mechanisms of paracetamol. The literature             

was quite clear on the hepatotoxic effects of paracetamol, but much less clear on the potential                

neurotoxic effects that might occur during neurodevelopment. Although there are many           

metabolites of paracetamol, and combinations thereof, we left that complication on the side to              

initially treat with the pro-drug alone. It does raise questions for when, and what degree - if any,                  

our cells start metabolizing paracetamol, and this would be interesting to answer, e.g. in a               

collaboration with a mass-spectrometry group where we would supply control and treatment            

medium for analysis. For these first experiments, we were hoping to measure some of the subtle,                

long-term effects, that a drug like paracetamol could cause, and that the results would contribute               

to showing why it is important that we put more national, and international effort, into creating                

better human neurotoxicity testing, for the many hundreds, if not thousands, of compounds that              

remain to be evaluated for projects such as REACH.  
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Part II - Results 

Initial hESCs experiments and determination of the in vitro dose of paracetamol 

As mentioned in the introduction, paracetamol is still under debate regarding many of its              

biological mechanisms. However, there is also concern about how to consider the many             

metabolites paracetamol can be converted into, of which several might be relevant to study.              

Another issue is to what extent paracetamol will be degraded in the cell medium. No reliable                

data on the half-life in medium exist or on how fast paracetamol and all its metabolites can be                  

transferred across natural barriers, such as the blood-brain and the placental barriers. Paracetamol             

has also been reported to have negligible binding to carrier proteins and to accumulate in tissues,                

thus in vitro concentrations may be calculated based on the in vivo concentration in plasma,               

which was shown to be in the 130-200 µM range after a 1 g dose (2x 500 mg standard                   

paracetamol tablets) (Graham et al., 2013).  

 

Another issue of importance was at what stage during pregnancy exposure to paracetamol would              

take place. The unborn child will have a changing expression of enzymes and other systems               

during fetal development. This means that it would be of high interest to know when the                

offspring itself develops the capacity to metabolize paracetamol, and whether it happens in the              

fetal liver or brain, or whether metabolites are transferred primarily from the mother.             

Nonetheless, it was decided to start with the addition of the parent molecule, paracetamol, to the                

cell medium and carry out treatment experiments, but we knew there were a number of factors                

involved that could be important to investigate. 

 

About 2 years before the in-house protocol was established, we tested several different             

concentrations of paracetamol in hESC cultures. hESCs were first grown for 24 hours, to allow               

the cells to stabilize, attach, and be in the log-phase after 24 hours. After 24 hours, paracetamol                 

was added (with another dose the day after) in increasing concentrations: 0.1, 10, 50, 100, 150,                

200, 500, and 1000 µM. After 24 hours of treatment, viability óf hESCs was measured by                

luminescence using two commercial kits: CellTiter from Promega measuring ATP, and GSH-Glo            
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from Fisher Scientific measuring GSH (oxidative stress) (Figure 56 GSH-Glo and CellTiter            

hESCs viability after paracetamol treatment). The hESCs seemed to tolerate all the paracetamol             

dosages well. However, the duration of the tox-tests was short in comparison to our current 20                

days long neurodifferentiation protocol, but at the start of the project we did not know what                

dosages we were going to use, or for how long we were going to treat our cells. We expected to                    

have paracetamol present in the culture for longer periods than 48 hours, so we were not certain                 

how the same concentrations would be tolerated during a longer incubation period. 

 

 

Figure 56 GSH-Glo and CellTiter hESC viability after paracetamol treatment . Approximately 12 000 hESCs were               
seeded, per well, in the 96-well plate format. After 24 hours of cell growth, paracetamol, alternatively control                 
molecule glucose, was pre-mixed into medium, which then replaced the old medium in 96-well plate. After 24 hours                  
of exposure, decreased cell viability was measured by luminescence. hESCs seemed to tolerate all paracetamol               
dosages well. On the left, for CellTiter, the cell viability, and level of luminescence measured, are relative to levels                   
of cellular ATP, which decreased when the cell viability dropped. On the right, for GSH-Glo, cell viability was                  
measured as oxidative stress, where a lower GSH pool meant less luminescence measured.  
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Proliferation of cells seemed to increase when they were exposed to           

paracetamol during protocol runs 

For the proliferation discussion and single-sequencing results and discussion, the 100 µM            

paracetamol treatment group, and cells within, will hereafter be known as P100. Similarly, 200              

µM will be known as P200, and control as CTR. 

 

Anecdotally, we observed an increased cell proliferation in our cultures upon paracetamol            

treatment during the neurodifferentiation protocol. Part II of the protocol is a maturation phase              

starting at day 7 and lasting to day 13, where at day 13 cells are transferred to part III for the last                      

phase of the protocol. Peculiarly, at day 13 the cell-counts for the transition to part III, yielded a                  

higher number of cells in P100 and P200 groups, compared to CTRL, which could be easily                

observed as more dense cultures in the culture wells. In addition, the treated cells were               

morphologically different from the untreated cells. In retrospect, this would have been an             

interesting observation to address immediately with proliferation assays. Figure 57 shows           

brightfield images of CTR and P200 cells after 20 days (at the end of the protocol), where there                  

is a noticeable difference in cell density and morphology. In CTR wells, some gaps in the cell                 

monolayer and an intricate dendritic network were observed, whereas this was rarely seen for              

P200, which displayed a denser cell monolayer, with cells looking morphologically different            

from the control cells during the third part of the protocol. The increase in proliferation is just an                  

observation at this point as we have not done the proper experiments to prove any change in                 

proliferation. However, as there are further indications of increased proliferation in P100, and             

P200, showing up in the scRNA-seq data, the proliferation increase due to paracetamol exposure              

is highly interesting. 
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Figure 57 Brightfield image at day 20 of CTR cells. The same number of cells (450k) were seeded in CTR and                     
P100/P200, at the start in each part of the neurodifferentiation protocol. But there seemed to be a difference in cell                    
numbers at the end of part II and III in the paracetamol treatment groups. A. Image of CTR cells. In more open                      
areas, between cells in CTR, a network can be observed. Magnification is 20x. Scalebar = 100 µm. 
 

Note: Figure 57 is split into Figure 57 and Figure 58 so that could be made as large as possible                    

for the A4 format. Hopefully, once viewed in a PDF, one can zoom in and compare them better.  
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Figure 58 Brightfield image at day 20 of P200 cells. The same number of cells (450k) were seeded in CTR and                     
P100/P200, at the start in each part of the neurodifferentiation protocol. But there seemed to be a difference in cell                    
numbers at the end of part II and III in the paracetamol treatment groups. B. In P200 wells on day 20, cells grew                       
much denser. Here, in comparison to previous Figure 57 Brightfield image at day 20 of CTR cells , there are no gaps                     
in the monolayer, there is a thicker sheet of debris floating above the monolayer, and when images such as these                    
were shown to colleagues in the lab, they would appreciate cell amounts to be the double compared to CTR even                    
though cells were initially seeded at the same numbers. Magnification is 20x. Scalebar = 100 µm.  
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Single-cell sequencing of cells treated with paracetamol 

For this thesis, control datasets used in part I was integrated with treatment data using Seurat                

(from the Satija Lab) (Butler et al., 2018; Hafemeister & Satija, 2019; Hart, 2019; Satija Lab,                

n.d.). Cell types in the integrated dataset were predicted by having Seurat assigning them these               

by using cell types established in part I as reference, with the new dataset as a query.  

 

Changes in cell-population distributions in treatment with paracetamol 

When comparing amounts of cells, per cell-type, in CTR versus paracetamol treatment, some             

effects were observed that confirmed what was previously seen in cell-culture brightfield            

microscopy and cell-counting (Figure 57 Brightfield image at day 20 of CTR cells, and Figure 58                

Brightfield image at day 20 of P200 cells). Cell numbers were seen changing in particular cell                

type groups with paracetamol treatment (Table 8 Day 20 Predicted cell-types in the treatment              

population). In particular, radial glial cells, RGs, which is the relative proliferative and             

regenerate cell at this stage, increased from approximately 22 % to 32 % when comparing P100                

and P200 to CTRL. For P200, some mature progeny cells decrease in numbers, in particular               

intermediate progenitors, whereas prefrontal cortex precursors (PCPs), displayed a relatively          

large increase. That PCPs increase in abundance is interesting, since the PCP cluster its located               

on the side of the intermediate progenitor cells (IPs), close to RGs (Figure 60 Day 20 P200 and                  

CTR dataset integration), while IPs are on the direct trajectory to mature progeny, as predicted               

by cytoTRACE and PAGA pseudotime analysis, possibly suggesting downregulation of that           

particular trajectory in P200 treatment. 
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Cluster 7, non-annotated cells from part I 

Another noticeable change in the integrated dataset is that “cluster 7”, which was un-annotated              

and split into two parts in thesis part I, has more local structure to it now, likely due to the                    

increased number of cells included in the dataset, as this gives clustering analysis more statistical               

power (Figure 59 Day 20 P100 and CTR dataset integration) (Figure 60 Day 20 P200 and CTR                 

dataset integration). This integrated data might, therefore, be helpful when trying to annotate             

these cells, considering that they are in the region of cells affected by paracetamol treatment, it is                 

relevant to investigate further. 

 

Table 8 Day 20 Predicted cell-types in the treatment population Annotated control data from              

part I was used as a reference to predict cell-types in the treated cell populations. Columns 1-3                 

show the number of cells according to cell-type per CTR, P100, or P200. Columns 4-6 show the                 

corresponding percentages each cell-type represent out of the group total. RGs = Radial glial              

cells (stem cell/progenitors), IPs = Intermediate progenitors, 5-HT = Serotonergic, PC =            

Precursors, IN = Interneurons, CTP = Corticothalamic precursors (CTPs), PCP = Prefrontal            

cortex precursors. Data is from single-cell sequencing of two repeated protocol runs. 
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Figure 59 P100 and CTR dataset integration 5653 cells were included in the dataset. A. Cell-types in the integrated                   
dataset were predicted by using the annotated ctrl dataset from part I as reference. B. A UMAP displaying how CTR                    
and P100 cells at day 20 are placed by Seurat integration.  
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Figure 60 P200 and CTR dataset integration 5061 cells were included in the dataset. A. Cell-types in the integrated                   
dataset is predicted by using the annotated ctrl dataset from part I as reference. B. A UMAP displaying how CTR                    
and P200 at day 20 are placed by Seurat integration. When comparing CTR (bright green) to P200 (blue) more P200                    
cells are observed at clusters with RGs and PCPs. 
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Selecting the P200 PCPs and inspecting these cells alone on a UMAP, illustrates how much more                

P200 cells appear as RGs and PCPs, compared to CTR, at day 20 (Figure 61 Subsetting P200                 

and CTR for RGs and PCPs). 

 

 
Figure 61 Subsetting P200 and CTR for RGs and PCPs Here, RGs (left) and PCPs (right) are isolated from the                    
larger UMAP (Figure 59 P200 and CTR dataset integration) and presented alone on a new UMAP to more clearly                   
demonstrate differences in cell numbers between CTRL and P200. A. The UMAP displays only RGs, and                
demonstrate a much higher number of P200 cells (turquoise) in comparison to CTR cells (red). B. The UMAP                  
displays only PCPs, and similar to the RGs, a higher amount of P200 cells (turquoise) are visible compared to CTR                    
(red). 
 

PAX6 abnormalities and expression changes for several important genes 

Experiments previously carried out by scientists in the PharmaTox environment have shown that             

there were PAX6 changes in a chick brain model system after treatment with glucocorticoids              

(Austdal et al., 2016). Indeed, when analyzing the data obtained in this study, PAX6 expression               

is suddenly detectable for P200 in RGs and PCPs (prefrontal cortex progenitors), whereas in              

CTR, PAX6 was previously not detected at a significant level on day 20 (Figure 62 Changes in                 

PAX6 and NKX2-1 expression in P200 compared to CTR). Large changes with NKX2-1             

expression were also noticeable.  
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Figure 62 Changes in PAX6 and NKX2-1 expression in P200 compared to CTR. Top row, while PAX6 had                  
disappeared already by day 13 in CTRL, PAX6 now appears with altered expression, at day 20 in P200 cell types;                    
RGs, RGs: stopped to commit, and PCPs (prefrontal cortex progenitors). Bottom row, the forebrain marker NKX2-1                
is also significantly affected is expressed lower in P200 compared to CTRL, across all clusters except Layer IV5-HT                  
precursors. 
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When comparing changes in gene expression within the integrated data (CTR vs. treatment),             

P200 stands out on in terms of how much changes in gene expression are induced for particular                 

markers. As observed for the two RG clusters (Figure 63 RGs and RGs: commit, P100, and P200                 

vs. CTR), P200 induced larger changes in comparison to the half concentration. In particular, a               

large decrease in the expression of C1orf61, SFTA3, NKX2-1, MGST1, FABP7, MGST1, and             

MBIP was observed, when compared to CTRL. Concomitantly, there was a small increase in the               

expression of WNT7B, PAX6, COL2A1, FTL, GSTP1, and ACTG1. The increase in expression of              

PAX6 is not that striking at first glance, but since PAX6 is an important neurodevelopmental               

marker and patterning factor, for which its disappearance in thesis Part I suggested to be a                

ventral telencephalon fate, observing it in the 200 µM group is therefore interesting. 
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Figure 63 RGs and RGs: commit, P100 and P200 vs. CTR. Scatterplots depicting changes in gene expression for                  
P100, and P200 compared to CTR, including the two RG cell types: RGs and RGs: stopped to commit. A. and C.                     
While P100 usually show smaller changes in terms of fold change, B. and D. P200 induce larger changes, in                   
particular to C1orf61, SFTA3, NKX2-1, MGST1, FABP7 , MGST1, and MBIP which are downregulated, and then a                
smaller increase for expression in WNT7B, PAX6, COL2A1, FTL, GSTP1,  and ACTG1 .  
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In the PCP population, we observe that gene expression in the P100 treatment group after 20                

days is not affected to the same extent as in the P200 treatment group (Figure 64 PCPs, P100                  

and P200 vs. CTR), similarly to what is presented in figure 63. For the P200 cells, NKX2-1,                 

MBIP, and MGST1 gene expression decreased - similarly to what was observed for RGs (Figure               

63 RGs and RGs: commit, P100 and P200 vs. CTR), and also HES5 and SMS. EMX2 and CTSC                  

are the two genes that increase their expression the most in the P200 group. The other cell-type                 

groups display similar patterns (SII Figure I Genes changed for IPs and Layer V precursors after                

paracetamol treatment, SII Figure II Genes changed for Layer IV/5-HT and GABAergic            

interneurons after paracetamol treatment, and SII Figure III Genes changed for 5-HT/Chol/Glut            

PCs and CTPs after paracetamol treatment.). 

 

 
Figure 64 PCPs, P100 and P200 vs. CTR. Scatterplots depicting changes in gene expression for P100, and P200                  
compared to CTR. A. P100 is not affected as much as P200, VIM stands out slightly. B. 200 µM again seems to                      
downregulate certain genes, NKX2-1, MBIP, and MGST1 . HES5 and SMS is also decreased within this cell-type                
group. 
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The observation that some common genes were reduced or increased in expression, triggered the              

analysis of expression of the genes that were observed to be altered the most in the P100 and                  

P200 compared to CTR. These genes were SFTA3, NKX2-1, HES5, MGST1, MBIP, COL2A1,             

CXXC5, SPRY1, EMX2, ZIC2, C1orf61, NAV1, PAX6, WNT7B, CRABP1, and LHX2. 

 

In the P100 group, the below dot-plot does not show striking changes in gene expression. The                

two genes that appear to change significantly are EMX2 and C1orf61. EMX2 expression             

increased and C1orf61 expression decreased in P100 cells when compared to CTR (Figure 65              

Dot-plot on changed genes after P200 treatment, P100 vs. CTR). 

 

 
Figure 65 Dot-plot on changed genes after P200 treatment, P100 vs. CTR. The genes analyzed by dot-plot were                  
commonly appearing changed in P200 cells and was also compared to P100 cells for comparison. At day 20 in P100,                    
genes appear not to be changed in any large way. EMX2 and C1orf61 appear to be the two genes that visibly                     
changed in P100. 
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After a more close inspection of P100-relevant parts of the scatterplots, only five genes appear               

changed in treatment, EMX2, C1orf61, TPM2, BNIP3, and DUSP6 (Figure 66 Dot-plot on the              

few genes that changed in expression in P100 vs. CTR). 

 
Figure 66 Dot-plot on the few genes that changed in expression in P100 vs. CTR. Only five genes were seen                    
changing: EMX2, C1orf61, TPM2, BNIP3, and DUSP6, in P100 cells. They might particularly interesting if they can                 
be related to a lower dose of paracetamol having a milder and neuroprotective effect.  
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P200 treatment induces changes in more genes compared to P100  

In P200 cells, the larger list of genes as shown above the last figure, show bigger changes in                  

expression, as expected for the P200 cells which the list was based on (Figure 67 Dot-plot on                 

changed genes in P200 vs. CTR). SFTA3, NKX2-1, HES5, MGST1, MBIP, COL2A1, CXXC5,             

SPRY1, EMX2, ZIC2, C1orf61, NAV1, PAX6, WNT7B, CRABP1, and LHX2 all change and have              

different patterns depending on the cell-type group. For the two RG-related cell-type groups             

SFTA3, NKX2-1, HES5, MGST1, and C1orf61 decrease in expression, while PAX6 appears in             

P200 cells, a quite striking appearance since PAX6 was already at very low levels by day 13 in                  

CTR, and gone by day 20, relative to P200. COL2A1, CXXC5, ZIC2, NAV1, WNT7B, and SPRY1                

appear to increase the most. For PCPs, SFTA3 and NKX2-1 appear to almost vanish although               

they are relatively low to start with. HES5, MGST1, and MBIP decrease in comparison to               

control, while PAX6, NAV1, and WNT7B appear to increase slightly.  

 
Figure 67 Dot-plot on changed genes in P200 vs. CTR. At day 20 in the 200µM treatment group, there were                    
changes in expression for a collection of interesting genes: SFTA3, NKX2-1, HES5, MGST1, MBIP, COL2A1,               
CXXC5, SPRY1, EMX2, ZIC2, C1orf61 , NAV1, PAX6, WNT7B, CRABP1 , and LHX2. 
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Changes in gene expression in P100 cells are less compared to P200 cells 

EMX2, TPM2, and BNIP3 displayed increased expression levels in the P100 cells, while C1orf61              

and DUSP6 displayed reduced expression compared to CTR. Only BNIP3 has been discussed             

previously in part I of this thesis. BNIP3 was predicted as an end-of-differentiation marker at day                

0 by cytoTRACE and has been shown to have a role in both autophagy and apoptosis (a member                  

of the apoptotic Bcl-2 family). However, BNIP3 seemed here to be mostly implicated for              

autophagy in terms of general cell biology and pluripotency. 

 

EMX2 also seemed to be expressed at higher levels in P100 and P200 cells, compared to CTR.                 

Where the expression of EMX2 look similarly higher in the two treatments compared to CTR,               

P200 show a partial region of high expression along the end of Layer V PCs, through Layer                 

IV/5-HT PCs, and fading just before the GABAergic interneurons (Figure 67 Dot-plot on             

changed genes in P200 vs. CTR, Figure 68 EXM2 expression in integrated P100/P200-CTR             

datasets, and Figure 60 Day 20 P200 and CTR dataset integration for cell-types UMAP).  

 

EMX2 is a homeodomain TF critical in CNS development. Mice lacking EMX2 fail to develop               

neurons that project to the neocortex, will not develop the hippocampal dentate gyrus, and will               

have issues with lamination and neuronal migration (Mallamaci et al., 2000). EMX2 has been              

shown to promote neurogenesis and neurite outgrowth and was suggested as exploitable for             

cell-based brain repair (Brancaccio et al., 2010).  

. 
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Figure 68 EXM2 expression in integrated P100/P200-CTR datasets. EMX2 are expressed higher in both treatments               
compared to control, however, some areas in P200 seem to show a particularly high expression of this gene. A.                   
P100-CTR integrated dataset shows a smooth EMX2 expression along with the clusters except at the end towards                 
GABAergic interneurons, where EMX2 expression no-longer is observed. B. In P200-CTR integrated dataset, the              
EMX2 expression does not seem that different to P100 at first, but along the end of Layer V PCs cluster through                     
Layer IV/5-HT PCs, and fading just before the GABAergic interneuron cluster there is a distinct higher expression                 
of EMX2 compared to P100. Schex-hexagonal UMAP with gene mean expression per hexagon. Legend is a color                 
gradient indicating a mean gene expression ranging from 0 to 3. 
 

TMP2 was also observed to have significantly higher expression in the P100 cells, where the               

expression was increased for all cell-types in the dot-plot, except possibly for the             

5-HT/Chol/Glut PCs, which had too low levels of TMP2 for comparison between P100 and CTR.               

TPM2 (encode protein β-Tropomyosin) is primarily known as a striated muscle protein that             

stabilizes actin filaments but can function in non-muscle cells as well according to GeneCards              

and UniProt. A link to neurodevelopment is not evident from the literature, but one study               

proposes that TPM2 expression is important for cytokinesis, which seems reasonable as it affects              

actin filament stability (Thoms et al., 2008). Also interesting is the fact that TPM2 is expressed                

in mouse stem cells, where deletion has proven difficult, as it seemed lethal (J. Hook et al., 2004;                  

Jeff Hook et al., 2011). These types of proteins have roles in stress fiber assembly, that outside                 

muscle cells are the main contractile bundles, with roles in morphogenesis, adhesion, and             

mechanosensing (Tojkander et al., 2012).  
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Two genes were observed to have significantly reduced expression in P100 cells, C1orf61 and              

DUSP6. According to UniProt, C1orf61 (Chromosome 1 Open Reading Frame 61, or            

Transcriptional Activator of the c-Fos Promoter), may have a function in FOS signaling which is               

important in neuronal development and remodeling. Only 7 publications are listed on            

GeneCards, where one presents the gene in a role as a novel activator of transcription in the                 

brain, but under the alias CROC-4. C1orf61 is described to promote transcription of the FOS               

promoter and is observed expressed in several brain regions, such as the thalamus, substantia              

nigra, and hippocampus (Jeffrey et al., 2000). In the same study, C1orf61 expression is              

demonstrated using ICC in migrating and proliferating cells during early development in the             

rodent brain, which is relevant to this study and the effects of paracetamol. Furthermore, c-Fos               

signaling is important for learning and memory (Chung, 2015). What a variable decrease in a               

promoter for c-FOS could mean long-term might be interesting, since C1orf61 expression is             

much more downregulated P200 cells. 

 

P200 treatment induces large changes in gene expression in comparison to P100 

At day 20 in the 200µM treatment group, there were changes in expression for a larger collection                 

of interesting genes: SFTA3, NKX2-1, HES5, MGST1, MBIP, COL2A1, CXXC5, SPRY1,           

EMX2, ZIC2, C1orf61, NAV1, PAX6, WNT7B, CRABP1, and LHX2. 

 

Genes mentioned among those affected in P100 cells were EMX2 (enhanced expression) and             

C1orf61 (reduced expression). These genes were affected in P200 as well, but to a much larger                

extent (Figure 67 Dot-plot on changed genes in P200 vs. CTR). C1orf61 expression is heavily               

reduced in all cell-types except a very small presence in intermediate progenitors when             

comparing P200 to CTR. EMX2 was at a high level in four cell-types while having a low                 

expression level in control cells (all cell-types except CTPs and GABAergic interneurons).            

EMX2 expression seemed to increase the most for Layer V PCs, Layer IV/5-HT PCs,              

5-HT/Chol/Glut PCs, and PCPs (PCPs had an almost zero expression in CTR). 
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NAV1, or Neuron navigator 1, is an interesting gene. It displayed increased expression in RG               

clusters and IPs P200 cells. The gene also had a slightly higher expression level for more mature                 

progeny cell-types. There is limited information on NAV1 in the literature, but GeneCards report              

NAV1 to have an ortholog in C. elegans, which was shown to be involved in axon guidance                 

(Maes et al., 2002). GeneCards report that NAV1 can also be alternatively spliced to several               

splice variants.  

 

MGST1 is reported by GeneCards to be involved in inflammation and oxidative stress. Increasing              

numbers of proliferative cells and therefore enhanced cell turnover could lead to activation of              

genes, such as these and e.g. genes related to autophagy. Interestingly, oxidative stress was one               

condition reported in a previous study on paracetamol use in relation to ADHD from PharmaTox               

(Gervin et al., 2017). SPRY1 is reported by UniProt to function as an FGF pathway antagonist.                

SPRY1 has a higher expression level P200 cells and has been shown to be inversely correlated                

with proliferation and migration in keratinocytes (P. Wang et al., 2018) However, inactivation of              

SPRY1 has also been shown to inhibit the muscle stem cell pool in aging humans, suggesting that                 

SPRY1 can have either effect. It does seem likely, however, that it would be pro-stem/glial in this                 

study considering results so far, and as elaborated on in the coming discussion. 

 

ZIC2 was observed to have an increased expression in P200 cells and has been reported to inhibit                 

Wnt/β-Catenin signaling (Pourebrahim et al., 2011). ZIC2 also seems to have a possible             

connection with c-FOS signaling, and also schizophrenia (Hatayama et al., 2011; S.-Y. Lee et al.,               

2004). CRABP1 (Cellular retinoic acid-binding protein 1) has been shown upon up-regulation to             

reduce the differentiation potential of the human neuroblastoma cell-line SH-SY5Y, and instead            

increase cell proliferation. Thus, in relation to this thesis, ZIC2 could possibly be promoting the               

RG pools rather than stimulating differentiation (Uhrig et al., 2008). It should be noted that this                

was reported in an Alzheimer’s disease study where SH-SY5Y cells were overproducing            

amyloid precursor proteins. Another study in a chick model (avian retina) showed that retinoic              

acid signaling via CRABP1 enhanced the formation of a proliferative glial cell type named as               

Muller glia-derived progenitor cells (Todd et al., 2018). Retinoic acid-induced proliferative           
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precursors with characteristics of radial glia have been shown to exist in the ganglionic eminence               

and subventricular zone, and enhanced CRABP1 expression upon paracetamol exposure, via           

direct or other upstream effects, could enhance radial glial proliferation in this protocol (Haskell              

& LaMantia, 2005). Retinoic acid signaling is particularly required for olfactory development,            

another GWAS parameter found in association with ADHD (Gervin et al., 2017). Altered             

retinoic acid signaling has been shown to alter complex behavior and even potentially reduce              

telencephalon size and disrupt the migration of neurons (Chiang et al., 1998; Smith et al., 2001;                

T.-W. Wang et al., 2005). 

 

NKX2-1 and SFTA3 dysregulation in P200 cells after 20 days of neurodifferentiation 

Expression of the forebrain marker NKX2-1 was decreased in all cell types in a striking way for                 

the P200 cells. MBIP displayed reduced expression after the same paracetamol treatment, and             

according to GeneCards MBIP-related pathways are connected to chromatin organization, which           

is relevant in the analysis of NKX2-1. In the theme of chromatin regulating genes, CXXC5 also                

has increased expression in P200 cells, and according to GeneCards CXXC5 plays a role in               

chromatin regulation and acetylation, while it has also been suggested as a negative-feedback             

regulator in Wnt-signaling (H.-Y. Kim et al., 2015). HES5 which was used as a Notch-signaling               

marker in part I of this thesis had a minor decrease in expression across all cell-types. PAX6                 

appeared in the radial glial and PCPs clusters when the signal had been very low from day 13 in                   

untreated cells. LHX2 was described as a repressor of Wnt-signaling in thesis part I, with strong                

expression in the RG clusters (Figure 33 Wnt repressors LHX9 and LHX2) in CTR. In P200                

cells, LHX2 was observed to increase, starting with Layer V PCs, then more so in Layer                

IV/5-HT, while a decrease was observed for 5-HT/Chol/Glut PCs. LHX2 is also expressed to a               

higher extent in GABAergic interneurons, but the expression levels in control cells and cells              

after treatment are so low that a comparison is hard to make. If more LHX2 repressor were                 

transcribed, then Wnt-signaling could be disturbed to a greater extent, even when it is induced by                

the protocol. This could explain the slight increase in WNT7B expression, as this could be a                

compensatory effect to increase the amount of Wnt ligand in the presence of more repressor.               

WNT7B is similar, but not identical, to its more well-known sibling WNT7A, and might thus have                
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other effects in this context. Furthermore, disturbed Wnt signaling has a connection with             

schizophrenia, bipolar disorders, and autism spectrum disorders (Mulligan & Cheyette, 2017).  

 

The gene SFTA3 (Surfactant Associated 3) decreased substantially in expression in all cell types.              

Another alias for SFTA3 on GeneCards is NKX2.1 Associated Non-Coding Intergenic RNA,            

which is highly interesting since NKX2-1 expression was also substantially decreased. The            

SFTA3 gene is not directly called a lncRNA but instead affiliated with the lncRNA class, which                

is a somewhat unclear classification at first glance. Only 10 publications are listed for SFTA3 on                

GeneCards, and these are related to a putative function as a surfactant. One study briefly               

suggests that SFTA3 might increase in expression in an inflammatory response (Schicht et al.,              

2018). Another study revealed a role of SFTA3 in interneuron specification, which is highly              

relevant (C. Y. Chen et al., 2018). This was a study of genes with similar expression patterns to                  

NKX2-1, a forebrain marker, or more specifically for their study; medial ganglionic eminence             

(MGE) marker, which was further attributed as a master regulator of cortical interneuron             

progenitor development. SFTA3 was found to be the strongest candidate in this connection. The              

study also included an analysis of hESC-derived MGE-progenitors, which is also relevant. Their             

STFA3 KO hESC line demonstrated a reduced ability to differentiate down MGE-lineage but not              

as strong as the NKX2-1 KO.   
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Part II - Discussion 
It is interesting that paracetamol seems to affect cell populations and promote radial glial cell               

growth, as well as the formation of more PCPs instead of downstream progeny that comes after                

the intermediate progenitor’s cluster. The path to and after intermediate progenitors seems            

repressed, thus driving cells via alternative routes. 

 

Could genes BNIP3 and EMX2 be involved in low dose paracetamol neuroprotection? 

A lower selection of genes is altered in P100 cells. BNIP3 is interesting in being an autophagy                 

and apoptosis-related factor. Denser cell cultures, due to the accelerated growth observed upon             

treatment with paracetamol could potentially be a result of a more hypoxic environment. An              

environment that in addition would promote autophagy over apoptosis. An increase in expression             

of BNIP3 could be a sign of increased mitochondrial turnover via BNIP3 mediated autophagy              

(K. E. Liu & Frazier, 2015), and interestingly, BNIP3 expression was observed without lethal              

effects on mitochondria in highly respiring cells and cancer cells. This was explained by BNIP3               

phosphorylation that blocked the apoptotic effect, but not autophagy. BNIP3 could be selectively             

participating in mitophagy, to degrade mitochondria that are dysfunctional, damaged, or old,            

which might be part of a neuroprotective paracetamol effect. In fact, it has been shown that                

BNIP3 upregulation can have a pro-survival effect on cells via mitophagy (A. Singh et al., 2018). 

 

EMX2 displayed enhanced expression in P100 and P200 cells. EMX2 is a homeodomain TF,              

critical for CNS development. Mice lacking EMX2 fails to develop neurons that project to the               

neocortex, will not develop hippocampal dentate gyrus, and will have defects in lamination and              

neuronal migration (Mallamaci et al., 2000). A slight increase in EMX2 expression could be              

protective and regenerative, however, the P200 cells showed a much higher expression of EMX2              

in certain areas, and this might be more detrimental than protective. 
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Adverse outcomes after paracetamol use during pregnancy 

c-Fos signaling is important for learning and memory (Chung, 2015) and a variable decrease for               

a promoter-activator for c-Fos, such as C1orf6 - which we see at a lower expression in P200                 

cells -, could have long-term implications. C1orf61 expression vanished completely in P200 cells             

compared to CTR, for all cell types, except for a minute expression level in the intermediate                

progenitors. 

 

SFTA3, or NKX2-1 Associated Non-Coding Intergenic RNA as it also has been called, showed              

substantially decreased expression in P200 cells. SFTA3 is involved in interneuron specification            

and a similar observation was made in a study that showed hampered differentiation to MGE               

progeny by knockout of SFTA3 and NKX2-1 in hESC-lines. Instead, cells were following             

alternative differentiation paths (C. Y. Chen et al., 2018). A similar phenomenon seems to take               

place with paracetamol treatment of cells according to our protocol. This could explain why we               

observe more cells in our cultures just before part III in the protocol, for the cells that were                  

treated with paracetamol, when part II cells are counted and made ready to be moved to part III.                  

NKX2-1 pathways should be active by this point in the protocol, and paracetamol is promoting               

the formation of more radial glial/glial/stem cells instead of progression towards MGE-like            

progenitor cells, by shutting down NKX2-1 and SFTA3 function. We can instead observe larger              

pools of highly proliferative cells, as a consequence of radial glial promotion and a block               

towards mature progeny as observed in the control study. Increased progeny formation and MGE              

development delay could very well explain the increased risk of relevant diagnoses at early or               

later stages in life, and explain why GWAS and other studies have problems identifying a more                

distinct profile behind diseases such as ADHD. 

Loose angles 

If paracetamol does not bind directly to chromatin, or to NKX2-1, there is still the possibility that                 

paracetamol can activate or disturb mobile genetic elements which can be regulators of NKX2-1,              

such as LINE-1. When a drug library was designed for investigation of LINE-1 activity in regard                

to several mental diseases such as schizophrenia, it was also designed to be able to test                

paracetamol as a LINE-1 related molecule. Mobile genetic elements such as LINE-1, HERVs,             
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etc., have been difficult to directly investigate, due to their nature as ncRNAs. In addition, the                

technology has not been powerful enough, and these elements were also considered to be junk               

DNA for some time. More recently, however, the mobile genetic elements have been reported as               

possible gene regulatory phenomena have specifically taken advantage of by primate- and            

particularly in human evolution (Baillie et al., 2011; Faulkner & Garcia-Perez, 2017; Shpyleva et              

al., 2018)(Coufal et al., 2009; Cunnane & Crawford, 2014; Goodier, 2014; Grassi et al., 2020;               

Jönsson et al., 2019; Petri et al., 2019; Suarez et al., 2017; Terry & Devine, 2019). Of course, a                   

direct effect of paracetamol on a master regulator such as NKX2-1 which would have epigenetic               

effects further downstream could in-turn also explain activation or inactivation of mobile genetic             

elements in the areas affected by the changed chromatin state. 

 

Another more loosely related view is that SFTA3 is also a surface surfactant, primarily found in                

the lungs. I went and checked for symptoms in ADHD in young children and breathing problems                

during sleep is a prominent feature (Ren & Qiu, 2014) which might be linked to disturbed                

surfactant expression. Adult ADHD is also associated with asthma (Fasmer et al., 2011). Even              

more loosely related is that marijuana smoking seems to increase vital capacity of lungs (which               

does sound strange at first glance, maybe it is the inherent exercise with holding marijuana vapor                

in the lungs for an extended time) and people with ADHD who receives medical marijuana in                

regions where it is legal seems to feel that their symptoms are alleviated over time (Hollis et al.,                  

2008; Strohbeck-Kuehner et al., 2008). Although there are many other effects with marijuana             

smoking that can be more likely to help with ADHD symptoms its still interesting to think a bit                  

wider on these subjects if the hypothesis on paracetamol, NKX2-1, and SFTA3 is true. There is                

also the matter of paracetamol brain metabolite AM404’s interaction with the endocannabinoid            

system CB1 which might contribute to some neurodevelopmental adverse effects but it feels             

more rational that this would produce more specific, and easier to discover effects in e.g. GWAS                

studies if it was as simple as one pathway. 
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Part II - Conclusions 
In a 2019 publication in Nature, human accelerated regions (HARs) and human gained enhancers              

(HGEs) were introduced as novel concepts (H. Won et al., 2019). The intention was a discussion                

of complex brain development systems that are beneficial to humans but also can interact with               

neurodevelopmental disease risk genes, trading higher cognitive function with increased risk of            

mental disease. This is quite an interesting concept and the publication also specifically mentions              

important genes, of which many are relevant to this thesis study, e.g. genes involved in               

patterning of dorsal-ventral telencephalon; EMX2, PAX6, GLI3, NKX6-1, and NKX6-2, as well as             

cortical neurogenesis involving genes; PAX6, HES1, SOX2, GLI3, and TBR2. 

 

Paracetamol dysregulates the master regulator NKX2-1 and the co-expressed interneuron          

regulator SFTA3, causing chromatin to be less open in areas with genes important in the               

development of cortical migrating neurons and progeny within the MGE of the developing             

forebrain. Paracetamol further decreases expression of the c-FOS signaling enhancer          

entity, C1orf61, which is a likely activator of c-FOS signaling, which in turn has important               

roles in neuronal migration. As previous studies have shown, regarding the NKX2-1 function,             

if its ability to bind to distal regulatory elements is inhibited, this would repress alternative paths                

for progenitor cell differentiation within the VZ of the MGE. Both the VZ and the MGE are well                  

in the prediction zone of cell-types that could be generated of the developed and applied               

protocol, as determined in part I of this thesis. The reduction of NKX2-1 binding will result in                 

epigenetic changes and in decreased expression of LHX6, which is an important co-activator of              

region- and lineage-specific genes in the mantle and SVZ. This would explain why PAX6 and               

other important factors are suddenly seen at higher rates, the regular differentiation path in our               

cell culture is significantly reduced by the paracetamol treatment. Furthermore, and most            

importantly, this also carries implication for when paracetamol use can be a problem during              

pregnancy, as the formation of the MGE and the early development of the forebrain would take                

place during a critical time period where paracetamol use should be limited. Based on this, we                

could update the recommendations for paracetamol use during pregnancy until we have a clear              

mechanism fully worked out. If this hypothesis is correct, exactly how the paracetamol moiety              
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(or/and if it is metabolized by our cells - one of the metabolites) binds to NKX2-1, or blocks                  

access of NKX2-1 to binding sites on chromatin, remains to be investigated in coming              

experiments which would be important to be able to provide a more complete answer to               

questions concerning the effect of paracetamol that carries an association with adverse            

developmental effects, such as an increased risk of developing ADHD. 

 

As always, risk must be balanced against benefit and it can be disadvantageous to discourage the                

use of paracetamol, as it is an effective analgesic that does not seem to bring the same harmful                  

effects in pregnancy as NSAIDs do. However, the recommended use should be adjusted to              

reflect the increased risk of use during the in vivo time-frame that this study reflects. 
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Experimental procedures 

Mycoplasma 

Cell cultures were tested for mycoplasma infection. 

hESC general culture, dissociation, plate coating, and freezing.  

hESCs were grown in Essential 8 media (ThermoFisher, #A1517001). Signs of cell            

differentiation were routinely pruned away by scraping or aspiration to ensure a homogenous             

stem cell population at the onset of differentiation. For routine passaging and dissociation of              

hESCs, cells were first washed twice with 1x dPBS, then treated with 0.5 mM              

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, EDTA, (ThermoFisher, #15575020) for 4 minutes in room          

temperature. After aspiration of EDTA, chunks of cell colonies are de-attached by splashing             

media against the well floor (2-4 ml media for a 6-well plate format, using rotational movement                

to cover the area of the well) with a serological pipette (5ml pipette works well) using an electric                  

pipette (any standard kind will work) on maximum fluid ejection setting. As a             

protocol-optimization hESCs were pre-conditioned to grow on Geltrex (ThermoFisher,         

#A1413302). For routine plastic coating, Geltrex was used at a 1:100 dilution in KnockOut              

DMEM (ThermoFisher, #10829018), where the procedure and incubation were done according           

to the manual from the supplier (ThermoFisher). For preserving and storing cells in liquid              

nitrogen, cells were frozen down in media with 10 % DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, #D8418). 

Cell counting, light microscopy, materials lists 

Cells were counted using a Countess II FL Automated Cell Counter (ThermoFisher) according to              

supplier instructions. Routine light microscopy was done with an EVOS FL Cell Imaging System              

(ThermoFisher) and images were captured with a 1.3 Sony ICX445 monochrome CCD camera             

(part of the EVOS system). Included below is a list of common chemicals and other materials                

used in this protocol (Table 9 Protocol materials list, alphabetical) and a table describing media               

composition for part I, II, and III (Table 10 Medium compositions for part I, II, and III). 
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Table 9 Protocol materials list, alphabetical  
Item Supplier Cat nr 
Advanced DMEM/F12 ThermoFisher 12634028 
ACCUTASE STEMCELL Technologies 07920 
B27 Supplement ThermoFisher 17504044 
Human bFGF2 Peprotech 100-18B 
Human EGF Peprotech AF-100-15 
Essential-8 hESC media Life Technologies A1517001 
hESC-Qualified Geltrex ThermoFisher  A1413302 
GlutaMAX Supplement ThermoFisher 35050061 
KnockOut DMEM ThermoFisher 10829018 
LDN-193189 STEMCELL Technologies 72148 
N2 Supplement ThermoFisher 17502048 
RHO/ROCK Pathway Inhibitor Y27632 STEMCELL Technologies 72304 
SB431542 Sigma-Aldrich S4317 
XAV939 STEMCELL Technologies 72674 
Fibronectin ThermoFisher 33010018 
Polyornithine Sigma-Aldrich P3655 
dPBS, without Ca2+ and Mg2+ GIBCO 14190 
UltraPure 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0 ThermoFisher 15575020 
RNeasy Mini Kit Qiagen 74106 
Affinity Script 2x qPCR cDNA synthesis kit Agilent 600559 
RNase-Free DNase set (50) for use with RNasy Columns Qiagen 79254 
Penicillin Streptomycin (abbrv. P/S or Pen Strep) ThermoFisher 15140122 
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Table 10 Medium compositions for part I, II, and III 
Medium Component Amount (500 ml) 
Part I: Induction Advanced DMEM/F12 485 ml 
 GlutaMAX Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
 Pen Strep 5 ml (1%) 
 N2 Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
Added fresh SB431542 10 µM final concentration 
 LDN-193189 100 nM final concentration 
 XAV939 2 µM final concentration 
   
Part II: Maturation Advanced DMEM/F12 480 ml 
 GlutaMAX Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
 Pen Strep 5 ml (1%) 
 N2 Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
 B27 Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
   
Part III: Expansion Advanced DMEM/F12 487.5 ml 
 GlutaMAX Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
 Pen Strep 5 ml (1%) 
 N2 Supplement 5 ml (1%) 
 B27 Supplement 2.5 ml (0.5%) 
Added fresh Human bFGF2  10 ng/ml final concentration 
 Human EGF 10 ng/ml final concentration 
 

Table 11 Primary and secondary antibodies 
Antibody Dilution Manufacturer 
OCT4 1:100 Santa Cruz, sc-5279 
SOX2 1:200 Abcam, ab79351 
PAX6 1:350 Abcam, ab195045 
OTX2 1:40 R&D, AF1979  
Nestin 1:200 Abcam, ab22035 
β3-tubulin 1:200 Santa Cruz, sc-80005 
Donkey anti rabbit, Alexa 488 1:250 Jackson Immuno, 711-545-152 
Donkey anti mouse, Alexa 555 1:500 Abcam, ab150110 
Donkey anti goat, Alexa 555 1:500 Abcam, ab150130 
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Differentiation of hESCs to neural progenitor cells for use in toxicology studies 

 

Preparation and cell seed numbers for 12- and 24-well format 

hESCs were maintained for at least two passages and allowed to reach 80-90 % confluency. A                

full 6-well should contain plenty of hESCs for most experiments and also enough for re-seeding               

hESCs for maintenance culture (if a restart of the protocol is needed). With 80-90 % confluent                

homogenous hESCs at protocol day 0, hESCs were washed twice with 1x dPBS then single-cell               

suspended using Accutase (STEMCELL Technologies, #07920), following de-attachment        

procedures as described by the manufacturer with following changes: hESCs are more sensitive             

to increased mechanical force so a longer incubation time in Accutase is preferable to more               

pipetting, so to attain a single-cell suspension with high viability (above 90 %), an approximate               

incubation of 7 minutes in Accutase was found optimal for hESCs lines HS-360 and H9,               

combined with approximately 10-12 resuspensions using a 1000 µl mechanical pipette.           

Single-cells were then transferred to Essential 8 media containing 10µM RHO/ROCK Pathway            

Inhibitor Y27632 (STEMCELL Technologies, #72304), centrifuged for 4 minutes at 200 x G,             

resuspended again in Essential 8/Rock inhibitor, counted and assessed for viability, then plated at              

60,000 cells per well using a 12-well format (30,000 for a 24-well format). To ensure an even                 

cell spread, plates were moved side to side 5 times, then up and down (horizontally) 5 times, this                  

procedure was repeated one more time then plates were carefully moved to the cell incubator (37                

°C, 5 % CO2), while avoiding any circular motions that could cause cells to move back into the                  

center of wells. A correct cell count is essential since the number of viable cells seeded is crucial                  

for protocol success and reproducibility. A dedicated incubator is strongly recommended in cell             

labs with heavy use to avoid fluctuations in temperature and CO2 when incubators are used by                

many people. Even if incubator temperature drops 1 degree for a pro-longed time (or many               

repeated times), hESCs can de-attach from the substrate.  
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Day 1 to day 7. Part I: Induction 

At day 1 Essential 8/Rock inhibitor is removed and Part I: Induction was started by aspirating old                 

media and replacing it with Part I media (Table 10 Medium compositions for part I, II, and III),                  

During toxicology studies, the media would contain the compound of interest that is to be tested,                

pre-added to avoid local effects as cells can be exposed to a very high concentration at the initial                  

area of addition. At day 1, cells should have a nice evenly spread grid-like layout. Part I media,                  

with inhibitors added fresh (on the same day from frozen working-stock - avoid re-thawing!),              

was replaced daily between day 1 to day 6. Starting from around day 4 to 5, radial patterning                  

became visible in the cell monolayer. By day 6 neural rosettes was clearly visible and the cell                 

confluency high. Distinctive radial patterning and large patches with multiple rosettes covering            

your dish/well is an important end-point to reach before progressing. The most common issue in               

Part I is to underestimate or overestimate the number of cells plated at the start of your counting                  

procedure. Seeding 10 000 cells less than recommended can have a negative impact on expected               

progression. 

 

Day 7 to Day 13. Part II: Maturation 

At day 7 cells are seeded in high density and use of LSX inhibitors is stopped while B27                  

supplement is added (ThermoFisher, #17504044) (Table 10 Medium compositions for part I, II,             

and III). In part II, Geltrex, polyornithine (Sigma-Aldrich, #P3655), and fibronectin           

(ThermoFisher, #33010018) are used to coat plates for cells in part II and III. First, the plates are                  

coated with a solution containing a mix of polyornithine (20 µg/ml) and fibronectin (1 µg/ml) in                

ddH2O which is allowed to incubate at 37 °C for 2 hours, or overnight. The               

polyornithine-fibronectin solution is then removed and the plates are then coated with Geltrex,             

incubated for 1 hour at 37 °C and were then ready to be used. They can be stored in a sealed                     

container at 4 °C for at least a week.  

On day 7 cells are split as single-cells using the same procedure as described for the hESCs at                  

day 0 but in higher density. Recommended seed density is 450 000 cells per well for a 12-well                  

format and 225 000 cells for a 24-well format. Cell viability is usually lower at this point,                 
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compared to hESCs at day 0, it is not unusual to see more debris present, however as the count is                    

made based on live cells this should not be an issue but worth mentioning as it might otherwise                  

cause alarm that cells are unwell. 

 

Day 13 to Day 20. Part III: Expansion 

The B27 supplement is now at half concentration, compared to part II media (Table 10 Medium                

compositions for part I, II, and III), and added freshly to the media are bFGF2 (Peprotech,                

#100-18B) and EGF (Peprotech, #AF-100-15) where the final concentration of both should be 10              

ng/ml, e.g. a 10 µg/ml stock would be used in a 1:1000 dilution. Part II cells are single-cell                  

suspended using the same procedures as described for part II and the same seed numbers. In our                 

experience, if cells are kept for additional passages after day 20, this seeding amount should be                

maintained for 4-5 passages and then the seeding amount can be re-evaluated and possibly              

lowered as the cells seem more stable and at this point, you might want to go by split ratios                   

instead (e.g. 1:4) to have control over the number of days between splits.  

 

Immunocytochemistry 

Cells were washed three times with 1x dPBS, fixed with 4 % paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich,              

#158127) in 1x dPBS for 12 minutes, and then washed three times again. Cells were               

permeabilized and non-specific binding sites were blocked with 0.2% Triton X-100           

(Sigma-Aldrich, #T8787) in blocking buffer containing 2 % BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, #A6003) and            

0.01 % TWEEN 20 (Sigma-Aldrich, #P1379) in 1x dPBS, for 30 minutes in room temperature.               

Cells were washed three more times after blocking and permeabilization then incubated with             

specific primary antibodies (Table 11 Primary and secondary antibodies) in blocking buffer            

overnight at 4 °C. After another three washes, cells were incubated with either of the following                

Alexa-fluorophore conjugated secondary antibodies: Alexa Fluor 555 donkey anti-mouse (Table          

10 Primary and secondary antibodies) or Alexa Fluor 488 anti-rabbit (Table 10 Primary and              

secondary antibodies) in blocking buffer for 60 minutes at room temperature. After a final three               

washes, cells were DAPI-treated and mounted with Vectashield Hardset Antifade Mounting           
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Medium (VECTOR Laboratories, #H-1500). Fluorescent images were captured on with an           

Applied Precision DeltavisionCORE system and viewed using a 100× oil objective (NA 1.4).             

Image deconvolution was done on the integrated software (softWoRx v04.1.2). 

 

RNA isolation 

RNA was isolated and purified with RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, #74104) using an in-column              

DNA contamination removal step by using RNase-Free DNase (Qiagen, #79254), the procedures            

for isolation, purification, and DNase treatment were done according to the kit manuals. RNA              

was quantified using either a NanoDrop 2000 (ThermoFisher) or a Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer             

(ThermoFisher). 

 

ddPCR 

Samples were delivered to our Ullevål collaborators and who isolated nucleic acid and ran the               

ddPCR. Digital PCR obtain absolute measures of nucleic acid target sequences in a sample.              

Endogenous control genes were RPL30 and RAF1 (used in seperate wells) and they were found               

using reffinder (https://www.heartcure.com.au/reffinder/). cDNA was made with Qiagen        

Quantitect (Qiagen, #205311) according to their protocol. Input was 2 ng of material and ddPCR               

mastermix (BioRad, #1863024) was used according to manufacturers protocol. Taqman probes           

and reagents were used according per manufacturers instructions (ThermoFisher) and details on            

the list of probes can be arranged with our collaborators. ddPCR normalization was performed              

according to (Coulter, 2018).  

 

10X Genomics single-cell sequencing 

The kits acquired from 10X Genomics kits were Chromium Single Cell 3’ GEM, Library & Gel                

Bead Kit v3, 16 rxns (#PN-1000075), Chromium Single Cell B Chip Kit, 48 rxns              

(#PN-10000073), and Chromium i7 Multiplex Kit, 96 rxns (#PN-120262). Samples were           

delivered fresh in a heated polystyrene transport box to the lab of Robert Lyle at Oslo University                 
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Hospital the day before isolation so that they would be ready the day after as the protocol                 

requires a full day of work. Isolation proceeded according to 10X Genomics protocols for sample               

and library preparation (Cell Preparation Guide, n.d.) & (Chromium Single Cell 3’ Reagent Kits              

User Guide (v3 Chemistry), n.d.). Cells were prepared and resuspended by the same accutase              

procedure used in the differentiation protocol previously described. Target cell recovery was            

1000 cells per sample. However, based on previous experience, a value of 1400 cells per sample                

was used for cell input calculations to correct for losses in the GEM generation. The 10X                

protocol use PBS as wash solution but as the hESCs and subsequent differentiated neural cells               

are sensitive a change to their protocol was made. To mimimize cell loss and cell aggregation a                 

solution of 0.2 % BSA in PBS was prepared then added to the appropriate growth medium (e.g.                 

E8 cell media) for a final working concentration of 0.04 %. The wash-resuspension media was               

then preheated to 37 °C and used as wash or resuspension media throughout the protocol.               

Samples were pooled and sequenced on two runs on a NextSeq 500 system (Illumina              

#SY-415-1001) using a 150 bp PE High Output kit (Illumina #FC-404-2002) for a theoretical              

output of approximately 50 000 reads per cell. 

 

A note on 10X Genomics protocol versions 

Protocol version 3.0 revision A was used for library preparation. 10X Genomics keeps their              

protocols updated and the current revision of their library preparation user guide is revision C.               

However, 10X Genomics does not host old revisions on its website. 10X Genomics recommends              

using their latest revisions but a digital copy of rev A can be downloaded via this link if one is                    

interested in making comparisons: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tkDo8ujhX8kicG90GbNhZDRQ9SCYZ4CB/view?usp=sharing, 

(file stored on the author’s Google Drive).  

 

CellRanger 

Output from the 10X Genomics platform was run through CellRanger (3.1.0) on the SAGA              

supercomputer clusters for computing read counts from neurodifferentiation samples (two          

experimental repeats, timepoints; day 0, day 7, day 13, and day 20), and the paracetamol               
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toxicology study (two experimental repeats, timepoints day 7 (not included in this thesis), and              

day 20, and two treatments; 100µM- and 200µM paracetamol. See table below for clarification.              

Reference genoms GRCh38-3.0.0 was used for read alignment. We have tested aggregating the             

repeated experiments both in CellRanger with the aggr command, and downstream integration            

after quality control in Rstudio.  

  

Table listing samples run in CellRanger 

Timepoint (two repeated experiments) Protocol/control 100µM paracetamol 200µM paracetamol 

Day 0 ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Day 7 ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Day 13 ✓ ✓  ✓ 

Day 20 ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

scRNA-seq 

scRNA analysis was done mainly in R (ver 4.0) using R-studio (ver 1.3). Packages used in this                 

pipeline was AnnotationDbi (1.50.0), colorspace (1.4-1), dplyr (1.0.0), DropletUtils (1.8.0),          

EnsDb.Hsapiens.v86 (2.99.0), Matrix (1.2-18), org.Hs.eg.db (3.11.4), scater (1.16.1), scClustViz         

(1.3.8), scran (1.16.0), shiny (1.5.0), and Seurat (3.1.5.90). The work flow in the pipeline was as                

follows; 1. Loading raw data from CellRanger, from experimental repeat A and B.  

2. Quality control,  total reads, gene library, etc. 

3. Inspection of mitochondrial content and cell-cycle prediction for each cell. Mitochondrial            

reads were allowed much more lenient that other studies since mitochondrial reads seems to be a                

poor indicated of quality sometimes(O’Flanagan et al., 2019) and much less is known about              

mitochondrial content in human neurodevelopment and embryonic stem cells. 

4. Multi-dimensional filtering and manual filtering of cells, with an emphasis on lesser is better               

(Luecken & Theis, 2019; D. J. McCarthy et al., 2017). 
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5. Integration of dataset A and B with SCTransform and Seurat (Butler et al., 2018; Hafemeister                

& Satija, 2019). 

6. Clustering and analysis in scClustViz (Innes & Bader, 2018).  

7. Re-iterating and challenging analysis methods, as is common (Luecken & Theis, 2019). 

Any cells filtered out was written as tabular output in txt format to keep records. Script was                 

written in Markdown format (Bauer, 2020), thus an html file, experimental record of sorts, was               

produced for each timepoint with used code and settings, as well as plots from QC and filtering.                 

For more information if you need to set up your own analysis check out (Amezquita et al., 2020)                  

and (Luecken & Theis, 2019), for an excellent start that will save you alot of hard googling and                  

trial-and-error. 

For this thesis, I preferred to inspect each experimental dataset individually first, perform QC              

and filtering, then integrate them using Seurat via SCTransform, which was developed by             

Satijalab (Hafemeister & Satija, 2019) as a better alternative with heterogeneous datasets, and             

the SCTransform algorithm is also utilized in the code and Seurat modules that integrate the               

repeat runs as it improves comparison and common identity between the two datasets, then              

normalizes and scales the data. The established integrated dataset can then smoothly by added              

upon with similar methods, e.g. another treatment study at the same timepoint, or for the “all                

timepoints” datasets used in this thesis. 

CytoTRACE analysis was done in R, initially using ver 0.2.1, but due to some bugs and after                 

interaction with the author from Stanford (Gulati et al., 2020), who is really nice and answers                

e-mails very fast, a new version was released a couple of weeks later, and analysis was then                 

updated to use 0.3.2. For testing this tool, there is an online version of this tool at                 

(https://cytotrace.stanford.edu/) with demo datasets and possibility to upload your own.  

PAGA analysis and pseudotime analysis (Wolf et al., 2019) was done with scanpy (1.5.1) (Wolf               

et al., 2018) in miniconda3 (4.8.3) using python (2.8.1).  

Figures and other images 

Figures were either created directly as output from R-studio, or they made in Adobe Illustrator               

(2020), and FIJI/ImageJ (1.8.0_112) - with a special shoutout to a very handy FIJI plugin called                
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EZFig by Benoit Aigouy (Aigouy & Mirouse, 2013). 

 

scRNA-seq, cells filtered by isOutlier and manual cutoffs 

isOutlier is set to a MADs threshold of 6 for mitochondrial content outliers. By default, MAD is                 

set to 3, but threshold but can be increased to reduce the number of cells filtered. The default                  

value for MAD, 3, were used for outlier detection in library size (total counts per cell) and                 

features (genes per cell). Filtering settings for isOutlier, the MAD threshold, are set the same for                

both run A and run B, i.e. 6 for mitochondrial outlier detection, and 3 for library and feature                  

outlier detection.  

MADs thresholding is part of the isOutlier() function from scran to be able to detect outliers                

from by weighing several parameters at the same time. Manual cutoffs for min and max on                

library size and features were also set. These cutoffs were determined by inspecting histograms              

on library size and features, e.g. histograms shown in SI Day 0 Figure II. The aim is to inspect                   

the distribution and then cutoff low amounts of cells that spread in either direction. Cells               

removed manually were usually very few. The idea was first that it would improve scaling of the                 

datasets, to manually prune the histogram, but since so few cells were removed it was mostly a                 

good opportunity to take time to inspect the data. Both MAD- and manual filtering will be                

re-visited at a later date. How to filter, and on what metrics, seems to vary highly on the                  

study/paper, and there is no consensus yet or any golden standard software that do it (Luecken &                 

Theis, 2019). 

Day 0 cell filtering (SI Day 0 Figures I and II) 

Filtering result for run B showed more cells kept compared to run A, which could indicate that                 

run A had a lower quality. This may additionally explain why the runs A and B did not integrate                   

that well on day 0, as seen in the UMAP for day 0 (SI Day 0 Figure I, C.). The difference                     

between day 0 integration, compared to other time points, was in the main text explained as                

being caused by minor differences becoming relatively large when integrating two very            

homogenous datasets. The aforementioned low quality of run A was discovered the day before              
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thesis submission but the matter will be looked at and reported on later. 

 

Run A  

647 single-cells were kept for downstream analysis while 486 cells were removed of which 465               

was removed by isOutlier. The relative high amount of cells removed might be indicative that the                

day 0 cells were more damaged. Which also explain higher % mitochondria. IsOutlier removed;              

mitochondrial outliers, > 25.87 %, = 216 cells, library outliers = 178 cells, and features outliers                

= 71 cells. Manual cutoffs for library (counts/cell) set to keep cells between 7 000 to 50 000.                  

Below the lower cutoff, 0 cells were removed. Above the higher cutoff, 18 cells were removed.                

Manual cutoffs for features (genes/cell) set to keep cells between 2 000 and 7 500. Below the                 

lower cutoff, 0 cells were removed. Above the higher cutoff, 0 cells were removed.  

Run B  

1029 single-cells were kept for downstream analysis, 329 cells were removed of which 279 was               

removed by isOutlier. Retained cells in run B are higherin number compared to run A. IsOutlier                

removed; mitochondrial outliers, > 21.53 %, = 130 cells, library outliers = 123 cells, and               

features outliers = 26 cells. Manual cutoffs for library (counts/cell) set to keep cells between 7                

000 to 50 000. Below the lower cutoff, 0 cells were removed. Above the higher cutoff, 50 cells                  

were removed. Manual cutoffs for features (genes/cell) set to keep cells between 2 000 and 7                

500. Below the lower cutoff, 0 cells were removed. Above the higher cutoff, 0 cells were                

removed. Library max cutoff for run B should have been set relatively higher than run A, similar                 

to max feature cutoff, which is set higher for run B (8000 compared to 7500 for set A). 

 

Day 7 cell filtering (SI Day 7 Figures I and II) 

Run B histograms were shifted towards the right on the x-asis, compared to run A. This is                 

another reason why manual inspection of the individual experiments can give an idea of how the                

data looks like. Because of the shift to the right, run B manual cutoffs were slightly higher than                  

for set A, but they are still set in relation to where the distribution curve starts, and ends. 
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Run A  

1204 single-cells were kept for downstream analysis, 222 cells were removed of which 163 was               

removed by isOutlier. IsOutlier removed; mitochondrial outliers, > 16.78 %, = 146 cells, library              

outliers = 16 cells, and features outliers = 1 cell. Manual cutoffs for library (counts/cell) set to                 

keep cells between 4 000 to 30 000. Below the lower cutoff, 27 cells were removed. Above the                  

higher cutoff, 15 cells were removed. Manual cutoffs for features (genes/cell) set to keep cells               

between 1 500 and 7 000. Below the lower cutoff, 0 cells were removed. Above the higher                 

cutoff, 0 cells were removed.  

Run B 

1060 single-cells were kept for downstream analysis, 315 cells were removed of which 257 was               

removed by isOutlier. IsOutlier removed; mitochondrial outliers, > 18.02 %, = 187 cells, library              

outliers = 69 cells, and features outliers = 1 cell. Manual cutoffs for library (counts/cell) set to                 

keep cells between 6 000 to 45 000. Below the lower cutoff, 24 cells were removed. Above the                  

higher cutoff, 34 cells were removed. Manual cutoffs for features (genes/cell) set to keep cells               

between 2 500 and 8 000. Below the lower cutoff, 0 cells were removed. Above the higher                 

cutoff, 0 cells were removed.  
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Day 13 cell filtering (SI Day 13 Figures I and II) 

Run A and run B on day 13 are very similar in terms of quality and levels in library size and                     

features. The biggest difference are that less cells were run through the 10x machine for run A                 

compared to run B, 976 cells compared to 1 407. For all samples, our collaborators were aiming                 

to get atleast 1 000 cells sequenced. 

 

Run A  

801 single-cells were kept for downstream analysis, 175 cells were removed of which 130 was               

removed by isOutlier. IsOutlier removed; mitochondrial outliers, > 13.5 %, = 91 cells, library              

outliers = 38 cells, and features outliers = 1 cell. Manual cutoffs for library (counts/cell) set to                 

keep cells between 6 000 to 40 000. Below the lower cutoff, 6 cells were removed. Above the                  

higher cutoff, 39 cells were removed. Manual cutoffs for features (genes/cell) set to keep cells               

between 2 000 and 8 000. Below the lower cutoff, 0 cells were removed. Above the higher                 

cutoff, 0 cells were removed.  

Run B 

1157 single-cells were kept for downstream analysis, 250 cells were removed of which 210 was               

removed by isOutlier. IsOutlier removed; mitochondrial outliers, > 15.29 %, = 157 cells, library              

outliers = 50 cells, and features outliers = 3 cell. Manual cutoffs for library (counts/cell) set to                 

keep cells between 6 000 to 40 000. Below the lower cutoff, 10 cells were removed. Above the                  

higher cutoff, 30 cells were removed. Manual cutoffs for features (genes/cell) set to keep cells               

between 2 000 and 8 000. Below the lower cutoff, 0 cells were removed. Above the higher                 

cutoff, 0 cells were removed.  
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Day 20 cell filtering (SI Day 20 Figures I and II) 

Run A and B were similar at day 20. 

  

Run A  

1510 single-cells were kept for downstream analysis, 292 cells were removed of which 245 was               

removed by isOutlier. IsOutlier removed; mitochondrial outliers, > 17.53 %, = 94 cells, library              

outliers = 98 cells, and features outliers = 53 cell. Manual cutoffs for library (counts/cell) set to                 

keep cells between 4 000 to 35 000. Below the lower cutoff, 16 cells were removed. Above the                  

higher cutoff, 15 cells were removed. Manual cutoffs for features (genes/cell) set to keep cells               

between 1 850 and 7 500. Below the lower cutoff, 16 cells were removed. Above the higher                 

cutoff, 0 cells were removed.  

Run B 

1328 single-cells were kept for downstream analysis, 282 cells were removed of which 253 was               

removed by isOutlier. IsOutlier removed; mitochondrial outliers, > 19.24 %, = 115 cells, library              

outliers = 111 cells, and features outliers = 27 cell. Manual cutoffs for library (counts/cell) set to                 

keep cells between 4 000 to 35 000. Below the lower cutoff, 9 cells were removed. Above the                  

higher cutoff, 20 cells were removed. Manual cutoffs for features (genes/cell) set to keep cells               

between 1 850 and 7 500. Below the lower cutoff, 0 cells were removed. Above the higher                 

cutoff, 0 cells were removed.  
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SI Day 0 Figure I Cell-cycle, integration, scClustViz, and cytoTRACE A & B. Cell-cycle assignments using                
Cyclone() package from SCRAN on sequencing run A (A.) and run B (B.). The plot shows the cell-cycle assignment                   
scores and what phase cells are assigned as where red is G1-, green is G2M-, and blue is S-phase. C. Integration of                      
experimental runs with Seurat depicted as a UMAP where clusters separate per run, likely due to tiny differences as                   
this is a very homogeneous dataset. Green is sequencing run A and brown is sequencing run B. D. Cell-cycle                   
assignments, UMAP. E. Deviance feature selection, showing 1500 genes used for all time-points. The deviance gene                
statistic is based on a multinomial null model that assumes each gene has a constant rate. Genes with a large metric                     
are likely to be more useful in analysis. Low deviance features are instead discarded to speed up downstream                  
analyses. A different approach is to use Seurat’s 2000 variable genes (both were tested). F. Differentially expressed                 
genes (DE genes) per cluster, compared to neighboring clusters, in scClustViz. A “good” clustering solution is based                 
on having a minimum number of differential genes expressed to its neighbors, while all cluster silhouettes have as                  
good a positive number as possible, seen in G. H. Extended list for genes used by CytoTRACE differentiation                  
prediction. 
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SI Day 0 Figure II QC, mitochondrial content, and filtering Sequencing run A are represented in panels A to F,                    
while sequencing run B is represented in panels G to L. A. Mitochondria % outliers removal by R-package scran                   
with a subsequent histogram B. showing the cut-off point. In current practice, cells with extremely high                
mitochondria content are removed as they are considered bad, in our case this is done conservatively. C & D.                   
Histograms on total read counts per cell before and after manual fine-tuning for sequencing run A. E & F.                   
Histogram on features (genes) detected per cell before and after manual fine-tuning for sequencing run B. G to L.                   
Same context as A to F but representing sequencing run B. 
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SI Day 7 Figure I Cell-cycle, integration, scClustViz, and cytoTRACE A & B. Cell-cycle assignments using                
Cyclone() package from SCRAN on sequencing run A (A.) and run B (B.). The plot shows the cell-cycle assignment                   
scores and what phase cells are assigned as where red is G1-, green is G2M-, and blue is S-phase. C. Integration of                      
experimental runs with Seurat depicted as a UMAP. Green is sequencing run A and brown is sequencing run B. D.                    
Cell-cycle assignments, UMAP. E. Deviance feature selection, showing 1500 genes used for all time-points. The               
deviance gene statistic is based on a multinomial null model that assumes each gene has a constant rate. Genes with                    
a large metric are likely to be more useful in analysis. Low deviance features are instead discarded to speed up                    
downstream analyses. A different approach is to use Seurat’s 2000 variable genes (both were tested). F.                
Differentially expressed genes (DE genes) per cluster, compared to neighboring clusters, in scClustViz. A “good”               
clustering solution is based on having a minimum number of differential genes expressed to its neighbors, while all                  
cluster silhouettes have as good a positive number as possible, seen in G. H. Extended list for genes used by                    
CytoTRACE differentiation prediction. 
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SI Day 7 Figure II QC, mitochondrial content, and filtering Sequencing run A are represented in panels A to F,                    
while sequencing run B is represented in panels G to L. A. Mitochondria % outliers removal by R-package scran                   
with a subsequent histogram B. showing the cut-off point. In current practice, cells with extremely high                
mitochondria content are removed as they are considered bad, in our case this is done conservatively. C & D.                   
Histograms on total read counts per cell before and after manual fine-tuning for sequencing run A. E & F.                   
Histogram on features (genes) detected per cell before and after manual fine-tuning for sequencing run B. G to L.                   
Same context as A to F but representing sequencing run B. 
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SI Day 13 Figure I Cell-cycle, integration, scClustViz, and cytoTRACE A & B. Cell-cycle assignments using                
Cyclone() package from SCRAN on sequencing run A (A.) and run B (B.). The plot shows the cell-cycle assignment                   
scores and what phase cells are assigned as where red is G1-, green is G2M-, and blue is S-phase. C. Integration of                      
experimental runs with Seurat depicted as a UMAP. Green is sequencing run A and brown is sequencing run B. D.                    
Cell-cycle assignments, UMAP. E. Deviance feature selection, showing 1500 genes used for all time-points. The               
deviance gene statistic is based on a multinomial null model that assumes each gene has a constant rate. Genes with                    
a large metric are likely to be more useful in analysis. Low deviance features are instead discarded to speed up                    
downstream analyses. A different approach is to use Seurat’s 2000 variable genes (both were tested). F.                
Differentially expressed genes (DE genes) per cluster, compared to neighboring clusters, in scClustViz. A “good”               
clustering solution is based on having a minimum number of differential genes expressed to its neighbors, while all                  
cluster silhouettes have as good a positive number as possible, seen in G. H. Extended list for genes used by                    
CytoTRACE differentiation prediction. 
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SI Day 13 Figure II QC, mitochondrial content, and filtering Sequencing run A are represented in panels A to F,                    
while sequencing run B is represented in panels G to L. A. Mitochondria % outliers removal by R-package scran                   
with a subsequent histogram B. showing the cut-off point. In current practice, cells with extremely high                
mitochondria content are removed as they are considered bad, in our case this is done conservatively. C & D.                   
Histograms on total read counts per cell before and after manual fine-tuning for sequencing run A. E & F.                   
Histogram on features (genes) detected per cell before and after manual fine-tuning for sequencing run B. G to L.                   
Same context as A to F but representing sequencing run B. 
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SI Day 20 Figure I Cell-cycle, integration, scClustViz, and cytoTRACE A & B. Cell-cycle assignments using                
Cyclone() package from SCRAN on sequencing run A (A.) and run B (B.). The plot shows the cell-cycle assignment                   
scores and what phase cells are assigned as where red is G1-, green is G2M-, and blue is S-phase. C. Integration of                      
experimental runs with Seurat depicted as a UMAP. Green is sequencing run A and brown is sequencing run B. D.                    
Cell-cycle assignments, UMAP. E. Deviance feature selection, showing 1500 genes used for all time-points. The               
deviance gene statistic is based on a multinomial null model that assumes each gene has a constant rate. Genes with                    
a large metric are likely to be more useful in analysis. Low deviance features are instead discarded to speed up                    
downstream analyses. A different approach is to use Seurat’s 2000 variable genes (both were tested). F.                
Differentially expressed genes (DE genes) per cluster, compared to neighboring clusters, in scClustViz. A “good”               
clustering solution is based on having a minimum number of differential genes expressed to its neighbors, while all                  
cluster silhouettes have as good a positive number as possible, seen in G. H. Extended list for genes used by                    
CytoTRACE differentiation prediction. 
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SI Day 20 Figure II QC, mitochondrial content, and filtering Sequencing run A are represented in panels A to F,                    
while sequencing run B is represented in panels G to L. A. Mitochondria % outliers removal by R-package scran                   
with a subsequent histogram B. showing the cut-off point. In current practice, cells with extremely high                
mitochondria content are removed as they are considered bad, in our case this is done conservatively. C & D.                   
Histograms on total read counts per cell before and after manual fine-tuning for sequencing run A. E & F.                   
Histogram on features (genes) detected per cell before and after manual fine-tuning for sequencing run B. G to L.                   
Same context as A to F but representing sequencing run B. 
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Supplemental material II: Paracetamol study 

Supplemental II: scatterplots with treatment-induced changes in cell-type groups between          

treatment and control. 

 

 
SII Figure I Genes changed for IPs and Layer V precursors after paracetamol treatment. A. Intermediate                
progenitors (IPs), P100. B. IPs, P200. C. Layer V precursors, P100. D. Layer V precursors, P200. All plots are                   
treatment (y-axis) vs control (x-axis). Axes are relative gene expression and genes outside the diagonal are different                 
(lower or higher in their expression) for either treatment or control. 
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SII Figure II Genes changed for Layer IV/5-HT and GABAergic interneurons after paracetamol treatment. A.               
Layer IV/5-HT, P100. B. Layer IV/5-HT, P200. C. GABAergic interneurons, P100. D. GABAergic interneurons,              
P200. All plots are treatment (y-axis) vs control (x-axis). Axes are relative gene expression and genes outside the                  
diagonal are different (lower or higher in their expression) for either treatment or control. 
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SII Figure III Genes changed for 5-HT/Chol/Glut precursors and corticothalamic precursors (CTPs) after             
paracetamol treatment. A. 5-HT/Chol/Glut , P100. B. 5-HT/Chol/Glut precursors, P200. C. Corticothalamic           
precursors (CTPs), P100. D. Corticothalamic precursors (CTPs), P200. All plots are vs CTR (x-axis). All plots are                 
treatment (y-axis) vs control (x-axis). Axes are relative gene expression and genes outside the diagonal are different                 
(lower or higher in their expression) for either treatment or control. 
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SIII Code for processing scRNA-seq data 

Scripts and code took a long time to develop and are not officially published as of now. However                  

if the committee wishes so, I will happily arrange so that my scripts can be demonstrated. That                 

includes any other data as well. 
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